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People feel better in virtually every activity  – including TV viewing – when they 

are with other people than when alone.     

                         – Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi, 1990 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For Léa, Cléo, Emilie and Lis 
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PART I: FOCUS AND FUNDAMENTS OF THE STUDY 

This dissertation is composed of three parts. Part I introduces the focus and 
fundaments of the study, Part II presents the concepts and the categories that emerged 
from the analysis of the data, and Part III first lays out the generated theory that 
connects the concepts together and then presents conclusions, with discussion related 
to the study. Accordingly, the structure of the report follows my research journey from 
the “dive” into the unknown to gradual discovery of basic concepts, on to 
understanding and formation of theory.  

Through comparison of my study to a construction project, Part I is designed to give an 
overview of the basic building blocks of the project: the raw material, the tools, and the 
methods. It introduces the research phenomenon, my scientific approach, the research 
design that I used, and the data I collected. It also presents the relevant information 
pertaining to the builder’s pre-understanding (i.e., what I knew going into the study), 
along with my research process. These lay the foundation for my study. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the study 

Twitter is a micro-blogging and social-networking service that enables its users to 
create a profile, to send 140-character-long messages called tweets, to tag these 
messages with keywords, and to follow the messages of other Twitter users. The 
number of active Twitter users has risen steadily since the service’s launch, in 2006. In 
2011, hundreds of millions of tweets were being sent daily (Taylor, 2011), and in June 
2012 Twitter was estimated to have 500 million users (Semiocast, 2012). 

Statistics from 2012 show the average age of Twitter users to be 39 years and that the 
age bands 25–34, 35–44, and 44–54 are the largest and quite evenly represented. Just 
over 60% of Twitter users are female, and more than 80% of the users have completed 
at least some college-level studies (Ignite Social Media, 2012). Roughly 16% of U.S. 
Internet users are active on Twitter (Duggan & Brenner, 2013).  

Twitter is widely used for, among other things, fan discussion (Marwick & boyd, 2010). 
In 2010, Time magazine introduced the term “the Twittercooler” (Poniewozik, 2010) to 
describe the phenomenon of discussing live television shows online. Twitter calls this 
sort of continuous engagement that leads to a sequence of focused tweets live-tweeting 
(Twitter, 2011). Television-related live-tweeting emerged in the U.S. in late 2008 
(Shamma, 2012). 

Live-tweeting, as Twitter envisioned it originally, was a way to attract TV viewers’ and 
Twitter users’ attention by incentivizing celebrities to live-tweet during live broadcasts 
and then displaying some of these tweets on the screen. The emergence of regular TV 
viewers sharing opinions with each other on Twitter while the relevant program was 
airing was unexpected. 

The press has suggested that live-tweeting may have had a favorable influence on TV 
viewers’ ratings of major live events in the U.S., such as the Oscar gala and the 
Olympics (Poniewozik, 2010; Stelter, 2010; Stelter, 2013b) and that it could deepen 
viewers’ relationship with the show (Stelter, 2011a). Hoping to turn Twitter discussion 
into growing audience figures, national broadcast and cable networks in the U.S. began 
encouraging TV live-tweeting (McGirt, 2010). Networks started showing award shows 
nationwide without adjusting the airing time for time zone, so that everyone could 
participate in the discussion simultaneously. Networks also started to display “hashtags” 
on the TV screen in order to direct the discussion to a single thread and began also to 
encourage viewers to tweet while watching by showing some of the tweets on the screen 
and having TV hosts read out some of the tweets during the program. The proportion of 
U.S. TV viewers engaging in real-time discussions about TV programs via social media 
was 15–17% in October 2013 and is expected to rise (eMarketer, 2013).   

My motivation for the present study arose from viewers’ shared willingness to 
communicate with other members of the audience while watching a TV program. For 
quite some time, I had been interested in customer-to-customer communication taking 
place during leisure-service experiences: people visiting museums in pairs or in small 
groups and discussing the artworks they see with each other, people talking with family 
members about the Saturday-night movie while watching it, soccer fans gathering in 
sports bars to watch their favorite teams play and to comment on the game while it is 
being played, customers sharing opinions about a restaurant while having dinner there, 
etc. I saw TV live-tweeting as a part of this larger phenomenon. However, whereas the 
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ephemeral nature of oral customer-to-customer communication renders it very hard to 
study, TV live-tweeting gave me ample opportunities to investigate this facet of the 
phenomenon in depth: tweets are public, they can be sorted by keywords, and their 
senders can be approached for interviews with relative ease through Twitter. I was 
intrigued by questions such as these: What do people live-tweet about? What is the 
nature of this communication? Is it oriented toward hedonic consumption, or does it 
instead serve consumers’ data-processing needs? Why do viewers want to live-tweet 
while watching TV? Does reading and writing tweets facilitate their immersion in the 
experience, or does it hinder the process? How did people come to start live-tweeting 
about TV programs? The online environment of Twitter and characteristics of 
computer-mediated communication (the possibility for anonymity, immediacy of 
communication, and simultaneous connection to thousands of other viewers) raised 
other interesting questions: What does anonymous live-tweeting add to the viewing 
experience? Do people live-tweet with complete strangers or more with people they 
knew beforehand? Does the number of live-tweeters affect the experience?  

1.2 The scientific perspective adopted 

In this qualitative study, I set out to find answers to these questions by studying 
live-tweeting of TV from the perspective of digital customer-to-customer (C2C) 
communication in a service-marketing context. I see TV-viewing as one type of service 
experience and live-tweeting as customer-to-customer communication. My aim was to 
investigate live-tweeting as a part of the viewer’s TV-viewing experience and to 
complement service- and relationship-marketing theory by clarifying the role of C2C 
communication in customers’ service experience. 

The term “experience” emerged in marketing science with a seminal article by 
Hirschman and Holbrook (1982) that postulated the importance of considering the 
hedonic aspects of consumption alongside the utilitarian dimensions. This experiential 
approach gives a more holistic view of the consumption process than does considera-
tion only of previously studied variables such as customer expectations and satisfaction, 
which saw the consumer purely as a rational problem-solver. The newer approach 
recognizes the role of emotions, consumers’ need to have fun and to fantasize, and the 
significance of symbols in consumption. Arnould and Price’s study (1993) of river 
rafting demonstrated empirically the importance of strong and powerful emotions for 
the experience lived by the consumer. 

Marketing practitioners were quick to adopt this experiential approach, as Sherry’s 
(1998) study of NikeTown Chicago demonstrates. Inspired by Pine and Gilmore’s book 
Experience Economy (1999) and Bernd H. Schmitt’s Experiential Marketing (1999), an 
approach often referred to as experiential marketing took shape, mainly in the U.S. It 
emphasizes that companies should focus on designing extraordinary and memorable 
customer experiences. It can be argued that this is hardly a new idea: for instance, in 
the hospitality or entertainment industry, creation of meaningful and memorable 
customer experiences has always been stressed. This is especially true of drama, for 
which descriptions of detailed strategies for this can be traced back to Aristotle’s 
“Poetics”. However, according to experiential marketing, creation of extraordinary 
experiences should be stressed by all companies, not just those operating in the sphere 
of experiential services. Experience is seen as an added layer on top of commodities, 
products, and services (Carù & Cova, 2006). According to Pine and Gilmore (1999), 
goods and services are no longer enough and, instead, experiences are the foundation 
of future economic growth. 
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The importance of “experience” has been acknowledged both for service logic 
(Grönroos, 2006) and for service-dominant logic (Schembri, 2006; Vargo & Lusch, 
2008). Stephen Vargo and Robert Lusch (ibid.) see it as being through the service 
experience that the customer determines the value of the service. However, 
service-marketing scholars call into question the notion of the “quest” for extraordinary 
experiences that is described by experiential-marketing scholars. Grönroos (2007a) 
notes that, while all services generate experiences of some sort, the context is most 
often very ordinary, as when one is making a phone call: it is not glamorous or exciting, 
and it should not have to be. Along the same lines, Vargo and Lusch (2008, p. 9) 
denounce the connotation of “Disneyworld event” that is often attached to the term 
“experience.”  

What scholars seem to agree on is that experience is a subjective and internal response, 
encompassing both rational and emotional reactions of the individual to interactions he 
or she has with the organization, its brand, and the service or product – which are 
considered to be in the control of the organization – but just as much with third parties 
such as other customers, the press, or competitors, considered to be beyond the 
organization’s control. These experiences create memories that accumulate over time 
and affect one’s future experiences (Verhoef, Lemon, Parasuraman, Roggeveen, Tsiros, 
& Schlesinger, 2009). This is also how I refer to the service experience in this study. I 
approach it phenomenologically from the customer’s (TV viewer’s) viewpoint. 

The focus of this study is on the communication that takes place between TV viewers, 
so my primary interest lies in the social environment of the service experience (ibid.). 
Several scholars have emphasized the importance of social interaction in the service 
experience (ibid.; Helkkula, 2010; Walter, Edvardsson, & Öström, 2010). Communica-
tion and interaction are key processes also in relationship marketing, a marketing 
paradigm closely related to service-marketing tradition, which focuses on the relation-
ships that emerge between customers and companies or other customers through their 
interaction over time (Grönroos, 2004; Gummesson, 2004). Communication has been 
found to help customers in their meaning-making (Carù & Cova, 2007; Arnould & Price, 
1993; Gupta & Vajic, 2000; Duncan & Moriarty, 1998) and even to be the most 
important driver of service experience (Walter et al., 2010). 

Although Gummesson (2008, p. 83) sets C2C interaction at the heart of the service 
encounter by stating that “customers partly produce the service together if the supplier 
offers the right system, environment and personnel” and C2C communication has been 
identified as one of the customer’s “unplanned” communication sources in the service 
context (Duncan & Moriarty, 1997; Grönroos, 2004), the vast majority of studies in the 
domain focus on interactions and communication between customer and service 
personnel (Verhoef et al., 2009). Also in the “relationship communication globe” 
framework (Grönroos & Lindberg-Repo, 1998), C2C communication is placed after the 
service interaction episodes instead of being incorporated also into the service 
interaction episodes. 

Furthermore, although several industry-specific studies addressing the impact of C2C 
interaction in the service context have been published, the need for further research 
into C2C communication in both online and offline environments has been 
acknowledged repeatedly over the last 15 years (Martin & Clark, 1996; Bagozzi & 
Dholakia, 2002; Gruen, Osmonbekov, & Czaplewski, 2006; Verhoef et al., 2009). To 
my knowledge, no studies addressing the effect of online communication on service 
experience have yet been published in the field of service marketing. Accordingly, a 
clear research gap presents itself in the service-marketing literature with respect to C2C 
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communication taking place during interaction episodes, especially examining its role 
in the customer’s service experience. 

1.3 The purpose of the study 

Service marketing sees the customer as a co-producer of the service. Pierre Eiglier and 
Eric Langeard stated as early as in 1976 that through C2C interaction customers can be 
co-producers not only of their own service but also of other customers'. However, as I 
point out in Section 1.2, service-marketing literature has investigated C2C communica-
tion as communication mainly about a service experience and has not seen 
it as a part of the service experience. The purpose of this study is to fill part of this 
research gap. 

If C2C communication is seen as an element of the service experience that the customer 
seeks, new questions arise, such as these: What are the benefits this communication 
brings to the customer? Does the C2C interaction contribute to the customer’s 
meaning-making with the service? How does the service experience change on account 
of the C2C communication? How does the customer manage to engage in C2C 
communication and consume the service at the same time? It was with these questions 
in mind that I began to get acquainted with my research phenomenon, live-tweeting of 
TV. By following the methodology of grounded theory, which I will present in Section 
2.2 (“Research methodology”), I let the research problem emerge from the substantive 
material. According to Glaser (1998, p. 117), grounded-theory researchers should study 
problems that exist for the participants in the area and the goal of grounded theory is 
“to generate a theory that accounts for the patterns of behavior which are relevant and 
problematic for the participants.” Therefore, I began to collect material and analyze it, 
before formulating the problem I had identified – lack of social interaction while one is 
watching TV – in the following way as a question: 

How do TV viewers appropriate live-tweeting for their TV-viewing experience? 

The verb “appropriate” refers to the viewer’s action of assigning live-tweeting to a 
particular use (Merriam-Webster, 2012) or action “on the context of experience in 
order to transform and personalize it” (Carù & Cova, 2006, p. 6). 

This research question and a grounded-theory approach led to two goals for my study: 

1. To increase the understanding of TV live-tweeters’ processes during the 
TV-viewing experience. This understanding should be of direct value for the 
companies developing solutions to facilitate and support those processes 
(Grönroos, 2004) in the context of the TV industry. 

2. To generate a theory linking C2C communication to service experience on the 
basis of the specific case of live-tweeting of TV and to integrate the knowledge 
obtained into the theoretical constructs of service-marketing literature. 

1.4 The scope of the study 

To render the research process more manageable and to ensure meaningful findings, I 
limited my observation of TV-viewing experience to the time while the TV program was 
being aired and the moments just preceding and following its transmission. 
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Depending upon the researcher’s point of view, the length assumed for a service 
experience varies greatly. At one extreme, the consumption of a travel package for a 
distant holiday resort could be said to start when the consumer boards the airplane on 
the first day of the vacation. Someone else might say that the process starts the moment 
the consumer enters the travel agency in order to book a trip. At the other extreme is a 
view that deems the consumption to start as soon as the user sees an advertisement for 
the travel package and starts to daydream about it. The same amount of ambiguity can 
be attached to the ending of the consumption process – or even more, because the first 
service experience may lead to another and it is difficult, if not impossible, to say where 
one ends and the next begins. 

In order to avoid such confusion, I decided to use the relationship approach, making a 
distinction between the overall relationship and the interaction episodes that occur 
between the customer and the firm during their relationship (Ford, 1980; Liljander & 
Strandvik, 1995). During these episodes, the organization, its representatives, or other 
resources put forward by the organization interact with the customer. Some researchers 
use the term “service encounter” to denote the same thing (e.g., Martin & Clark, 1996; 
Grove, Fiske, & Dorsch, 1998; Gummesson, 2008). When investigating relationships in 
a business-to-business environment, Holmlund (1996) complemented the model by 
dividing the interaction episodes into individual “acts,” such as telephone calls or 
product deliveries, and grouping interrelated episodes into sequences.  

In this study, I regard the duration of a transmitted TV program as a single interaction 
episode. This includes commercial breaks and other possible interruptions. My analysis 
is based primarily on TV live-tweeting that took place during those interaction episodes. 

 

Figure 1-1: Temporal divisions of service use. The study focuses on interaction episodes. 

(Modified from Holmlund, 1999)  

1.5 The structure of the report 

In addition to this introductory chapter, which has presented the research 
phenomenon and outlined the gap in the existing literature, Part I of the report 
includes chapters 2, 3, and 4. In Chapter 2, I present the research design of the study, 
firstly describing the research approach and then discussing my choice of methodology. 
Finally, I introduce the process of the research. Chapter 3 presents my pre-
understanding of the phenomenon under investigation: the theories relevant to the 
phenomenon that I was aware of before commencing the study. This chapter 
encompasses theories in fields from service marketing to communication studies and 
my personal experience of live-tweeting. After this, Chapter 4 introduces the data for 
the dissertation. It describes the empirical data and the process used to collect them, 
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before going on to present the data generated in the project (field notes, memos, code 
hierarchies, etc.). After this, I go through the additional literature that the analysis of 
the empirical data prompted me to read. 

Part II of the report, presenting my findings on live-tweeting of TV, consists of chapters 
5, 6, 7, and 8. Chapter 5 covers the various types of TV live-tweeters that I identified 
from my data. Chapter 6 introduces individual types of TV live-tweets that emerged. In 
Chapter 7, I show the practices of TV live-tweeting, and Chapter 8 concludes the second 
part of the work by discussing the influence of live-tweeting on TV-viewing. 

Part III consists of chapters 9 and 10. Chapter 9 introduces the theory-building process 
applied in the study, along with the theories generated. In it, I also discuss how the 
theories tie in with previous literature. Chapter 10 presents the conclusions of the 
report. It first summarizes the purpose and the results of the study, then discusses its 
quality, its contribution, and its limitations. Finally, I speculate on the managerial 
implications and on the research opportunities opened up by the study.  

The appendices cover the code hierarchy and descriptions of the core categories. 
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2 THE RESEARCH DESIGN 

In this chapter, I first discuss the research approach of my study and then present 
grounded theory, the methodology that I used. Finally, I introduce the individual 
phases of my research process. 

2.1 The research approach 

When starting a scientific research project, the researcher has to decide how to 
approach the research phenomenon. The choice should be made on the basis of the 
suitability of the approach vis-à-vis the research problem studied and from the 
available data.  

I chose a theory-generating approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This approach requires 
the researcher to have access to a significant quantity of relevant data on the 
phenomenon, enabling him or her to identify the central concepts that explain the 
phenomenon and to present their interdependencies (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). 
Qualitative methods are well suited to this approach, especially if the research 
phenomenon involves human behavior and social interaction. They permit the use of 
many types of data, including interviews, participant observation, written documents, 
etc. The researcher’s subjective interpretation of the data is a critical part of the process, 
since the analysis relies on inductive reasoning (Lowe, 1996). 

Theory-generating and theory-verifying research approaches are complementary. 
Theory generation proceeds theory verification, and where theory construction 
emphasizes validity, theory testing places the focus on reliability. 

The goal of the study reported on here is to understand how viewers appropriate 
live-tweeting in their TV-viewing experiences. As is explained in the previous 
chapter, prior literature does not provide a theoretical framework that would aid in 
predicting and explaining the phenomenon of TV live-tweeting. Therefore, the focus of 
this thesis is on the generation of a new theory rather than on verification of an existing 
one. This led me to seek a theory-generating methodology for my research project. 

2.2 Research methodology 

In my study, I chose to employ grounded theory (GT), an inductive research 
methodology that grew out of sociology (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) but has since been 
used in diverse scientific disciplines, from organization research (e.g., Hunt & Ropo, 
1995) to consumer research and marketing (e.g., Hirschman & Thompson, 1997).  

2.2.1 Fundamentals of GT 

GT draws its foundations from symbolic interactionism, emphasizing social 
interactions (Goulding, 2005) as sources of data. The aim is to build theory from data 
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967) and to identify theoretical constructs from the qualitative 
analysis of data (Corbin & Strauss, 2008), grounding the emergent theory in the 
actions and words of the people under study (Goulding, 2005). The researcher reaches 
this goal by first breaking the data items into small pieces and then coding these pieces. 
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The codes are grouped into categories after this, for identification of concepts that 
characterize the phenomena studied. Grounded theory allows the use of multiple data 
sources, and the data analysis starts as soon as the first bits of data have been collected 
(Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Ongoing analysis then guides subsequent data-gathering, 
which the researcher continues until he or she reaches a saturation point – i.e., the 
point after which further data no longer bring new knowledge. 

Locke (1996) has criticized GT as being too lax a methodology, pointing to its sheer 
flexibility and arguing that anything can be put under its umbrella. Furthermore, 
Glaser (1992), one of the “founding fathers” of GT, has said that many studies claiming 
to use GT have not actually met the requirements set by the methodology. However, 
when used in a proper manner, GT is widely accepted as offering applicable scientific 
methods, and studies have used it in various disciplines in increasing numbers (Bryant 
& Charmaz, 2007). 

I chose GT in accordance with several criteria. Firstly, my research approach was focused 
on generating new theory instead of testing existing theory, and GT is a systematic 
approach for constructing theory on the basis of empirical data (Charmaz, 2006). 
Secondly, previous research did not provide me with a framework for understanding 
the phenomenon of live-tweeting in the TV context; consequently, I encountered 
difficulties also in deciding in advance about the sort of data I would need and how said 
data should be collected. Grounded theory allowed a flexible way to approach the 
phenomenon from various angles and, furthermore, provided the possibility for 
redirecting and narrowing down my data-gathering as the process went along (Bryant 
& Charmaz, 2007). Finally, Goulding (2005) indicates that GT is especially suitable for 
studying phenomena with elements of interaction, which describes my study well.  

2.2.2 Individual approaches within GT 

Although the two founders of GT, Glaser and Strauss, wrote their first book together 
(1967), their conceptions as to what really constitutes GT drifted apart considerably in 
the years that followed. Glaser (1992) in particular leveled severe criticism at the 
approach that Strauss (1987) and Strauss and Corbin (1990) presented as GT.  

In his subsequent books (1998, 2001), Glaser strongly defended the inductive, 
theory-generating nature of the “original” GT and the role of concepts at the heart of 
the methodology. He saw no place for verification in the method. He emphasized the 
identification of the core concept along with the researcher’s intuition and creativity. 
Glaser accused Strauss and Corbin of integrating deduction into their view of GT, of 
imposing unnecessary rules and procedures that make the research process 
cumbersome, and of putting emphasis on description at the expense of 
conceptualization and theory generation (Babchuk, 1996). 

In response to Glaser, Strauss and Corbin (1994) argued that, in their 1967 book, Glaser 
and Strauss had “overplayed” the inductive aspects and that too rigid a conception of 
induction leads to “sterile and boring studies” (p. 277). They also saw the researcher, as 
always theoretically sensitized (especially true of senior researchers), meaning that it is 
impossible to approach a phenomenon as Glaser demanded (1992): without any 
preconceptions. 

From the 1990s onwards, a new, constructivist approach has been gaining ground, 
spearheaded by Kathy Charmaz, one of Glaser and Strauss’s former graduate students. 
This approach sees both Glaser’s and Strauss and Corbin’s approach as positivist and 
considers data to be co-constructed by the researcher and the participants. 
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2.2.3 The approach used in this study 

My use of GT in this study was a mix of the approaches presented above. I came to 
know GT through Corbin and Strauss’s book (2008), which follows the path of Strauss 
(1987) and Strauss and Corbin (1990), so my choice of methodology and the early 
phases of the research process were strongly influenced by the “Straussian” approach. 
However, as I advanced in my project and both familiarized myself with Glaser’s 
critique (1992) of Strauss and Corbin (1990) and read the work of Charmaz (2006), I 
began to realize that my personal intuition had been closer to the “Glaserian” tradition 
from the very start. I could easily relate to Glaser’s arguments pertaining to the 
inductive approach, to his interest in processes, and to considering previous literature 
as data rather than as a basis for the constructs of my own theory. I found Corbin and 
Strauss’s (2008) procedures too formal and rigid, and I found the deductive aspect of 
their approach counterintuitive. From Charmaz’s work (2006) and the constructivist 
approach I could relate to the notion that the researcher does not discover data or 
theories but constructs them as a result of his or her interactions with the participants.  

It would be bold to claim that I have followed Glaser’s approach. After all, according to 
him, merely understanding GT meanings and techniques takes at least a year and a half 
(Glaser, 2001). Furthermore, as I mentioned earlier, I started my project while using 
Corbin and Strauss as my guide, and I did record my interviews, which goes against 
Glaser’s guidelines. Lastly, I had some background in theories related to my research 
phenomenon so cannot claim not to have had any preconceptions when starting my 
study. 

I have, nevertheless, done my best to follow Glaser’s advice, especially on letting 
concepts emerge freely from the data; on presenting the categorization, by grounding it 
firmly in the material; on conceptualizing, by taking behavior patterns as my guide; and 
on theory-building, by concentrating on one core concept and considering theory to 
describe relationships between concepts. However, for lack of a better word, I have not 
shied away from using the term “findings” – Glaser considers GT to result not in 
findings but in theory – in the context of chapters 5–8, and I have used descriptions 
when I have felt it necessary. Most notably, in Chapter 8 I use a conditional/consequential 
matrix, a feature of Strauss and Corbin’s approach that is anathema to Glaser (1992). I 
justify the use of this analytical tool in that context because my aim with the chapter 
was to compare my findings with highly descriptive findings of Robert Kubey and Mihaly 
Csíkszentmihályi (1990) and this would have been very difficult without such a tool.  

Accordingly, it is probably fair to say that I have done what Glaser and Strauss (1967) 
and also Charmaz (2006) have invited researchers to do: use grounded-theory 
strategies flexibly, in their own way. In doing so, I have, however, attempted to keep my 
research process transparent, be coherent, and justify my choices. 

In hindsight, I see my methodological approach as coming close also to early practice 
theory, which grounded its ideas in empirical research (Postill, 2010) and saw that 
permanent dispositions of our culture (Bourdieu, 1977) are embedded in mundane and 
trivial behavior and practices that are often taken for granted. In a manner similar to 
theirs, I tried to identify from my data recurrent practices of TV live-tweeting and the 
purposes behind these practices. Although GT is not necessarily interested in power 
structures in the relevant society or in the individual’s ability to change it, which are 
elements at the heart of practice theory, GT and practice theory are close to each other 
in their actual methods. Practice theory is interested not in understanding human 
beings per se but in revealing the practices they engage in (Korkman, 2006), in a 
parallel to GT as interested in labeling not people but their behavior (Glaser, 2001).  
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2.3 The research process 

The master’s research that I conducted in 2002–2003 investigated ways in which 
word-of-mouth (WOM) communication could be generated around Hollywood movies 
by means of mobile handsets. Although I moved on to working in the industry after 
finishing my studies, I remained interested in WOM communication. In the five years 
that followed, I could see two parallel developments taking place. Firstly, with the 
emergence of online media and social networking services, more and more WOM-like 
conversation was occurring via electronic media. Secondly, there was tremendous 
growth both in industry literature and in research articles dealing with WOM, viral 
marketing, and WOM marketing. Finally, my curiosity in “online WOM” and marketing 
grew so great that it led me back to academia.  

In my first years as a doctoral student, I read both marketing literature and 
WOM-related articles from other scientific disciplines. As those years developed, I 
could also observe that much of the conversation I was interested in was taking place 
through various online media: online video game players exchanged views with each 
other about the game while playing it; Amazon.com customers looked for customer 
reviews on the site before making purchases; and Foursquare users were 
communicating their café, bar, and restaurant experiences to friends. I gradually 
discovered that an area of WOM communication that was not very well investigated 
was WOM taking place during service use, particularly such dialogue occurring in the 
online context. At the time, I could find only one article on the topic (Gruen et al., 
2006). I started to get interested in how this communication affected customers’ 
service experience. This led me to read literature about customer-to-customer 
interaction (CCI), customer experience, consumer experience, and service experience. I 
also became acquainted with some computer-mediated communication (CMC) and 
human–computer interaction (HCI) literature. It was this literature from various 
domains that constituted the pre-understanding that I brought to the thesis project, 
which I present in Chapter 3. 

In summer 2010, I began a two-year posting at the University of California, Berkeley 
(UC Berkeley), specifically the School of Information (I School), as a visiting scholar. 
There, my goal was to gather the empirical material for my thesis. I was especially 
interested in exploring the social networking sites. I began working specifically on the 
subject of my thesis in a class project during I School’s fall 2010 course on 
computer-mediated communication. Three fellow students and I collected, in all, 
roughly 800 live-tweets; interviewed two frequent live-tweeters; and performed some 
participant observation. This study was documented in a poster presentation at the 
Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work and Social Computing, or 
CSCW 2012 (McPherson, Huotari, Cheng, Humphrey, Cheshire, & Brooks, 2012). I 
consider this class project to be a preliminary phase of my thesis project. 

The thesis project proper began in the following spring, when a colleague and I 
interviewed 21 live-tweeters on a TV drama series, Glee, and collected all the live-tweets 
that our respondents had sent during the spring 2011 run of the program (12 episodes). 
I consider these first stages to be the thesis project’s data-collection phase 1.  

The analysis and interpretation phase and also the theory-building phase began already 
during the preliminary phase of the project and continued until summer 2013. The 
analysis consisted of writing memos on each interview and tweet set and of coding the 
material. The interview data and the tweets were open coded, the codes were constantly 
compared to each other throughout the process, and then a code hierarchy was built 
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through categorization of codes. Finally, some categories evolved into concepts. The 
coding was done with the aid of a software application called ATLAS.ti. Theory-building 
advanced in parallel and was fueled by, alongside the empirical data, the additional 
literature review that was triggered by the empirical material and its analysis. Through 
the analysis of this first dataset emerged my research problem – my respondents’ lack 
of social interaction while watching TV – which enabled me to target my subsequent 
research efforts at respondents’ ways of tackling this problem. 

In fall 2011, I began to search for a complementary set of interview and live-tweet data. 
Thus, in the following spring, I carried out data-collection phase 2. This time, I inter-
viewed 20 people who frequently live-tweeted on televised National Hockey League (NHL) 
ice-hockey games. Again, in addition to interview data, I collected all the live-tweets my 
respondents had sent during the last 12 games of the regular season. Very early on in this 
second data-collection phase, I could detect considerable differences in the way the sub-
jects spoke about Twitter use during games when they were watching the match at home 
on TV and when they were at the ice-hockey arena. However, it was difficult to isolate which 
of the differences were due to the TV-mediated vs. live attendance experience and which 
may have been caused by other factors, such as events in a game or the social environment. 
To gain a clearer perspective, I decided to look for a third, comparative, dataset, one 
including only live-tweets from real-live media experiences. Therefore, in summer 2012, I 
conducted four interviews with people who attended a Coldplay rock concert and tweeted 
about it during the concert. The last phase of my study, the writing-up phase, extended 
from fall 2012 through February 2014.   

Thus, my thesis research process proceeded in eight partially parallel phases: 
preliminary phase, data-collection phase 1, the analysis and interpretation phase, 
theory-building, additional literature-based research, data-collection phase 2, 
data-collection phase 3, and the writing-up phase. The process is presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 2-1: The research process. 
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The empirical material collected in phases 1, 2, and 3, along with the procedure applied 
in collection of these data, is presented in detail in Chapter 4.  
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3 PRE-UNDERSTANDING  

3.1 Role of pre-understanding 

In this chapter, I introduce my preliminary understanding of TV live-tweeting. With the 
term “pre-understanding” and related phrases I refer to the theories and studies that I 
had come across before starting the empirical part of my study and that I – at that stage 
– judged to be relevant to the phenomenon of TV live-tweeting. Some of these theories 
I had encountered during my studies as a master’s student, while others I discovered 
during my doctoral studies or while working in the audiovisual industry. 

In the ideal case, a GT researcher should have no preconceptions at all in relation to the 
phenomenon studied, so that the pre-understanding cannot bias the data generation or 
analysis, the interpretation of data, and theory-building. However, all researchers have 
accumulated theoretical understanding over their years of study and working life, so 
the researcher’s task should be to keep as open a mind as possible and not let the 
preconceptions lead the research process. However, a risk of bias still exists; therefore, 
for the sake of transparency, it is essential for the GT researcher to make his or her 
preliminary understanding explicit, so that readers are aware of it and can take it into 
account when evaluating the study. 

My pre-understanding was informed by theories from various domains and by my 
personal use of Twitter. Some of the domains are interrelated, and some overlap. I 
present them here, however, domain by domain without hierarchy, and I discuss their 
interdependencies in the text. After presenting each domain of theory, I discuss its 
relevance to my project, as I saw it when starting my study. To help the reader 
understand the evolution of my thinking, I have, however, added references to the later 
parts of my study, where I elaborate on the theories that I discuss here. At the end of 
the chapter, I present conclusions about these various theories, thereby offering an 
overarching view of my preliminary understanding.  

This chapter does not present all of the literature reviewed for the study. It covers only 
the works that were familiar to me at the outset. Later literature-based research was 
triggered by observations that emerged from my analysis of the empirical data, but that 
literature is dealt with in Chapter 4, alongside the empirical data in the extent to which 
it was used in the study. 

3.2 Service-marketing theory 

Marketing science was first developed on the basis of the goods-selling logic of the 
manufacturing-based industries of the 1950s. The transaction was the focal point of 
marketing, and services were initially seen as variants of physical products. However, 
in the 1970s, scholars started to develop a service-marketing theory that is based on the 
distinctive characteristics of services. They saw services as processes and activities, 
acknowledging the customer as a co-producer and seeing interactions and relationships 
with customers, rather than exchange, as the focus of marketing. Especially, Nordic 
scholars of service research rejected the idea also of marketing as a separate function in 
an organization (Grönroos, 1978; Gummesson, 1991). Another concept differentiating 
this approach from the goods-based marketing tradition was that of perceived service 
quality (Grönroos, 1984). While traditional marketing theory was interested only in the 
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quality of the end result of the production process (technical quality), service scholars 
identified the quality of the process itself – i.e., the functional quality – as at least as 
important as the technical quality (ibid.) for service customers.  

The pioneers of the service-marketing generation in Europe were Christian Grönroos 
(e.g., 1978), from Finland; Evert Gummesson (e.g., 1978), from Sweden; and Eiglier 
and Langeard (e.g., 1977), from France. Grönroos and Gummesson in particular kept 
developing their thinking on service marketing. In 1982, they labeled their approach 
the “Nordic School of Service Marketing” (Grönroos, 2007b), and over the years this 
research stream has attracted a sizeable following and accumulated considerable 
knowledge. With it, understanding of the characteristics of services has kept evolving. 
In 2006, Grönroos defined services as “processes that consist of a set of activities which 
take place in interactions between a customer and people, goods and other physical 
resources, systems and/or infrastructures representing the service provider and 
possibly involving other customers, which aim at solving customers’ problems” (2006, 
p. 323). 

Relevance to my study 

The theoretical framework presented above helps me to situate TV live-tweeting in a 
broader context. Following Grönroos’s definition of service (ibid.), I see a TV program 
as a service that is being produced in cooperation by the production company, the 
broadcaster, and the TV viewer. The production company makes the program, the 
broadcasting network diffuses it, and the viewer experiences the show by watching it. 
Tweeting adds communicative activities to this co-production activity conducted by the 
TV viewer just as much as it contributes interaction with other live-tweeters. Through 
these activities, TV live-tweeters actually become co-producers of each other’s service 
processes. As for the perceived quality of the TV live-tweeting experience, the quality of 
the process of experiencing the program – the functional quality – is crucial for the 
viewer’s enjoyment, alongside the quality of the show itself (technical quality).   

3.3 The relationship approach, S-D logic, service logic, and value-in-use 

The term “relationship marketing” was coined in 1983 by L. Berry. However, relational 
elements already had deep roots in the service-marketing theory developed by the 
Nordic school and in the work of the Industrial Marketing and Purchasing (IMP) Group 
(e.g., Håkansson, 1982; Håkansson & Snehota, 1995), another group of (initially) 
Nordic marketing scholars focused on business-to-business environments (Grönroos, 
2004). Both of these movements contributed actively to relationship marketing theory, 
which, toward the end of the 1990s, challenged the traditional marketing model even 
beyond the scope of services as a “new marketing paradigm” (Addis & Holbrook, 2001). 
The approach emphasizes the importance of interactions between the various actors in 
service provision: interactions of the customer with the organization, its representatives, 
and its systems but also with other customers, along with the importance of long-term 
customer relationships (Gummesson, 1987, 2004; Grönroos, 1995).  

In 2004, the service-orientation of marketing was strengthened further, by Vargo and 
Lusch, who proposed their theory of service-dominant logic (S-D logic) for marketing 
as the foundation of a new general marketing theory (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). Vargo and 
Lusch’s theory was initially based on eight foundational premises, according to which, 
for example, all economies are service economies, goods are only distribution vehicles 
for service provision, and a company’s role is to support the customers’ processes by 
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offering resources for them. In S-D logic, these resources are divided into two 
categories, first introduced by Constantin and Lusch (1994): operand and operant 
resources. Operand resources are resources acted upon, such as goods, raw materials, 
monetary resources, and spaces (Arnould, Price, & Tierney, 1998). Operant resources, 
in contrast, are employed to act on operand or other operant resources. They produce 
effects and support human ingenuity. Among these resources are knowledge, 
competencies, and intellectual property rights, yet operant resources encompass social 
resources too, such as skills requiring physical involvement (e.g., knowing how to play a 
musical instrument) or a network of friends, a type of resource referred to also as social 
operant resources (Arnould, Price, & Malshe, 2006).  

Similarly, Grönroos (2006) brought together contributions from the Nordic school as 
so-called service logic and stated that these can be applied also to goods if the 
conception of the consumption process is widened. According to Grönroos (ibid.), 
goods can be considered resources in a process that itself constitutes the service. 

It follows that both S-D logic and service logic consider service always to be a process 
that encompasses the production, the delivery, and the consumption; that production 
and consumption are at least partly simultaneous; and that the customer is always 
involved as a co-producer in the service-production process to some extent. Both see 
this logic as applicable to marketing in general. In terms of value creation, the two 
approaches agree that the value is created in use, hence the term “value-in-use.” 
However, service logic argues that the customer is the sole value-creator and the 
company can only create potential value or participate in the customer’s value-creation 
process (Grönroos & Voima, 2013). In contrast, S-D logic considers the organization to 
build a value proposition, which the customer realizes through his or her involvement, 
and customer and organization alike are considered to create value; they are 
co-creators of value (Vargo. Lusch, Akaka, & He, 2010).  

Relevance to my study 

The relationship approach is interesting in several respects from the perspective of my 
study. It brings out the relationships that are built among live-tweeters through the 
interactions taking place during the service process and raises questions such as how 
live-tweeters manage these relationships with fellow live-tweeters and how these 
evolving relationships influence the TV live-tweeting experience. Another interesting 
aspect of the relationship approach is the influence that these customer-to-customer 
relationships have on the organization–customer relationship – that is, how 
live-tweeting influences a live-tweeter’s relationship with the TV program. A third 
consideration related to the relationship approach has to do with the network of agents 
of various types in TV live-tweeting. The network consists of multiple firms (TV 
production company, brand-owner, broadcaster, and Twitter), along with the web of 
live-tweeting viewers and their individual personal networks (social operant resources 
in S-D logic’s terms) that may influence the TV live-tweeting experience in one way or 
another. The fact that all these agents interact and influence each other should be taken 
into account.  

Finally, also the notions of value-in-use and value creation are relevant for my study. 
From the value-in-use perspective, the value is created when the TV program is being 
watched and during the live-tweeting. In the conceptualization of Grönroos and Voima 
(2013), a pre-recorded program would represent a resource with potential value for the 
TV viewer, since the company is not directly involved in the viewer’s value-creation 
process. The broadcaster can, however, be considered a value facilitator, as long as the 
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TV viewer watches the show live, because the TV show as such is not changed by the 
live-tweeting during it. Because live-tweeting with TV encompasses also the tweeting 
activity, other TV live-tweeters too have to be considered co-creators of the value, since 
they directly interact with each other during their respective value-creation processes. 
Considering other live-tweeters to be co-creators of value is particularly well suited to 
my research approach, which investigates live-tweeting as a part of the TV-viewing 
experience. Also Twitter, as a company, should be considered a value facilitator, as the 
actor that enables live-tweeting during the TV show.   

3.4 The phenomenological approach to service experience and consumer 

culture theory 

Holbrook and Hirschman (1982) were the first to point out that hedonic aspects of 
consumption are important. They identified entertainment, art, and leisure activities as 
being especially laden with symbolic meanings that require recognition of the 
emotional and affective sides of consumption alongside the information-processing 
perspective that had prevailed.  

In the literature that followed, the term “experience” has been used in various contexts 
and with slightly different meanings. Experiential marketing scholars often use merely 
the word “experience” when referring to extraordinary experiences that are memorable 
and unique. The terms “customer experience” and “consumer experience” are 
frequently used interchangeably by marketing and consumer-research scholars to 
denote experiences that arise from using products or services (e.g., Meyer & Schwager, 
2007). When a distinction is made, “customer” refers to a person or an entity that buys 
the product or the service and “consumer” refers to a person or entity that actually 
consumes the product or the service. Terms such as “retail experience” (e.g., Healy, 
Beverland, Oppewal, & Sands, 2007; Otieno, Harrow, & Lea-Greenwood, 2005), 
“purchase experience” (e.g., Jin & Park, 2006; Shim, Eastlick, Lotz, & Warrington, 
2001), “store experience” (e.g., Fulberg, 2003; Swinyard, 1993), and “shopping 
experience” (e.g., Falk & Campbell, 1997; Menon & Kahn, 2002; Machleit & Eroglu, 
2000) denote subcategories of customer experience and delineate the context wherein 
the consumption takes place.  

In contrast to “consumer experience,” the term “consumption experience” refers to a 
wider perspective that takes into account also experiences that do not rely on a market 
offer (Carù & Cova, 2003). Such consumption experience can occur through state, 
family, or communal relationships. 

Johnston and Clark (2008) have defined service experience as “the customers’ direct 
experience of the service process, which concerns the way the service provider deals 
with the customer” (p. 42). Walter and colleagues (2010) add to this definition direct 
experiences with the provider’s facilities and other customers and also indirect 
experiences – customers’ encounters with the organization’s products and brands, 
WOM, advertising, or reviews. However, Helkkula (2010) encompasses in service 
experience, alongside the customer’s experience, experiences of service personnel, and 
she posits that service experience is cumulative over time: past experiences influence 
new ones, and new experiences can influence the interpretation of past experiences.   

Few attempts have been made to deconstruct customer-service experiences. 
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Verhoef et al. (2009) proposed a conceptual model of customer experience creation in a 
retail environment. The authors identified eight determinants of customer experience: 
1) social environment, 2) service interface, 3) retail atmosphere, 4) assortment, 5) price 
and promotions, 6) customer experiences with alternative channels, 7) retail brand, 
and 8) past customer experiences.  

Studying drivers of customer service experiences in restaurant settings, Walter et al. 
(2010) found that social interaction, the core service of the restaurant, and the physical 
restaurant environment were frequent drivers of the experiences. 

In consumer-behavior literature, Arnould, Price, and Zinkhan (2002) divided the 
consumption experience into four stages: 1) pre-consumption experience, which 
includes daydreaming as much as search and planning activities; 2) purchase 
experience, which includes the choice, payment, and packaging; 3) core consumption 
experience, which includes sensation, satiety, satisfaction/dissatisfaction, 
irritation/flow, and the transformation (Carù & Cova, 2003); and 4) remembered 
consumption experience, which refers to memories of past experiences.  

Pine and Gilmore (1999) mapped experiential consumption in two dimensions, with 
customer participation (passive to active) on one axis and the individual’s relationship 
with the environment (from absorption to immersion) on the other. The most engaging 
experiences hit the “sweet spot” near the middle of both axes. According to Pine and 
Gilmore, TV-watching is an example of absorption taking place: the experience “goes 
into” the viewer. In contrast, with a virtual game it is the player who “goes into” the 
experience. For Pine and Gilmore, such “plunging” is a prime example of immersion.  

Carù and Cova (2006) offer another approach to immersion. They define immersion as 
a process wherein the consumer becomes one with an experience through the total 
elimination of distance between the consumer and the situation (ibid.) via “operations 
of appropriation” (Ladwein, 2003).  

Ladwein (ibid.) applied the idea of appropriation operations from environmental 
psychology to study immersion in the tourist industry, and Carù and Cova (2006) used 
it to investigate viewers’ immersion in classical-music concerts. The three main 
operations involved here are nesting, investigating, and stamping (Aubert-Gamet, 
1997; Fisher, 1992). The concept of nesting refers to the consumer’s willingness to feel 
at home in a familiar setting. To this end, he or she pushes aside anything that could 
disturb the experiential framework. Investigating involves the consumer’s urge to 
explore the setting and exert mastery of the environment in order to expand his or her 
territory. Finally, “stamping” refers to assigning personal meanings to the experience or 
to its parts. According to Carù and Cova (2006), these three major operations of 
appropriation can be involved in any immersion process.  

In a later article, Carù and Cova (2007) introduced the consumer immersion model, 
wherein organizations “offer experiential contexts that consumers each mobilize in 
order to immerse themselves and thus to (co)-produce their own experiences” (p. 38). 
The model emphasizes the consumer’s own activity in the process of immersion and the 
organization’s role in creating and fostering the experiential context – e.g., through 
fostering of customer communities. Consumers’ collective actions enable mutual 
learning, shared emotions, and adoption of joint rituals linked to the consumption 
experience. 

Lastly, Sandström, Edvardsson, Kristensson, and Magnusson (2008) have presented a 
theoretical framework for value-in-use through their examination of service 
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experiences linked to technology-based services. The model sees the service experience 
as the total functional and emotional value of a consumed service.  

Several of the studies discussed in this section and some of those mentioned earlier in 
the work can be counted as parts of a research stream called consumer culture theory 
(CCT): those of Arnould and Price (1993); Arnould et al. (2006), mentioned in Section 
3.3; Sherry (1998), mentioned in the introduction; Carù and Cova (2003, 2007); and 
Arnould and Thompson (2005). An interdisciplinary research tradition, CCT is 
interested in studying consumer actions, the marketplace, and cultural meanings and 
in connecting meanings from individual consumption contexts to more general levels of 
cultural processes, including their historical dimensions (Arnould & Thompson, 2005). 
In addition, CCT is interested in communities as avenues for sharing values (Joy & Li, 
2012) and for co-consumption (Arnould et al., 2006). 

Relevance to my study 

These studies assist me to understand TV live-tweeting as phenomenological service 
experience wherein the focus is on the TV viewer’s (customer’s/consumer’s) experience 
(Helkkula, 2010). They help me also to position my study. My project focuses on the 
social environment (Verhoef et al., 2009) of the core consumption experience (Arnould 
et al., 2002) of TV live-tweeting. 

In Holbrook and Hirschman (1982)’s terms, a TV program occasions both cognitive 
and emotional reactions that are perceived uniquely by individual viewers. The viewer 
watches the show and interprets it through his or her personal past experiences. 
Live-tweets, both sent and received, are a part of the service experience, for they are 
direct experiences with other viewers (customers) of the same program (service) 
(Walter et al., 2010). Through live-tweeting, the viewers can increase their 
participation in the experience, which should lead to mutual learning, emotion-sharing, 
and joint rituals (Carù & Cova, 2007), culminating in more memorable experiences 
(Pine & Gilmore, 1999). Because live-tweeting involves other TV viewers, social 
interaction may play an important part as a driver (Walter et al., 2010) or as a 
determinant (Verhoef et al., 2009) of the TV live-tweeting experience. 

There are many CCT studies relevant to my work, studying consumption as a vehicle for 
sharing meanings. Live-tweeting gives the live-tweeters an avenue for communication 
about the program with peers and participation in the meaning creation and a way of 
sharing opinions.  

However, some of the theories are counterintuitive for me. I cannot see, for example, 
how nesting – the appropriation operation in which consumers push away all 
disturbing elements in order to be able to immerse themselves more fully in the 
experience – slots in with TV live-tweeting. One could imagine nesting to imply that 
Twitter use would hinder immersion in the TV program.  

3.5 CCI and C2C communication 

Service marketing has repeatedly emphasized the importance of customer-to-customer 
interaction for the service experience; C2C communication can be considered a 
subcategory of CCI. In this section, I summarize my initial understanding with respect 
to both CCI and C2C communication.  
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Eiglier and Langeard had already included in their “servuction” model (1977) customer 
B as one element affecting the service-production process, Grönroos highlighted in 
1978 that C2C communication during the service process could influence other 
consumers’ service experience significantly, and Harris, Davies, and Baron (1997) 
indeed found a link between customer satisfaction and CCI. 

Over the years, service scholars have looked at CCI from many angles. In 1983, Grove 
and Fisk divided CCI into on-stage and off-stage encounters. In a similar vein, Harris, 
Baron, and Parker (2000) drew a distinction between on-site and off-site CCI. “On-site 
CCI” refers to CCI taking place in the physical service setting (e.g., in a store), while off-
site CCI occurs elsewhere (e.g., online). Nicholls (2010) and Martin and Clark (1996) 
equated off-site CCI / off-stage encounters to WOM communication.  

On-site CCI has been studied mainly in the context of retail (e.g., Harris et al., 1997; 
Parker & Ward, 2000), hospitality-based industries (e.g., Arnould & Price, 1993; Grove 
et al., 1998; Wu, 2007; Harris & Baron, 2004), and museum visits (Debenedetti, 2003). 
In retail settings, “purchase pals” have been found to be so important that consumers 
prefer retail shopping over online shopping partly for the social dimension that 
purchase pals offer (Harris et al., 2000). In hospitality-focused industries, the CCI 
encounters take place by accident: people sit in the same train compartment (Harris & 
Baron, 2004), interact in a restaurant (Martin & Pranter, 1989), or are part of the same 
adventure expedition (Arnould & Price, 1993), and these encounters can influence the 
service experience in both positive and negative directions. In a museum environment, 
some consumers seek an individual-centered experience while others want to be 
accompanied (Debenedetti, 2003). When museum-goers are accompanied, their 
experience is influenced by co-present or accompanying visitors.  

Martin and Pranter (1989) found that some customers are compatible with one another 
while others are not and that this compatibility influenced customers’ satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction in those service industries wherein customer encounters are frequent.  

Martin and Clark (1996) divided the content of CCI into task-related, non-task-related, 
and combinations of elements of both. Task-related CCI is communication that is 
directly related to the service being consumed, and non-task-related interaction 
involves “pleasantries.” Following Kelley (1983), Martin and Clark presented three 
causal conditions for CCI: personal causes, environmental causes, and relational causes. 
Personal causes include the personality, skills, attitudes, past experiences, etc. that the 
customer brings to the business encounter. Personal causes influence customer 
compatibility, with Martin and Clark arguing that cultural diversification has increased 
customer incompatibility. Environmental causes can be divided between physical and 
social environment. The former includes the business setting, or “servicescapes” 
(Bitner, 1992), which can affect how customers interact. Social environment 
encompasses the other people present in the service setting (personnel and other 
customers) but also the social network of the customer (family members, friends, co-
workers, etc.). Social environment can attract customers but can also lead them to 
avoid certain business settings. Finally, relational causes have to do with the 
interdependence of individual customers in the business setting.  

Tombs and McColl-Kennedy (2003) proposed the “social-servicescape” model, which 
broadens Bitner’s (1992) servicescapes by adding social interactions to the mix. The 
model draws on approach–avoidance theory (Mehrabian & Russell, 1974), on social 
facilitation theory (Zajonc, 1965), on behavior setting theory (Barker, 1968), and on 
affective events theory (Weiss & Cropanzano, 1996). 
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Approach–avoidance theory suggests that environmental stimuli arouse emotions that 
lead the customer to either approach or avoid the environment. Donovan and Rossiter 
(1982) mention “a desire or willingness to communicate with others in the environment 
(approach) as opposed to a tendency to avoid interacting with others or to ignore 
communication attempts from others (avoidance)” (p. 37) as one behavioral response 
in Mehrabian and Russell’s (1974) framework. For example, social density (i.e., the 
number of people in the same environment) can in some more private contexts, such as 
withdrawing money from a bank, lead to avoidance of other customers and in some 
more public contexts, such as cheering at a sports game, to approach behavior.  

Social facilitation theory (Zajonc, 1965) claims that the presence of other customers 
who can monitor each other’s presence has an effect on customer behavior. It increases 
the likelihood of the dominant behavioral response. This facilitates the completion of 
tasks that are in accordance with the dominant response and hinders completion of 
tasks that are not. For example, cheering at a sporting event is facilitated by the crowd 
acting similarly. Both approach–avoidance theory and social facilitation theory suggest 
that social stimuli intensify the customer’s emotions that lead to the behavioral 
response (Tombs & McColl-Kennedy, 2003). This is in line also with the control system 
approach, which suggests that customers tend to self-regulate in order to match their 
behavior with the prevailing social norms. 

Behavior setting theory (Barker, 1968) describes the individual-level and interpersonal 
behavior of people in small social systems wherein routinized activities are carried out 
in well-defined time and place contexts (Wicker, 1992). The theory suggests that in 
such a system the system setting determines the social behavior irrespective of 
individuals’ differences. Tombs and McColl-Kennedy (2003) cite waiting in line at 
banks and jumping with excitement at a sports match as examples of behavior setting 
theory. 

Affective events theory (Weiss & Cropanzano, 1996) explains that interaction between 
customers creates affective events that influence a customer’s emotional state through 
“emotional contagion” (Hatfield & Cacioppo, 1994; Levy & Nail, 1993). Since there can 
be numerous customer interactions, they add a dynamic element to the environment.  

Studies of off-site CCI (i.e., WOM) have centered on the customer’s decision-making 
(Berndtson, 2007b) and have seen CCI as happening either before (pre-purchase 
WOM) or after (post-purchase WOM) purchases. These studies have not taken into 
account the nature of services as a process.  

There are very few studies of online CCI, or e-CCI, although many e-services base their 
value offering on enabling CCI (Nicholls, 2010). Authors such as Gummesson (2004) 
have pointed out that video game players engage in CCI online while playing, and 
Gatarski and Lundkvist (1998) have stated that online media offer new opportunities in 
marketing and outlined three possible configurations of online CCI. In the first of these, 
CCI is managed and facilitated by the service provider. In the second, the service 
provider is no longer managing the conversation but is able to follow the CCI. In the 
third configuration, CCI takes place beyond the reach of the service provider.  

In the integrated marketing communications (IMC) model, Duncan and Moriarty 
(1998) divide communication sources into four groups: planned communication 
(marketing communication), unplanned communication (e.g., word of mouth), product 
messages, and service messages. In this model, C2C communication is categorized as 
one of the customer’s unplanned communication sources in a service context. Grönroos 
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too (2004) placed C2C communication under “unplanned messages” in the typology of 
sources of communication messages in a relationship. The other four sources of 
messages in his schema are planned messages (advertising, brochures, sales, etc.), 
product messages (usefulness, design, and raw materials), services messages 
(interaction, deliveries, and claims-handling), and absence of communication (silence 
after service breakdown or lack of information) (Calonius, Avlonitis, Papavasiliou, & 
Kouremeos, 1989).  

Finne and Grönroos (2009) have criticized the IMC framework for being 
company-centric and developed the Relationship Communication Model (RCM), which 
focuses on the consumer’s meaning-creation process. It considers the consumer to 
synthesize the multidimensional communication and create the meaning. Building on 
Mick and Buhl’s (1992) meaning-based model and Edvardsson and Strandvik’s (2000) 
model of critical incidents in a relational context, Finne and Grönroos argued that 
customers’ meaning creation is affected by four types of factors, lying on two axes: a 
time dimension and a situational dimension. On one end of the time axis is the 
historical factor, and at the other end are factors related to the future. The situational 
axis runs between internal and external factors.  

Relevance to my study 

Live-tweeting related to TV is about communicating with other TV viewers and, 
therefore, can be regarded as CCI and C2C communication. The literature highlights 
the importance of CCI for customer satisfaction in retail and museum contexts. This 
could serve as a starting point for understanding TV viewers’ willingness to live-tweet 
while watching TV. However, current theoretical frameworks remain somewhat 
incompatible with live-tweeting and, accordingly, leave many essential questions 
unanswered.  

TV live-tweeting takes place in an online environment during the service process. 
Online interactions are not situated in the physical service environment, so they are 
considered to be off-site CCI (Nicholls, 2010; Harris et al., 2000). Accordingly, theories 
about on-site CCI cannot be readily extended to live-tweeting. Off-site CCI, on the other 
hand, is often equated to WOM (Nicholls, 2010), and the literature on WOM is very 
much transaction-oriented (Berndtson, 2007a). This means that the interaction is seen 
as taking place either before or after consumption, a factor that renders this approach 
incompatible with live-tweeting, which takes place during service consumption.  

A similar kind of incompatibility can be identified in Martin and Clark’s (1996) 
classification of CCI as task-related CCI or pleasantries. The live-tweeting in my study 
can be considered both. It is definitively task-related, since the discussion is, by 
definition, about the TV program (the task) yet could also be counted as involving 
pleasantries – at least sometimes – because of its ludic nature.  

In Martin and Clark’s (ibid.) categorization, the antecedents to TV live-tweeting can be 
classified into personal causes, environmental causes, and relational causes. Personal 
causes would be related to live-tweeters’ personality traits, their personal histories, 
their skills, and their attitudes. Environmental causes would involve the physical and 
social setting of the TV live-tweeter at the time he or she does the live-tweeting. Finally, 
the relational causes would refer to the relationships the live-tweeters have with each 
other and how, with what frequency, and about what they communicate with each 
other. 
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Both in IMC and in theory focusing on the sources of communication in a relationship 
(Grönroos, 2000), C2C communication is placed under “unplanned communication 
sources” (Duncan & Moriarty, 1998) or “unplanned messages” Grönroos, 2004). 
However, TV live-tweeting is very purposeful and planned from the live-tweeters’ point 
of view, and, although live-tweeting is a viewer-led phenomenon, many TV companies 
are now facilitating it. Therefore, the term “unplanned” seems ill-suited to its study. 

Martin and Pranter’s (1989) customer compatibility model may be important, because 
so-called flamers and trolls, who provoke other people on purpose, are particularly 
noticeable in virtual communities. 

Tombs and McColl-Kennedy’s (2003) social-servicescape adds the influence of social 
interaction to Bitner’s (1992) servicescapes. Although the model is focused on retail 
environment, it and, especially, the theories on which Tombs and McColl-Kennedy 
based their model open several intriguing avenues for analysis of live-tweeting. For 
example, the physical social density that can lead to approach–avoidance behavior 
cannot be used as-is in online settings wherein people interact in computer-mediated 
communication. However, the “virtual” social density definitely plays a role in TV 
live-tweeting, since people want to be live-tweeting simultaneously. It is also 
interesting to ponder whether social facilitation theory, behavior setting theory, and 
affective events theory are applicable also in the online environment. 

Finally, Finne and Grönroos’s Relationship Communication Model (2009) is quite 
generic in nature and does not itself offer predictive power for analysis of TV 
live-tweeting. However, it places the consumer at the center of the model and offers a 
two-dimensional view through which one can investigate customers’ meaning-making 
during live-tweeting about TV. 

In conclusion, as is stated in Chapter 1, though many service scholars have pointed out 
the importance of CCI or C2C communication in the service process (Martin & Clark, 
1996; Bagozzi, 2002; Grönroos, 2004; Gruen et al., 2006; Gummesson, 2008), very few 
attempts have been made to incorporate it theoretically into service experience (Tombs 
& McColl-Kennedy, 2003; Verhoef et al., 2009; Walter et al., 2010). Furthermore, many 
typologies of C2C communication (on-site/off-site, on-stage/off-stage, task-related/ 

pleasantries, unplanned communication, etc.) do not seem to mesh with TV live-tweeting. 

3.6 Television studies 

The impact of television on human social behavior has aroused much controversy. On 
one side, television has been viewed as an electronic hearth of the home (Tichi, 1991), 
taking the place of the fireplace, around which everyone in the family used to gather in 
the evening. According to Haran (1995), 47.7% of people watched television with family 
members, and an earlier study by Sparkes (1983) suggested that television is watched 
often in groups and that this viewing is largely a social activity. On the other hand, the 
very same development of homes into entertainment centers has been considered to 
diminish the social interaction taking place outside the home and, thereby, to erode 
people’s social capital (Putnam, 1995; Oldenburg, 2001). Putnam went so far to write, 
“TV watching comes at the expense of nearly every social activity outside the home, 
especially social gatherings and informal conversations” (p. 678-679). This claim has 
since been challenged by Moy, Scheufele, and Holbert (1999). 

At the same time, the proliferation of VCRs and the multiplication of TV channels started 
to fragment audiences. The digitalization of TV broadcasting has provided convenient 
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time-shifting solutions and video-on-demand services, which have led people, especially 
younger ones, to eschew real-time viewing (Bailey, 2002; Watkins, 2009), and the role of 
TV as the dominant medium has been challenged by widespread use of the Internet as the 
number-one entertainment channel (Anderson, Reitsma, Sorensen, & Munsell, 2011). 

Relevance to my study 

My pre-understanding of television studies was quite superficial, and it did not offer 
many explanations for TV live-tweeting. The sole exception might be Putnam’s claim 
(1995) of television’s detrimental influence on social gatherings and informal 
conversations. It could be that TV live-tweeting is a means that some people employ in 
response to this craving for social interaction in combination with TV-watching. 

Another observation is that young people’s tendency to abandon real-time viewing 
seems to be contradicted by TV live-tweeting, which takes place while the TV show airs. 
What is it about live-tweeting that persuades young people to modify their habits of 
time-shifting? 

3.7 Studies of computer-mediated communication 

Computer-mediated communication has been around ever since computers entered use 
for communication purposes after the Second World War. However, it has attracted the 
interest of the scientific community, primarily in the years since the emergence of the 
Internet. This interest has only increased with the dawn of the World Wide Web and 
then social media.  

Much as television has, CMC has been criticized as a communication medium that 
reduces the quality and the amount of communication between people. Considering 
face-to-face communication to be the ideal form of interpersonal communication, 
scholars such as Kraut, Lundmark, Patterson, Kiesler, Mukopadhyay, and Scherlis 
(1998) and Rutter (1987) have accused CMC of lacking richness – of being cold and 
unable to convey visual and social cues and, therefore, being more appropriate for 
task-related communication instead of relational communication. However, several 
subsequent studies have challenged these views.  

The social information processing model (Walther, 1992) considers social bonding a 
natural human need no matter what the communication medium is, with one 
conclusion being that, with time, people will find ways to express relational content. 
Thurlow and Brown (2003) introduced the communication imperative: humans are 
born to communicate and always find ways around technical or other obstacles that 
obstruct their relational communication. Thurlow, Lengel, and Tomic (2004) extended 
to CMC Erving Goffman’s theory of impression management (1959), according to 
which humans are constantly forming impressions of others and influencing others’ 
impression of them. Walther’s hyperpersonal communication model (1996) even points 
out that sometimes CMC can be more personal than face-to-face communication is. For 
example, being able to hide one’s image will take the focus away from physical 
appearances and can make the communicator(s) feel more relaxed. 

Field studies suggest that CMC and face-to-face communication are oftentimes so 
intertwined that consumers do not make any distinction between them (Parks & 
Roberts, 1998; Katz & Rice, 2002), especially because people in many cases 
communicate with the same people online and offline.  
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Findings in cyberpsychology (Barak & Suler, 2008), however, list geographical 
distances becoming irrelevant, potential for asynchronous communication, the 
possibility of anonymity, and textual form as distinctive of CMC. They also emphasize 
the fact that almost everything is recordable in cyberspace, which is a noteworthy 
distinction from the face-to-face environment. 

All of these features have made the Internet a popular environment for online groups 
(McKenna, 2008) and virtual communities (Rheingold, 1993). Anonymity and the 
lower social risk have also made trolls and flamers a common phenomenon in virtual 
communities (trolls and flamers are intent on provoking the members of discussion 
groups by making outrageous comments in the middle of otherwise serious discussion 
threads; if successful, they get many people to react to their provocation). 

Defining groups and communities has proven problematic. Though groups are generally 
considered smaller than communities, it is hard to say how many people form a group 
and when a group becomes a community. An equally troublesome question is this: should 
groups and communities be identified by their membership or by who is not a member 
(Thurlow et al., 2004)? Instead of trying to establish a formal definition of groups and 
communities, scholars have focused on group and community interactions and dynamics 
and on motivations that bring people together to form groups and communities. 

The driving force behind group and community formation is identity. McKenna (2008) 
has identified, for example, organizational groups, garden-variety groups, stigmatized 
groups, and support groups. In a similar vein, Haythornthwaite (2007) speaks of virtual 
communities as networks of people with communal ties, relationships, and capital.  

Some of these CMC communities have formed around TV shows. Baym (1993), Bailey 
(2002), and Ford (2008) have studied TV fan discussions by online discussion groups, 
on Web sites, and via early-stage social media (blogs). Ford (ibid.) emphasizes that online 
fan communication is clearly based on practices and norms adapted from the pre-Internet 
era. He states, however, that online fan discussion has not replaced the “lively debate 
fans have always had when watching the show” (p. 83). Instead, CMC has made 
participating in fan discussion easier and has lowered the social risk of participation. 
Also, CMC has made it possible for fans to take part in worldwide discussion from the 
safety of their own home (Bailey, 2002) and empowered fans to create material – e.g., 
retellings, fan fiction, and fan art – based on the show and distribute it among them-
selves and even to put pressure on the producers of the show, in attempts to influence 
future story lines (Jenkins, 2006; Baym, 1993; Bailey, 2002; Ford, 2008). This fan 
production has also permitted fans to personalize some of the primary mediated 
material (Bailey, 2002) and create secondary discourse about it. Bailey (ibid.) suggests 
that, with time, more and more people will be watching TV programs on computers, 
that the distinction between original airing and time-shifted viewing will become ever 
murkier, and that the fan-produced secondary discourse will be hard or impossible to 
differentiate from the primary discourse. 

Relevance to my study 

The more recent literature on CMC (e.g., Thurlow et al., 2004) depicts online 
communication as simply another communication channel for people, used both for 
task-related and for relational communication. Therefore, one should be wary of 
shortsighted generalized conclusions about the nature and content of CMC.   
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However, the possibility of anonymity, the asynchronous element, the lack of 
geographical boundaries, and the ability to be recorded are features that separate CMC 
from face-to-face communication, and I find all of them relevant to my study – they are 
all potential motivating factors in relation to TV live-tweeting.  

Previous studies of virtual communities, especially online communities of fans of TV 
shows, emphasize the importance of identity as a motivating factor in group formation 
and consider fan discussion to be an empowering activity for the fans. Bailey (2002) 
interestingly suggests that primary (original TV show) and secondary (fan-produced 
content) will become virtually inseparable as TV viewers move over from broadcast TV 
to on-demand viewing. However, this is in conflict with TV live-tweeting, a 
phenomenon that occurs exactly when the show is being broadcast. In addition, all of 
these studies (Baym, 1993; Bailey, 2002; Ford, 2008) examined fan discussions taking 
place either before or after the actual show, which leaves a big question mark hanging 
over the nature, content, and motivating factors involved in TV live-tweeting, a 
phenomenon that takes place, by definition, while the show is being watched.  

3.8 My previous experience of live-tweeting 

My experience with Twitter was virtually nonexistent before the study began. I created 
my account in July 2010 and sent only one tweet that year. During the preliminary 
class project described in Chapter 2, I did participant observation of Glee live-tweeting 
during one episode, on November 9, 2010. As the extract from my field notes below 
shows, I did not know how to use the medium and felt completely an outsider.  

7:54 pm I just turned on the TV. 

I don't really understand how the tweets are organized. 

Now it started. 

I find it very difficult to follow twitter at the same time that I watch the show. During the 
commercial breaks I can read.               
…  

There are so many tweets that it's completely impossible to read all or even half of them!!! 

The more I read the tweets the more I'm sure this is not the way to use this medium.            
… 

Field notes 1: Participant observation on Glee live-tweeting on November 9th, 2010. 

Therefore, my initial understanding of Twitter and live-tweeting was based mostly on 
the class project that I conducted with fellow students at UC Berkeley in fall 2010, in 
addition to the literature presented above.  

The class project is documented in a poster presentation that was given at the 2012 
ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work (McPherson et al., 2012). 
Its findings suggest that live-tweeting is very fast-paced and that live-tweeters were 
actively reacting to what was happening on the TV show by commenting on the story 
line, the props, the music, and the actors. Critical and negative tweets were visible, but 
the overwhelming majority of the tweets were positive in nature. In addition, the 
interviewees did not complain about provocative behavior. This came as somewhat of a 
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surprise to me, since I knew trolls and flamers to be quite common in virtual 
communities. 

The interviewees said that live-tweeting made TV-watching more interactive. One of 
the findings of the study that seemed paradoxical in view of this was respondents’ 
statement that they were not actively reading other people’s tweets, while at the same 
time they indicated that the number of other live-tweeters was an important factor for 
them. We could not figure out how our interviewees could be aware of the number of 
other live-tweeters if they did not read others’ tweets or why that was important for 
them. 

3.9 Conclusions about my pre-understanding 

In this chapter, I have presented the theories and studies that I had encountered before 
starting the empirical part of my study and that I saw as relevant to live-tweeting taking 
place while one is watching TV. The table below summarizes the most relevant parts of 
these theories, domain by domain. In the middle column I have placed the theories that, 
in my mind, could explain some parts or aspects of the TV live-tweeting phenomenon; 
that I found counterintuitive; or that I regarded as potentially useful as lenses for 
analysis of the phenomenon. In the column on the right, I have noted the main sections 
of the thesis in which I discuss said theories. 

Table 3-1: Summary of my pre-understanding 

THEORY RELEVANCE TO MY STUDY SECTION(S) WHERE DISCUSSED  

Service marketing 

TV live-tweeting is a service process that is co-produced by 
TV companies and customers (Grönroos, 2006). Functional 
quality (Grönroos, 1984) is important. 
 

4.3.1 The uses and gratifications approach 
9.2.8 New evaluation criteria 
9.4 The third level of theory: 
Experientializing a consumer activity into 
a service experience 

Relationship 
approach, S-D 
logic, service logic, 
and value-in-use 

Relationships between live-tweeters evolve over time 
(Gummesson, 1987; Grönroos, 1995). How do live-tweeter 
relationships influence the TV live-tweeting experience and 
the relationship with the program?  

The influence of network of various agents, from companies 
to TV live-tweeters and their personal networks, is important 
(Gummesson, 2004). 

Value-in-use: Live-tweets can be considered resources in TV 
live-tweeters’ value-creation process (Grönroos & Voima, 
2013; Vargo et al., 2010), and live-tweeting must add value 
to the TV-viewing experience if people are willing to do it.  

9.3 The second level of theory: 
Experientializing C2C communication into 
a consumption experience 

5.5 Conclusions about the types of 
live-tweeters 

9.2.4 Live-tweeters and their motivations 

9.4 The third level of theory: 
Experientializing a consumer activity into 
a service experience 

Phenomenological 
approach to 
service experience 

In this study, TV live-tweeting experience is considered to be the 
live-tweeter’s subjective experience (Helkkula, 2010) encompassing 
both utilitarian and hedonic aspects of consumption (Holbrook & 
Hirschman, 1982). The experience encompasses all of the 
live-tweeter’s direct and indirect interaction during the 
live-tweeting process that refers to the TV program (Johnston 
& Clark, 2005; Walter et al., 2010). This study focuses on the 
social environment (Verhoef et al., 2009) of the core consump-
tion experience (Arnould et al., 2002) of TV live-tweeting. 

Social interaction may be a driver (Walter et al., 2010) or a 
determinant (Verhoef et al., 2009) of the TV live-tweeting 
experience. 

The experiential “sweet spot” lies midway along the two axes: ab-
sorption–immersion and passive–active (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). 

 

1.2 The scientific perspective 

 

 

 

 

9.2.4 Live-tweeters and their motivations 

 

9.2.7 Transformed experience 
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Does active participation facilitate immersion and collective 
participation in live-tweeting lead to mutual learning, shared 
emotions, and adoption of joint rituals (Carù & Cova, 2007)? 

How does live-tweeting influence TV viewers’ immersion in 
the TV program (Ladwein, 2003; Carù & Cova, 2003)? 

6.6 Conclusions on the types of TV live-
tweets 

 

9.2.5 Integration of the consumer’s 
activities 

CCI and C2C 
communication 

Live-tweeting can be considered C2C communication that 
influences live-tweeters’ TV-viewing process (e.g., Eiglier & 
Langeard, 1977), other live-tweeters’ TV-viewing experiences 
(Grönroos, 1978), and TV viewer satisfaction (Harris et al., 1997). 

Antecedents of TV live-tweeting can be grouped into 
personal causes, environmental causes, and relational causes 
(Kelley, 1983; Martin & Clark, 1996). 

 

TV live-tweeting does not fit the existing categorizations of 
CCI: on-stage/off-stage (Grove & Fisk, 1983), on-site/off-site 
(Harris et al., 2000), task-related/pleasantries (Martin & 
Clark, 1996), or customers’ unplanned communication sources 
in service context (Duncan & Moriarty, 1998; Grönroos, 2004). 

 

The customer compatibility model (Martin & Pranter, 1989) 
may explain flamers’ and trolls’ success in the CMC 
environment. 

 

Does “virtual” social density in the TV live-tweeting context 
– i.e., a large number of people live-tweeting about the same 
TV program – result in an approach behavioral response 
(Mehrabian & Russell, 1974)? How do TV live-tweeters react 
to the dominant behavioral response? Does it lead to social 
facilitation or to social hindrance (Zajonc, 1965)? How do 
affective events theory (Weiss & Cropanzano, 1996) and 
emotional contagion (Hatfield & Cacioppo, 1994; Levy & 
Nail, 1993) influence live-tweeting behavior? 

TV live-tweeters create the meaning of the TV live-tweeting 
experience by integrating internal, external, historical, and 
future factors with each other (Finne & Grönroos, 2009). 

 

1.2 The scientific perspective 

 

9.2.4 Live-tweeters and their motivations 
5.5 Conclusions about the types of 
live-tweeters 
 

 

9.5 Other theoretical considerations 

 
 
9.2.7 Transformed experience 
8.3.1 Conditions 
9.2.8 New evaluation criteria  
9.3 The second level of theory: 
Experientializing C2C communication into 
a consumption experience 
 
 
 
9.2.8 New evaluation criteria 
9.2.4 Live-tweeters and their motivations 

 
 
 
 
9.3 The second level of theory: 
Experientializing C2C communication into 
a consumption experience 

Television studies 

TV live-tweeting might be a way to offset television’s 
detrimental influence on social gatherings and informal 
conversation (Putnam, 1995). 

The digitalization of TV broadcasting has provided 
convenient time-shifting solutions and video-on-demand 
services, which have led, in particular, young people to 
abandon real-time viewing (Bailey, 2002; Watkins, 2009). 

8.2 How live-tweeting has changed the 
TV-viewing experience 

 

8.1 How live-tweeting has changed 
TV-viewing practices 

Studies of 
computer-mediated 
communication 

CMC has four distinctive characteristics: geographical 
distances becoming irrelevant, potential for asynchronous 
communication, the possibility of anonymity, and textual 
form (Barak & Suler, 2008). 

With time, more and more people will watch TV programs 
on a computer, and the distinction between original airing 
and time-shifted viewing will become less and less clear 
(Bailey, 2002). 

CMC has empowered fans to create their own material 
(Jenkins, 2006; Baym, 1993; Bailey, 2002; Ford, 2008). 

7.6 Conclusions on TV live-tweeting 
practices 
9.2.4 Live-tweeters and their motivations 
9.2.7 Transformed experience 
 
8.1 How live-tweeting has changed 
TV-viewing practices 

 

9.2.7 Transformed experience 

My previous 
experience of 
live-tweeting 

- - 
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It seemed to me that the theory from previous literature could not cover the dynamics 
of live-tweeting. On one hand, service-marketing literature and consumer research was 
concentrating mostly on retail and hospitality environments, not on the media context, 
and the on-site/off-site dichotomy of CCI research did not successfully address C2C 
communication taking place during service consumption online or CCI with potential 
to occur simultaneously with thousands of consumers. Research into computer-mediated 
communication, on the other hand, concentrated to a large extent on fan communities 
that communicated either before or after the TV program aired, not during the 
broadcast as is the case in TV live-tweeting.  

The theories that explained some aspects of the live-tweeting phenomenon fell short of 
offering any real predictive power over the phenomenon, a power that is demanded of 
good theory. Therefore, these theories served as sparks to my interest in looking for 
empirical material that could provide additional understanding of the subject. Later, 
after having begun the analysis of my empirical material, I returned to some of them, 
digging more deeply into them, as I will explain in subsequent chapters.   

The theories that I saw as confounded by TV live-tweeting left question marks, or 
challenges that I felt I needed to find an answer to, along with potential opportunities 
to craft new theory, since the real-world data did not seem to match the existing 
literature (Eisenhardt, 1989). These theories and findings included the following.  

� Appropriation operation nesting, which would imply that Twitter use hinders 
immersion in the TV program and that, therefore, TV viewers would actively try 
to avoid it while watching TV 

� The on-site/off-site CCI categorization, which does not leave room for online 
CCI taking place during service consumption  

� Categorization of CCI into task-related CCI and non-task-related “pleasantries” 
– arguably, live-tweeting can be both 

� Young people’s tendency to move away from broadcast TV – live-tweeting is 
bringing in crowds to watch the show when it airs 

� Trolls and flamers in virtual communities – we did not identify any such 
behavior in the preliminary class project 

3.9.1 My pre-understanding of live-tweeting 

The preliminary class project, although of very limited size, kicked off the data 
generation and thereby also the analysis, interpretation, and theory-building around 
TV live-tweeting. Therefore, to conclude the chapter on my pre-understanding, I 
present my first take on the phenomenon. Although very descriptive at this point, it 
served as a starting point for me as I continued the study. It is this, in summary: 

TV live-tweeting is a consumer-driven activity that is part of the TV-watching 
experience for live-tweeters. The live-tweeting practice consists of the TV viewer 
engaging in communication via Twitter with other TV viewers pertaining to the 
program they are all watching, while watching it. Live-tweeting is fast-paced 
communication exchange that is mostly positive in nature, and there being 
many people doing it at the same time makes the experience more fun. 
Live-tweeters form a network of people interested in the same subject, but I’m 
not sure that they can be considered a community. By using a pseudonym, the 
TV viewer does not have to divulge his or her identity, which can make 
self-expression easier. Live-tweeting strengthens the bond among live-tweeters 
and between the viewer and the program. However, it seems that TV 
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live-tweeting is a social activity that is being conducted mainly on one’s own, 
from home. 
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4 THE DATA 

In this chapter, I present the data used in the study. The dataset consists of the 
empirical material collected, the data generated, and the literature that was studied in 
response to the analysis. 

4.1 Empirical material 

The empirical material covers interviews of Twitter users who had sent tweets about a 
TV program while they were watching it and of TV live-tweets sent by these persons. In 
addition, a small set of persons who had sent tweets during rock concerts were 
interviewed, as a comparison group. All three datasets comprised both behavior data 
(the tweets) and interview material, in order to ensure richer material for the analysis. 

� The first set includes material from interviews of 21 people who were watching 
the TV show Glee and tweeting about it during its spring 2011 airing season and 
of tweets the interviewees sent during that season while the show was airing. 
Glee is a musical comedy-drama series portraying the life of some American 
high-school students who are members of their school’s glee club (a type of 
music group). The interviews were conducted in spring 2011 in the United 
States. This first set of interviews and tweets was collected in collaboration with 
a master’s student from the UC Berkeley School of Information, Kimra 
McPherson. We considered Glee viewers an interesting focus group since Glee 
was the drama series most tweeted about in the United States in 2010 (McGirt, 
2010). Alone, McPherson conducted five interviews (with GL-08, GL-09, GL-10, 
GL-11, and GL-12) and collected the tweets of eight subjects (GL-1, GL-2, GL-5, 
GL-8, GL-9, GL-10, GL-12, and GL-20). I conducted nine interviews alongside 
McPherson (of GL-01, GL-02, GL-03, GL-04, GL-05, GL-06, GL-07, GL-20, and 
GL-21) and collected the tweets of participants GL-11 and GL-22 with her. I did 
the remaining six interviews alone and collected the tweets of the remaining 11 
participants myself. 

� The second set consists of interviews of 20 people who watched and tweeted 
about ice hockey during NHL ice-hockey games in spring 2012 and of tweets 
they sent during these games. The interviews were conducted in spring 2012. 
During the Glee interviews, it became apparent that, alongside TV dramas, 
many of our respondents were live-tweeting about live sports on TV. I chose 
NHL hockey fans as a focus group because the NHL season was in progress in 
spring 2012, when the second phase of the study began. I decided to focus 
primarily on fans of the Pittsburgh Penguins, since that was the American NHL 
team with the largest Twitter following in February 2012 (see Table 4-1). 
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Table 4-1: Number of Twitter followers of NHL teams' official Twitter account on February 1, 

2012 

OFFICIAL TEAM ACCOUNT NO. OF TWITTER FOLLOWERS COUNTRY 

Abou t  @pgh pen gu in s 169,307 USA 
Abou t  @NHLBr u in s 143,332 USA 
Abou t  @NHLBlackh awks 136,947 USA 
Abou t  @Det r oi tRed Win gs 128,182 USA 
Abou t  @NHLFly er s 113,963 USA 
Abou t  @th en y r an ger s 89,823 USA 
Abou t  @wash cap s 81,519 USA 
Abou t  @San JoseSh ar ks 66,833 USA 
Abou t  @Bu f faloSabr es 60,891 USA 
Abou t  @LAKin gs 59,075 USA 
Abou t  @St Lou isBlu es 56,454 USA 
Abou t  @NHLDev i ls 50,696 USA 
Abou t  @TBLigh tn in g 50,502 USA 
Abou t  @m n wi ld  49,786 USA 
Abou t  @Avalan ch e 46,395 USA 
Abou t  @An ah eim Ducks 43,644 USA 
Abou t  @Dal lasStar s 43,601 USA 
Abou t  @Pr ed sNHL 41,108 USA 
Abou t  @n h l_can es 38,098 USA 
Abou t  @Blu eJacket sNHL 35,626 USA 
Abou t  @NYIslan d er s 32,969 USA 
Abou t  @FlaPan th er s 31,722 USA 
Abou t  @ph oen ixcoyot es 30,289 USA 
Abou t  @Can ad ien sM TL 236,234 CANADA 
Abou t  @Van Can ucks 218,832 CANADA 
Abou t  @M ap leLeafs 130,055 CANADA 
@NHL_Oi ler s 105,519 CANADA 
Abou t  @NHLFlam es 85,863 CANADA 
Abou t  @NHLJets 63,957 CANADA 
Abou t  @NHL_Sen s 43,480 CANADA 
 

� The third set includes interviews of four people who sent multiple tweets during 
Coldplay rock concerts in the United States in summer 2012 and of their tweets 
during these concerts. I chose tweeting rock-concert-goers as a target group for 
purposes of comparing their tweeting practices with the practices of ice-hockey 
tweeters who were tweeting about the games from the arena and home alike. 

One can see that the three datasets differed in two respects: in the type of leisure 
service and in the tweeting environment. In the first set, the type of leisure service 
was a prerecorded TV drama program. With this group, the tweeting environment was 
solely TV. With the second group, the leisure service was live TV broadcasts of ice 
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hockey. However, some of the interviewees in this group had also assisted at ice-hockey 
games at arenas and had tweeted from there. The type of leisure service with the third 
set was a live rock concert, and, in contrast to the two other sets, all tweeting was done 
from the concert-hall environment. The third set was used for comparison with the first 
two. 

4.1.1 Research protocol 

The process of collecting and handling the data was stipulated in the research protocol 
that was assigned for the study by UC Berkeley’s Committee for Protection of Human 
Subjects. All interviewees had to be at least 18 years of age and living in the United 
States of America. The interviews had to be conducted by phone or Skype. No personal 
information was gathered. The interviews were transcribed and anonymized before the 
coding of the material. The participants were given pseudonyms such as GL-08 (Glee 
participant 8), IHT-03 (ice-hockey tweeting participant 3), or RCT-02 (rock-concert 
tweeting participant 2). The tweets collected were anonymized and coded 
correspondingly with the pseudonyms described above used to afford comparison of 
the interview material to the tweet material during the analysis phase of the study. 

4.1.2 The interviews 

To recruit potential interviewees, I first identified persons who had tweeted multiple 
times while the TV show was airing, the ice-hockey game was being played, or the rock 
concert was in progress. I did this on Twitter by searching for tweets that were labeled 
“#Glee,” “#Pens,” or “#Coldplay.” At this point, I screened out organizational accounts, 
along with professional journalists who were sending tweets related to the TV show or 
event. I also tried to filter out everyone under 18 years of age and persons living outside 
the United States. It was a boon for my study that persons under age 18 did not seem to 
represent a large percentage of the potential interviewees in any of my target groups. 
To the people I found who matched the research protocol’s criteria, I sent a targeted 
“recruitment tweet” (a tweet containing an “@” symbol followed by the person’s 
account name) like the one presented in Screen Capture 1. I approached 268 people in 
all. 

 

Screen Capture 1: Recruitment tweet. 

After I received a reply to one of my recruitment tweets, I explained – by tweeting – the 
context of the study to the participant, along with the manner in which the interview 
was going to be conducted. After this, usually via Twitter’s direct messages (or via 
e-mail, if the interviewee so preferred), the interview time and the phone number or 
Skype name involved were discussed. In all, 45 interviews were confirmed thus. 

All interviews were conducted either by phone or over Skype. Before the interview 
began, the participant was asked to read the official consent form approved by the 
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Committee for Protection of Human Subjects (see Figure 4-1). At this point, one 
interviewee was disqualified on account of being under 18 years of age.  

However, during one NHL interview, the spouse of the interviewee wanted to answer 
the questions she overheard via Skype. She was a TV live-tweeter herself and wanted to 
participate in the study. I asked her to read the consent form and give consent 
separately from her husband. Therefore, the recruitment process yielded 44 interview 
sessions and 45 interviews.  
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Figure 4-1: The consent form used in the study. 

The interviews followed a semi-structured format that evolved over time, thereby 
following GT’s principle of theoretical sampling. The original set of questions is 
presented below. 
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WHO 
Demographic information: 
- Age,  
- gender,  
- education,  
- physical location? 

 
Question concerning social media usage: 
- What services? 
- How long? 
- How often? 
- How long at a time? 
- Other observation?  
 
HOW 
- Can you describe how you first started to use Twitter? 
- Describe your TV viewing habits. 
(Is the interviewee always using Internet while watching TV)  
- When did you start live tweeting? 
- Can you walk us through step by step your live tweeting experience of the last 
Glee episode? 
- Why did you decide to live tweet Glee? 
- Do you live tweet also other shows? If yes, which shows , how often? Is the 
tweeting experience different with Glee compared to other shows? If yes, how? 
- Do you use other social media while watching TV?  
- What makes live-tweeting fun? 
 
WHY 
- Who do you tweet to? 
(Is the number of followers and retweets important to you?) 
- What makes live tweeting fun? 
- What emotions does live tweeting generate in you? 
- Can you describe a very good live tweeting instance? 
- Can you describe a very bad live tweeting instance?  
 
ANALOGY 
- What would you compare live tweeting to? 
- Live tweeting a TV show is like  _____?_____.  
 
OTHER TOPICS 
- coping with time shifting/spoilers? 

 

The list of questions had a supporting role in the interviews, and the order of their 
listing was not necessarily followed. We encouraged the interviewees to tell about their 
live-tweeting habits in their own words, and we frequently posed follow-up questions if 
the interviewees raised topics that were not represented in the prepared question list.  

The interviews were normally recorded in their entirety and subsequently transcribed. 
However, during NHL interview IHT-18, recording was interrupted and during NHL 
interview IHT-19 the Skype connection failed and the interview had to be completed via 
the smartphone that was normally used for recording the interview. On these two 
occasions, parts of the interviews were left unrecorded.  
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In addition to making recordings, I took handwritten notes during all the interviews.  

In all, the interviews lasted more than 32 hours (with 31.5 hours of recordings). The 
average duration of one interview was 42 minutes (with the median too being 42 
minutes). The longest one-on-one interview lasted 75 minutes and the shortest 13 
minutes. Two persons (IHT-8 and IHT-9) were interviewed in the same session, which 
lasted 83 minutes.  

4.1.3 The tweets 

During the class project, we used the Twitter Search API and a script in the Python 
programming language to collect tweets mentioning “#Glee” or “Glee” that were sent 
during one Glee episode. From the tweets collected, we identified all the tweeters who 
had sent multiple tweets during the episode and omitted the rest. This left us with 811 
live-tweets. When coding and analyzing these tweets, we realized that many of the 
tweets were part of a larger discussion and that without having access to the discussion 
we could not really interpret the meaning of some of the tweets. We recognized also the 
possibility that many Glee-related live-tweets did not contain the word “Glee” or the 
hashtag “#Glee” and that, therefore, our sample was missing many Glee-related 
live-tweets. 

To circumvent these problems in my thesis project, I decided to collect as fully as 
possible the live-tweets of the individuals whom I interviewed. I collected the tweets 
after the interviews were conducted, by copy-and-pasting from the Twitter “timelines” 
of the interviewees all the live-tweets to .docx files. Copying them into this file format 
preserved the hyperlinks that the tweets contained, which permitted me to find the 
original tweets, along with the discussion threads they were part of, if any, later on, in 
the analysis phase. Ultimately, the files were converted to plaintext and anonymized 
before being fed in to the ATLAS.ti qualitative data analysis software, which linked the 
tweets to the interview material. This way of proceeding ensured that I did not miss 
those tweets that lacked the keywords (“Glee,” “Pens,” etc.); it helped me to preserve a 
view of the entire discussion as long as possible, which gave me more context, aiding in 
the interpretation of the tweets; and it guaranteed the anonymity of the interviewees at 
the same time.  

When collecting tweets, I always copy-pasted all tweets from the day that the episode or 
the game was aired and made sure to include the last tweet from the previous day and 
the first tweet of the next day. During the coding phase, I then identified the live-tweets 
– i.e., tweets that were sent during the program – by looking at the content or, 
sometimes, by checking the timestamps attached to the tweets. I also coded the tweets 
that were closely linked contextually to the live-tweeting session and that expressed, for 
example, anticipation of the upcoming Glee episode or ice-hockey game.  

The spring 2011 season of Glee had 12 episodes and ran from February 2 until May 24. 
Our initial ambition was to collect all of the live-tweets that the interviewees had sent, 
performing this procedure for every episode. However, this proved impossible. 
Although tweets are publicly available, Twitter has imposed technical restrictions to 
their accessibility. It limits the number of tweets accessible via a user’s timeline to 
3,200. Because some very active users can send several hundred tweets per day, this 
meant that we could scroll back through their timeline only a week or so before that 
restriction impeded us. This meant that for some very prolific Glee tweeters, we could 
collect full sets of live-tweets for only one episode of the program, whereas with less 
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active users we could collect the tweets covering all 12 episodes. The number of 
accessible live-tweeted episodes varied greatly from one interviewee to another. 

I was pleased to discover later that Twitter does not apply the same restriction to its 
timeline search feature. It permits searches by username and by keywords or hashtags. 
Here, while Twitter does not limit the number of search results, it returns only a subset 
of the tweets corresponding to the query, a sample. Twitter does not disclose how 
representative that sample is or how it is selected (Twitter, 2013a); however, the search 
feature still provided me with a “window” to the past. Although I could not collect all of 
the live-tweets and their context by means of it, the search feature did permit me to see, 
for example, that a given interviewee was already a Glee live-tweeter at a certain point 
in time. 

By using this combination of two collection methods, we were able to collect, in total, 
1,924 live-tweets sent by the 21 Glee interviewees. I coded all of these tweets and when 
analyzing them discovered that they provided me with a more than sufficient selection 
of Glee-related live-tweets.   

However, subsequently, in the NHL data collection phase, I made sure to collect tweets 
sequentially as the 50 Pittsburgh Penguins games were played, between January and 
the end of April, so that I was able to collect live-tweets from multiple games from each 
interviewee. Still, I ended up coding many fewer NHL tweets (1,291) than Glee tweets, 
because I reached the saturation point – the point at which additional coding no longer 
provided new insights – earlier. 

The third set of tweet was much smaller in number than the first two. I collected all 
tweets containing the word “coldplay” during the concert held in Houston, Texas, on 
June 26, 2012. The total number did not reach a thousand. For the sake of comparison, 
I should note that TrendR (2010) estimated that more than 90,000 Glee-related tweets 
were sent on the day the Rocky Horror episode of Glee was aired, on October 26, 2010. 
In the Coldplay case, also the number of tweets sent by individual people was much 
smaller. My four rock-concert interviewees sent 38 tweets in all. The reasons for this 
considerable difference are discussed in later chapters. 

The total number of tweets coded came to 3,254. When the tweets coded for the 
preliminary phase (811 tweets) are taken into account, the number reaches 4,064. 

4.1.4 The participants 

The 45 interviewees had an average age of 27 years, with the median being 25 years. 
Among the Glee interviewees, the average age was 24 years (as was the median), and 
the average age among the NHL interviewees was 30 years (median: 27 years). The 
oldest participant was 56 years old and the youngest 18 years old. The ages of the four 
rock-concert interviewees were 18, 33, 36, and 38 years.  

Of the full set of interviewees, 24 were male (seven Glee interviewees, 15 NHL 
interviewees, and two rock-concert interviewees) and 21 were female (14 Glee 
interviewees, five NHL interviewees, and two rock-concert interviewees). Almost all (42 
out of 45) had at least some college education. 

The participants represented 17 states in the USA. Pennsylvania (10 interviewees) was 
the most heavily represented state because of the emphasis on Pittsburgh Penguins 
fans. Also Texas was well represented (with six interviewees), because the Coldplay 
rock concert during which tweets were collected and the rock-concert interviewees 
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were identified was held in Texas. Table 4-2 summarizes the key figures of the 
empirical data. 

Table 4-2: Summary of the key figures of the empirical material 

Interviewee Male Female Age Interview  
length (min) 

Tweets 
coded 

GL-01 1 18 42 64
GL-02 1 25 62 268
GL-03 1 22 47 59
GL-04 1 27 38 131
GL-05 1 25 55 64
GL-06 1 21 41 30
GL-07 1 21 45 89
GL-08 1 20 42 84
GL-09 1 27 34 78
GL-10 1 29 62 54
GL-11 1 26 74 10
GL-12 1 28 49 54
GL-13 1 24 37 57
GL-14 1 22 30 59
GL-15 1 19 30 50
GL-16 1 21 29 210
GL-17 1 25 40 44
GL-18 1 30 75 25
GL-19 1 21 46 268
GL-20 1 29 45 208
GL-21 1 24 45 18
IHT-01 1 26 27 110
IHT-02 1 28 72 155
IHT-03 1 34 51 163
IHT-04 1 56 73 85
IHT-05 1 20 39 29
IHT-06 1 22 57 67
IHT-07 1 24 43 67
IHT-08 1 27 42 71
IHT-09 1 27 42 20
IHT-10 1 25 38 81
IHT-11 1 29 40 98
IHT-12 1 23 26 4
IHT-13 1 30 29 41
IHT-14 1 19 13 29
IHT-15 1 31 39 49
IHT-16 1 18 21 27
IHT-17 1 25 31 16
IHT-18 1 42 20 17
IHT-19 1 39 17 93
IHT-20 1 48 47 69
RCT-01 1 33 34 20
RCT-02 1 18 24 4
RCT-03 1 38 43 10
RCT-04 1 36 60 4

Total 24 21 1,895 3,253
  Tweets coded for the preliminary study 811
  All tweets coded 4,064
* IHT-P08 and -P09 were interviewed during the same session. 
The duration of the session (83 min) is divided by 2 here. 
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4.2 Generated data 

During the research process, I generated data in large quantities from the empirical 
material and on the additional literature that I used. The body of data generated 
consists of all the memos, interview notes, mind maps, tables, and illustrations that I 
generated when analyzing the material and when building the theory. Below, I refer to 
all this material as memos, because, in one form or another, it all represents my own 
mental notes regarding the data used in the study. The memos can be classed into four 
groups: 1) interview and tweet memos, 2) code memos, 3) theory-building memos, and 
4) other memos. 

4.2.1 Interview and tweet memos 

For each participant whom I interviewed, I generated three memos: one during the 
interview, another after having coded the interview, and a third one after having coded 
the interviewee’s tweets.  

The first memo was composed of the notes I made during the interview. These notes 
were very brief, often only bullet points noting interesting ideas that the interviewee 
had put forward and that I wanted to expand on with follow-up questions later in the 
discussion. There were two exceptions to this rule: the two cases in which I had trouble 
recording the interview. On these two occasions, I made more detailed notes of the 
interviewee’s words.  

I wrote the first draft of the second interview memo immediately after having coded the 
interview. This was a much more detailed analysis of the live-tweeting practices of the 
interviewee. Later, when I had advanced in my analysis of the material, I often edited 
these memos further by tagging parts of them with selected concepts. Sample Memo 
4-1 is an example of an interview memo. 
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Sample Memo 4-1: Interview memo on interviewee GL-16. The words in parentheses are 
concepts that emerged from the analysis of previous material and were tagged in line with 
corresponding passages in the memo. 

In the third memo, I wrote my impressions about the tweets of the interviewee after 
having coded them. In addition, I noted any clear discrepancies I found between the 
interview and the tweet material. I also counted all the occurrences of live-tweets per 
episodes/game. Sample Memo 4-2 is an example of a tweet memo. 
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Sample Memo 4-2: Tweet memo pertaining to interviewee GL-P08. 

In all, this category contained 130 memos: 40 sets of interview notes (five interviews 
were done by McPherson alone, and I have no field notes from those interviews), 45 
interview memos generated after coding, and 45 tweet memos generated after coding. 

4.2.2 Code and concept memos 

While coding, I generated memos on the codes that I used. When coding the Glee 
interviews and tweets, I did this very systematically, since I was at first one of two 
researchers working on the project and I felt it important for us to have the same 
understanding of each code used. Sample Memo 4-3 and Sample Memo 4-4 serve as 
examples of the code memos. 
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Sample Memo 4-3: Code memo for the code “Conversation,” from September 13, 2011. 

 

Sample Memo 4-4: Code memo for the code “Division of attention,” from September 30, 2011. 

After having coded a third of the Glee material, I started grouping the emerging codes 
into categories and under concepts. This required several rounds of iteration at times. 
Sample Memo 4-5 demonstrates how the concept of acting out evolved.  
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Sample Memo 4-5: Evolution of the “acting out” concept.

I coded the interviews and the tweets separately. Eventually, the interview code list 
evolved into a hierarchy that encompassed both the initial codes and the categories and 
concepts that emerged from the data. One part of the code hierarchy is presented in 
Sample Memo 4-6. The initial tweet codes were very content-based and descriptive. 
Because several codes were usually attached to every tweet, I had trouble, at first, in 
selecting the tweet codes and forming categories out of them. As I explain later, in 
Chapter 6, I finally ended up categorizing the tweets by combining codes from the 
interview material with those from the tweet material.  
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Sample Memo 4-6: One part of the code hierarchy that shows how concepts emerged from 

the codes. 
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Since the live-tweets collected for this study did not constitute a random or a 
representative sample, statistical analysis of the tweets or of their content was not 
feasible. Instead, the collection method that I used gave me quite a comprehensive view 
of the tweets of the individuals I interviewed, and, in addition, I had the opportunity to 
speak with these individuals about their live-tweets and the live-tweets of other 
live-tweeters. I used open coding to capture as fully as possible the richness of the 
live-tweets. I ended up with 87 codes. The code list is presented in Appendix 2. Often, a 
single tweet could be coded with as many as five codes, as Screen Capture 4-2 shows.  

 

Screen Capture 4-2: An ATLAS.ti screen capture offering an example of an open coded tweet 

with multiple codes attached to it. 

After having open coded the first third of the Glee interviews, I started grouping the 
codes into categories. This continued right up to the end of the analysis of all the 
material. I ended up with the following five categories: 

- Empowerment 
- Extending the experience 
- Immediacy 
- The more, the merrier 
- Outlet 

Descriptions of the core categories can be found in Appendix 1. All told, I generated 
roughly 100 memos about codes and concepts. 

4.2.3 Theory-building memos 

The content of the theory-building memos is described in detail, along with the 
associated process, in Section 9.1, “The theory-building process.”  
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Sample Memo 4-7: Example of a theory-building diagram. 

They consisted of written notes and memos but also of diagrams, such as the one 
presented above in Sample Memo 4-7, and of numerous iterations of figures for the 
theoretical models presented in Chapter 10. In all, I generated more than 100 
theory-building memos.  

4.2.4 Other memos 

I include in the final category all the memos I generated that do not fit in the other 
categories. Examples are my notes from literature that I read for the study and the 
memos about the study’s methodology. Also, memos on the technical challenges of 
tweet collection belong to this category, as do field notes from the participant 
observation that I carried out in the early phases of the study when I live-tweeted on 
one episode of Glee in the fall of 2010, the TEDx Berkeley seminar in February 2011, 
and the Academy Awards Gala in March 2011. 

4.3 Literature review triggered by analysis of the empirical material 

Following Glaser’s (1992) model of GT  also known as the Glaserian model, I 
purposefully left the reading of literature for after the analysis phase, so that 
preexisting theoretical constructs could not interfere with generation of my own 
concepts and so that my analysis would be guided by my empirical data and not by 
existing models. Glaser (1998, 2011) considers literature in the substantive and related 
areas to be additional data that should be approached only after the analysis of 
the empirical material. Glaser (1998) writes that “when the grounded theory is nearly 
completed during sorting and writing up, then the literature search in the substantive 
area can be accomplished and woven into the theory as more data for constant 
comparison” (p. 67). 
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Following these guidelines, I turned to reading and use of literature, as additional data, 
only after the analysis of the empirical material was complete. When I realized that I 
did not know enough about a given topic, I started to search for associated additional 
literature. I looked for studies of C2C communication and television studies; I read 
through many, diverse articles on audience experiences, from numerous fields; I read 
everything I could find on live-tweeting, of course; and I also sought out other relevant 
articles in the field of CMC. Finally I read studies in the fields of social psychology, 
psychology, and human–computer interaction. Below, however, I summarize only 
those studies that have had a direct impact on my research, I used as building blocks in 
the theory-building process, or I have judged necessary for purposes of positioning my 
study in the various streams of research. I present the literature theme by theme, then, 
after each theory or article presented, will discuss how it is related to my study and 
point to the section of the dissertation where I later discuss the literature in question. 

4.3.1 The uses and gratifications approach 

The choice of literature was made through theoretical sampling. In television research, 
I was looking for two sorts of studies: 1) studies portraying the television experience, 
since I did not myself collect any behavioral material about television-viewing, and 2) 
literature dealing with TV viewers’ activities during their watching of television – their 
communication in particular. In media studies, the approach that investigates viewers’ 
use of media is called the uses and gratifications (U&G) approach. It explores what 
people do with media, not, as another widely applied research stream, effects research, 
does, what media do to people (Swanson, 1979). The U&G approach considers viewers 
always to be active participants in the television-viewing process who deliberately 
choose what they want to watch on the basis of their needs. Therefore, many of the 
articles relevant to my study in the area of television studies have used U&G theory. As 
the emergence of the Internet and the digitalization of media have expanded the range 
of choices consumers can make, the use of U&G has become more and more 
commonplace also in CMC studies (e.g., Stafford, Stafford, & Schkade, 2004; Chen, 
2011; Johnson & Yang, 2009; Wohn & Na, 2011). 

U&G proceeds from the idea that people’s media use is motivated by internal needs and 
gratification-seeking motives (Lin, 1993). Weibull (1985) theorized that needs lead 
people to use a medium and that if those needs are satisfied with the use, those people 
are led to use that medium again.   

Media scholars using the U&G approach subdivide the gratification obtained from 
media use into content gratification and process gratification (e.g., Cutler & Danowski, 
1980; Kubey & Csíkszentmihályi, 1990; Lin, 1993; Stafford & Stafford, 1996). Content 
gratification involves the messages carried by the medium, and process gratification 
involves the actual use of the medium itself (Cutler & Danowski, 1980), sitting in front 
of the TV set and “zapping” channels (Stafford & Stafford, 1996). Here I see a direct 
analogy with the perceived service quality model (Grönroos, 1984), which encompasses 
functional quality, related to the quality of the service process (in this context, process 
gratification), and of technical quality – that is, the quality of the technical outcome of 
the service (in this context, content gratification). More recently, scholars studying the 
Internet and use of social media have started to use U&G (e.g., Stafford et al., 2004; 
Chen, 2011; Quan-Haase & Young, 2010; Johnson & Yang, 2009) and have added social 
gratification to the framework. The term refers to the social interaction achieved 
through the use of the Internet.  
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Research taking the U&G approach expresses an interest primarily in people’s 
motivations and needs, along with the gratification they receive. In the context of this 
study, that would translate into the reasons people live-tweet and the satisfaction that 
they receive by engaging in this practice. My study incorporates these elements but is 
focused mostly on live-tweeters’ behavior patterns.  

4.3.2 Media studies 

Having analyzed my empirical material, I started to look for studies about television 
experience and for studies that deal with communication taking place between 
television viewers. Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi published, in 1990, a very extensive 
study of how TV-viewing shapes everyday experiences. In it, they compiled findings of 
nine studies, carried out over 13 years and based on 45,000 self-reports, collected from 
1,200 participants, about television-viewing, mainly in the U.S. The book explores the 
basic questions surrounding TV-viewing: the demographics of viewing, how often 
television is viewed, where the viewing takes place, with whom, at what time of day, 
and whether people do other things while they watch TV. The study was published in 
1990, and many of the studies comprise data from the 1970s and 1980s – i.e., well 
before the emergence of Internet and social-media services. Kubey and 
Csíkszentmihályi used the U&G approach and employed an experience sampling 
method (ESM) to collect their data. This is a self-reporting-based method wherein the 
respondents fill in short answers and choose alternatives from various Likert scales. 
The study reported extensively on results of different measurements of TV-viewing 
experience. I will return to these results in Chapter 8, when discussing the influence of 
TV live-tweeting on the TV-viewing experience. 

Another study relevant for my work is Lin’s (1993) “Modeling the Gratification-Seeking 
Process of Television Viewing.” Lin found that more active TV viewers receive greater 
viewing satisfaction. Referring to Blumler (1979), she listed the following viewer 
activities: making media plans, having specific media expectations, devoting cognitive 
effort or attention to the media being consumed, using media material for reflection 
and discussion, and incorporating the media into activities such as shopping. Although 
the Internet had not matured and there was no World Wide Web – let alone Twitter or 
other social media – when Lin wrote her article, I found that her argument could be 
easily extended to activity such as live-tweeting. That is, TV live-tweeting could lead to 
greater viewer satisfaction when compared to ordinary TV-viewing simply because it 
keeps the viewer active. I will reflect upon Lin’s findings when presenting the 
substantive theory of my study in Section 9.2 (“The first level of theory: Substantive 
theory on TV live-tweeting – experientializing live-tweeting into the TV-viewing”). 

Also, Strizhakova (2005) studied the activity of the TV viewer by using U&G theory. 
She studied various leisure-consumption strategies in three leisure contexts: 
TV-viewing, Internet use, and shopping. She suggested two leisure-consumption 
strategies: a) an instrumental, content- or product-oriented, functional, utilitarian, or 
cognitive strategy and b) a ritualized, process-oriented, experiential, hedonic, or 
affective strategy. Learning, dreaming, and socializing were the three dimensions 
conceptualized in relation to the instrumental strategy, and the motives associated with 
a ritualized strategy were entertainment and passing time. The two strategies also 
represent the extremes of the degree of “activeness” of the consumer. The instrumental 
strategy was considered to be the more active one and the ritualized one less active.  

Strizhakova found that the instrumental strategy in TV-viewing resulted in addiction 
whereas the ritualized strategy did not. In the Internet and shopping contexts, both 
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instrumental and ritualized strategies correlated with addiction, but the effect of an 
instrumental strategy was much stronger. It follows that assigning multiple meanings 
to leisure and trying to make it satisfy other needs, wants, and goals than purely 
entertainment is more likely to leave the consumer addicted to that leisure. In contrast, 
a ritualized strategy has a positive effect on satisfaction. She found also that TV 
addiction predicted TV satisfaction also, while there was no significant relationship 
between addiction and satisfaction in the contexts of shopping and the Internet. 

Strizhakova’s study is interesting from my point of view because she investigated both 
TV-viewing and Internet use, as separate leisure contexts. Furthermore, she categorizes 
watching soap operas under ritualized strategy and socializing under instrumental 
strategy. In TV live-tweeting, these contexts and also strategies seem to merge. I will 
discuss how my findings tie in with Strizhakova’s results in Subsection 9.2.7 
(“Transformed experience”). 

Turpeinen (2001) investigated customized media content combining personalization 
with community communication. He concluded that Web services offer new ways to 
customize news offerings for individuals by combining automation with the work of 
information professionals, thereby yielding a more personalized and relevant flow of 
news to individuals. Because of the new information technology, also the roles of media 
producer and consumer evolve. The role of the sense-maker is transferred from the 
news producer to the consumer, and consumers also grow ever more active in 
producing their own content. Live-tweeting about TV can be seen as a way to 
personalize the TV-viewing experience and also as an activity that produces TV-related 
content in the forms of tweets. I will discuss these issues in greater detail in Subsection 
9.2.6 (“New practices”). 

4.3.3 Computer-mediated communication 

In the CMC literature, I looked for studies of social-media use in relation to TV-viewing 
– in particular, for studies about live-tweeting.  

Andrejevic (2008) did a case study of a popular Web site (TelevisionWithoutPity.com) on 
which online fans write recaps and reviews of TV shows. Andrejevic concluded that 
Internet sites such as TelevisionWithoutPity.com offer a venue for fans to share 
experiences with one another and to give feedback to the TV companies. For TV 
companies, these sites represents a chance to get direct feedback from the fans and an 
opportunity to gain leverage from the work the fans do in making the show more 
interesting for themselves through their posts. The parallel with TV live-tweeting is 
obvious. Twitter provides a medium via which TV viewers can express themselves and, 
in doing so, fuels discussion that makes the show more interesting to other live-
tweeters. Live-tweeting provides an instant feedback channel also and a marketing 
opportunity for TV companies. However, according to Andrejevic, the users of the site 
studied remained skeptical about their ability to influence the TV companies. I will 
discuss this article further in Subsection 9.2.7 (“Transformed experience”) and in 
Section 9.3 (“The second level of theory: Experientializing C2C communication into a 
consumption experience”). 

Ducheneaut, Moore, Oehlberg, Thornton, and Nickell (2008) set up a laboratory 
experiment in order to study audience group behavior during watching of TV programs. 
The study used two spaces equipped with television sets. These spaces were 
interconnected with sound. Participants were invited to watch the same TV program, 
one group in each of the spaces, simultaneously. Accordingly, all participants were able 
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to communicate with each other verbally while only those participants in the same 
space could see other subjects’ faces and body movements. The researchers found that 
audiences were primarily trying to anticipate breaks in the narration of the program to 
talk to each other, but occasionally they prioritized making themselves heard at the 
expense of the audio track of the program. They also categorized the content of the 
conversations that took place between the viewers and identified five comment types: 1) 
content-based comments, which directly referenced the content of the TV program; 2) 
context-based comments that were about the program in general, not about a specific 
moment or episode; 3) logistical comments that were about TV-watching in general but 
not related to any program, such as asking for the volume to be turned up; 4) non-
sequitur comments that were not related to TV at all; and 5) phatic comments, often 
involuntary reactions such as laughter, gasps, and groans. The study done by 
Ducheneaut et al. is interesting in that it describes TV viewers’ social practices during 
TV-watching, along with the content of their communication while they were watching 
TV. I will discuss these findings and their relations to my study in Section 6.6, 
“Conclusions on the types of TV live-tweets,” and in Section 7.6, “Conclusions on TV 
live-tweeting practices.” 

Wohn and Na (2011) performed a U&G-based content analysis of TV live-tweets, using 
live-tweets sent during President Obama’s live speech announcing his acceptance of the 
Nobel Peace Prize in October 2009 and live-tweets sent during an episode of a reality 
TV show called So You Think You Can Dance. The researchers used two criteria when 
categorizing the live-tweets: 1) whether the message was subjective or objective and 2) 
whether the message was inbound (about oneself / the Tweeter) or outbound (not 
about oneself — in the case of television, this would be about the television program). 
This resulted in a 2 × 2 matrix with four distinct live-tweet types: attention-seeking (an 
objective message about oneself), information (an objective message about the 
program), emotion (a subjective message about oneself), and opinion (a subjective 
message about the program). The researchers forced each tweet into one of these 
categories, so when a live-tweet could be classified as both subjective and objective, the 
researchers used their judgment when choosing the primary category. The study found 
that the frequency of the live-tweets was related to the content of the program and that 
people live-tweeted more during commercial breaks. They also found that live-tweeters 
used Twitter’s functions cleverly to interact with each other. I discuss the ways in which 
Wohn and Na’s study is similar to and different from mine in the opening section of 
Chapter 6, in Section 6.6 (“Conclusions on the types of TV live-tweets”), and in 
Subsection 9.2.6 (“New practices”). 

Shiffman (2012) studied live-tweeting in the context of a scientific conference. While 
the focus of the article was on investigating how live-tweeting can be used as an 
outreach tool for spreading scientific knowledge, it demonstrates that live-tweeting is a 
practice that is being employed at conferences, and I will refer to this article in Section 
10.7, “Avenues for future research.” I also use Shiffman’s table summarizing key 
features of Twitter in Section 7.4, “The use of Twitter functions in TV live-tweeting.” 

In what is probably the earliest study of TV live-tweeting, Shamma, Kennedy, and 
Churchill (2009) investigated TV live-tweeting during the televised U.S. presidential 
debates in 2008. The work focused on the conversational aspect of Twitter use by 
harvesting tweets on the basis of hashtags (terms following the “#” sign) used in the 
tweets about the debate and then investigating the use of mentions (also referred as 
“@tweets”). The authors argue that the conversation on Twitter can predict changes in 
the debate and that the key characters in the TV program can be detected from the 
live-tweets. Their data also show that the number of live-tweets always spiked after 
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discussion of a particular topic had ended. This study revealed elements that were 
interesting to me from two points of view. Firstly, I discovered that my analysis of the 
live-tweeters’ use of hashtags and mentions would have probably altered the way in 
which Shamma et al. chose to conduct their study. I will return to this in the 
contribution-related section of my final chapter (Section 10.4) . Secondly, I found the 
methodology used in their study to be very suitable for testing some of the hypotheses 
that emerged from this study; I will discuss them in Section 10.7 (“Avenues for future 
research”). 

Four years later, for a work published near the end of my research project, Houston, 
Hawthorn, Spialek, Greenwood, and McKinney (2013) too studied live-tweeting during 
presidential debates. They found that TV viewers live-tweeting on election debates 
during the run-up to the 2012 U.S. presidential elections paid more attention to the 
debates than did TV viewers who were not live-tweeting and that live-tweeters also 
perceived the debates to be more important. An additional finding is that live-tweeters 
did not report enjoying the TV debates more. I will refer to this article in Subsection 
9.2.7, “Transformed experience.” 

Marwick and boyd’s article “I Tweet Honestly, I Tweet Passionately: Twitter Users, 
Context Collapse, and the Imagined Audience” (2010) studies Twitter users as content 
producers and the practices they adopted in management of their Twitter audience. 
Marwick and boyd based their article on Goffman’s work on self-presentation (1959). 
According to Goffman, identity is collaboratively constituted in constant interaction 
with others and people are very skilled in adapting their discourse or performance in 
face-to-face situations to suit various audiences and contexts. Marwick and boyd argue 
that Twitter – similarly to broadcast media – collapses several social contexts into one, 
which makes it impossible for Twitter users to adapt their performance to multiple 
audiences. However, Twitter is a medium that also consolidates features from 
face-to-face interaction, since people often tweet to friends and family members. 
Accordingly, Marwick and boyd speak of the networked audience, which is partly 
imagined by the Twitter user but also involves real networks with and among others. 
According to Marwick and boyd, Twitter users employ two techniques to manage the 
challenges of a networked audience: self-censorship (refraining from discussing certain 
topics altogether) and balancing (finding an equilibrium between projecting a “required” 
image and staying true to oneself). I will briefly return to Marwick and boyd’s article, in 
Subsection 7.4.2 (“Following functionality”), and to Goffman’s work, in Chapter 6, “The 
types of TV live-tweets.” 

Zhao and Rosson (2009) explored how Twitter is used as an informal communication 
channel in a corporate setting by conducting interviews. They identify five motivations 
for Twitter use: 1) keeping in touch with other Twitter users, 2) raising the visibility of 
interesting things, 3) gathering useful information, 4) seeking help and opinions, and 
5) releasing emotional stress. Also, they found three characteristics of Twitter’s 
technology that explains the service’s use: 1) the messages’ brevity, 2) mobility and 
nearly ubiquitous access to the system, and 3) the broadcast nature of the 
communication. Finally, they list Twitter use’s impacts on communication in the 
workplace: 1) building perceptions of others, 2) finding common ground, 3) feeling 
connected, and 4) sharing work-related information and seeking associated expertise. I 
discuss Zhao and Rosson’s findings in relation to my study in Section 5.5 (“Conclusions 
about the types of live-tweeters”) and in Subsection 9.2.4 (“Live-tweeters and their 
motivations”). 
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In a very recent study, Schirra, Sun, and Bentley (2014) investigated motivations for 
live-tweeting about the TV series Downton Abbey throughout a full season of the 
program. They identified factors that trigger people’s live-tweeting during the series 
(sadness or grief, humor, and character development), personal benefits that people 
gain from live-tweeting (feeling part of a wider phenomenon, not feeling alone, and 
affirming their personal opinions), practices related to live-tweeting etiquette (avoiding 
“overtweeting,” signaling intention to live-tweet, avoiding “spoiler” tweets, and 
tweeting either live or not at all), practices related to managing two screens at the same 
time (tweeting as a distraction and a social TV ecosystem), and impacts on friendships 
and TV ratings. This study was partly inspired by our class project (McPherson et al., 
2012) and is the research paper that comes closest to the scope of my dissertation 
project. It was a mixed-methods study, using tweets harvested during the airing of 
episodes of Downton Abbey and interviews with 11 live-tweeters. I will compare the 
results of that study with my own findings in Section 5.5 (“Conclusions about the types 
of live-tweeters”), in Section 6.6 (“Conclusions on the types of TV live-tweets”), in 
Section 7.6 (“Conclusions on TV live-tweeting practices”), in Subsection 9.2.4 
(“Live-tweeters and their motivations”), and in Subsection 9.2.6 (“New practices”). 

Another study that comes very close to my research project in its context was an article 
by Zubiaga, Spina, Amigó, and Gonzalo (2012). They used live-tweets sent during the 
Copa America 2011 soccer tournament to investigate a technology that summarizes 
tweets sent during soccer games. The technology used a two-step process whose first 
phase identified a meaningful sub-event, after which the second phase involved 
selecting a representative tweet for each sub-event. I will discuss the approach taken by 
the authors in light of my research in Subsection 10.6.1 (“Implications of the 
substantive part of the study”). 

Chen’s U&G-focused study (2011) of Twitter use argues that people form social 
relationships on Twitter primarily with peers, in contrast to media personalities. She 
found that the more Twitter users spend time on Twitter and are active on Twitter, the 
more they satisfy their need to connect. Here, “need to connect” is defined as an 
informal camaraderie that has its roots in Maslow’s (1987) need to belong and Murray’s 
(1953) need to affiliate but lacks the formality and strength attached to communities, 
even virtual communities. I will refer to Chen’s study in Subsection 9.2.8 (“New 
evaluation criteria”) and in Section 9.3 (“The second level of theory: Experientializing 
C2C communication into a consumption experience”). 

Johnson and Yang (2009) studied Twitter users’ sought gratification, the gratification 
obtained, and the relationship of these factors with how much their subjects were using 
Twitter. The authors found two motivating factors for both types of gratification: social 
motives and information motives. The former consisted of “have fun; be entertained; 
relax; see what others are up to; pass the time; express myself freely; keep in touch with 
friends or family; communicate more easily; and communicate with many people at the 
same time” (p. 14). Information-related motives included getting information (facts, 
links, news, knowledge, and ideas), giving or receiving advice, learning interesting 
things, meeting new people, and sharing information with others (again, facts, links, 
news, knowledge, and ideas). The authors found that Twitter users have less fun using 
Twitter than they had expected to. Another finding was that information motives 
correlated positively with Twitter use, whereas social motives did not. I will consider 
these findings in relation to my study in subsections 9.2.4 (“Live-tweeters and their 
motivations”) and 9.2.7 (“Transformed experience”). 
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4.3.4 Online communities 

Evans, Wedande, Ralston, and van't Hul (2001) studied online consumer communities 
from the standpoint of direct marketing and found that online consumer communities 
such as Letsbuit.com increase consumers’ perceived control over the buying process 
and entice customers also to initiate contact with companies. They proposed that 
companies should provide virtual communities to consumers.  

In a similar vein, Antikainen (2007) explored company online communities that can 
build relationships between their members, between a member and maintenance 
personnel, between a member and a service, and between a member and a brand.  

Both Evans et al. and Antikainen come close in their theory to the creation of 
experiential context that Carù and Cova (2007) introduced as part of their immersion 
model described in my presentation of my pre-understanding in Section 3.4 (“The 
phenomenological approach to service experience and consumer culture theory”). I will 
discuss these articles and how they tie in with my findings in Subsection 9.2.7 
(“Transformed experience”).  

4.3.5 Spectator experience 

I also looked for other literature on spectator interaction, and I found relevant studies 
especially in the area of sports spectatorship and visiting museums.  

Holt (1995) studied spectators during baseball games in order to form a typology of 
consumption practices. He ended up with four main approaches, which all involve C2C 
communication in one way or another. 1) Consuming as experience involves methods 
the spectator uses to make sense of the baseball game, evaluate it, and appreciate it, 
with C2C communication being one way to express these ends. 2) Consuming as 
integration is associated with spectators’ symbolic use of baseball for self-concept or 
identity; C2C communication permits spectators to assimilate themselves into the 
world of baseball, to participate in the creation of the spectacle by analyzing the game, 
and to personalize institutional elements of the sport. 3) Consuming as play involves 
“communing,” or sharing experiences with, other spectators and also “socializing” – i.e., 
performing by commenting on the game with expertise and wit. Finally, 4) consuming 
as classification refers to the ways in which spectators use baseball to classify 
themselves through objects (such as merchandise and photos) and practices (such as 
rituals). Although Holt developed the typology on the basis of data gathered from 
baseball, the theoretical framework can, he claims, be applied to consumption practices 
in general. I will discuss how Holt’s model may be connected with my work in 
Subsection 9.2.6, “New practices.” 

Weed (2008) studied sports spectatorship in English pubs. In his essay, he concludes 
that pubs are transformed from social spaces into sports venues of a sort when football 
spectators gather there to watch a televised live soccer game together. Weed argues that 
spectators’ need for proximity is for proximity not of the event but to other spectators 
sharing the event. I will discuss Weed’s article in Subsection 9.2.7 (“Transformed 
experience”). 

4.3.6 Literature in the field of psychology 

In addition to literature related to CMC and media studies, the empirical data led me to 
look for writings in the field of psychology, especially with regard to empowerment, 
exploring community formation, and on the commitment/consistency principle. 
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Cialdini (2001) wrote about the commitment and consistency principle. This principle 
states that people have an urge to be consistent in their actions. This is because being 
consistent is considered to be a good character trait whereas inconsistency is viewed as 
undesirable. Once a decision or commitment has been made, people will try to behave 
accordingly. The strength of the commitment is positively correlated to how actively the 
commitment has been made and to the degree of publicity the commitment is given. 
Therefore, for example, a written promise leads to a stronger commitment than a 
spoken one. This seems logical, but the tendency can lead also to outcomes that may 
not seem obvious. For example, a study performed by Knox and Inkster (1968) suggests 
that people betting money on horse races feel more confident in the chances of “their” 
horse winning after they have placed their bets than at the moment just before they 
place their bets. I will elaborate on this in Subsection 9.2.7 (“Transformed experience”) 
and in Section 9.3 (“The second level of theory: Experientializing C2C communication 
into a consumption experience”). 

Conger and Kanungo (1988) wrote about the use of the concept of empowerment in 
management literature. They state that management theorists have frequently 
considered empowerment to be a relational construct – i.e., as a set of techniques of 
delegating authority or of sharing power in an organization. In psychology literature, 
however, empowerment is seen as a motivational construct, with power and control 
being internal to individuals. Using the latter approach, Siitonen (1999) presents a 
general formal theory of human empowerment. Its basic assumption is that 
empowerment is an individual-level and social process and that this internal feeling of 
power is something that cannot be handed over to another person. According to 
Siitonen, empowerment is composed of four sub-processes: goals, capacity beliefs, 
context beliefs, and emotions. “Goals” refers to, for example, willingness to understand 
and to engage in self-determination; “capacity beliefs” is linked to factors such as 
self-image and responsibility; “context beliefs” refers to feeling accepted, appreciated, 
and equally treated; and “emotions” refers to, among other things, a positive and 
energetic atmosphere. I will return to empowerment in Section 8.4 (“Conclusion – the 
TV live-tweeter, an empowered TV viewer”), Subsection 9.2.7 (“Transformed 
experience”), Section 9.3 (“The second level of theory: Experientializing C2C 
communication into a consumption experience”), and Section 9.4 (“The third level of 
theory: Experientializing a consumer activity into a service experience”). 

Cohen (1985) wrote a seminal article about the symbolic construction of communities. 
Instead of trying to specify what a community is, he investigated the concept’s use. 
Cohen states that the term “community” is simultaneously used to denote similarity 
among the members and difference from the others. He uses the term “boundary” for 
the element that demarcates where a community begins and ends. According to Cohen, 
people use symbols to mark boundaries. Symbols are interpreted by individuals and, 
therefore, mean different things to different people. However, he argues, it is exactly 
this imprecise nature of symbols that makes them practical and useful. I will refer to 
Cohen’s work in Subsection 7.4.1, when I present uses of Twitter functions when one is 
live-tweeting about TV. 

4.3.7 Other literature: Newspaper and magazine articles, blog posts, and 

Web sites 

Finally, I used newspaper and magazine articles, supplemented with blog posts and 
Web site content, as data sources whenever I spotted relevant data. The list below is 
incomplete but mentions the main sources. 
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McGirt (2010) wrote a long piece as a cover article for the magazine Fast Company 
about the collaboration between Twitter and TV-related entities, explaining how it got 
started. The New York Times has published numerous articles addressing TV 
live-tweeting (Stelter, 2010, 2011a, 2011b, 2013a, 2013b, 2013c) and the “second screen” 
(Goel & Stelter, 2013; Stross, 2012; Vance, 2010). Also, Time (Poniewozik, 2010), the 
Economist (2012, 2013), and the Guardian (Bulkley, 2011; Dredge, 2012, 2013a, 2013b, 
2014) have published relevant articles. In addition, Forbes (Bercovici, 2013) published 
a cover article on the business synergies between TV networks and Twitter.  

Social media and technology blogs too have been good sources. In an interview with 
Gigaom.com (Roettgers, 2010) in October 2010, Twitter’s Robin Sloan explained 
Twitter’s strategy, experiences, and challenges related to working in collaboration with 
the TV industry. Sloan stated that having popular shows that attract millions of tweets 
poses a challenge for live-tweeters, because they cannot keep up with so many tweets. 
Mashable (e.g., Taylor, 2011; Ulanoff, 2014) and TechCrunch (e.g., Ha, 2013; Lawler, 
2013; Perez, 2013) follow the social TV scene continually. 

Finally, I also used Twitter’s support Web pages (Twitter, 2013a, 2013b) and developer 
pages (Singletary, 2011; Twitter, 2011) as sources.  

4.4 Conclusions on data 

In this chapter, I have presented the data used in my study. Said data can be divided 
into three sets: empirical data, generated data, and literature. The empirical data 
consist of 45 interviews and approximately 4,000 live-tweets. The generated data 
include the memos that I generated when analyzing the empirical data and while 
developing my theory. The literature dataset consists of the scientific and journalistic 
articles and the blog posts and postings on the Web that I read after the analysis of the 
empirical material.  
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PART II: CONCEPTS AND CATEGORIES OF LIVE-TWEETING 

TV 

From here onward, I present the findings of my study. Part II is about the concepts and 
categories of TV live-tweeting that emerged from the analysis of the data. The emerging 
theory that connects the individual concepts together and points to their relationships 
is presented in Part III, along with the concluding chapter.  

Part II consists of chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8. The tone is mainly descriptive, but I have 
illustrated my findings with numerous examples from the data. In Chapter 5, I 
introduce the various types of TV live-tweeters. In Chapter 6, I move on to introduce 
the categories of TV live-tweet. Then, in Chapter 7, I present the various practices of TV 
live-tweeting from the physical settings, through the individual phases of live-tweeting 
sessions, to the use of Twitter’s functions. In Chapter 8, I discuss how live-tweeting 
influences TV-viewing, and I present my views on how a TV live-tweeter differs from a 
traditional TV viewer.  

The concepts and categories presented in chapters 5, 6, and 7 emerged from the 
analysis of the empirical material, the interview and tweet data. For Chapter 8, I used 
literature as data, in order to determine the categories of TV-viewing. Following the 
Glaserian tradition of GT, at the end of each chapter, I refer to and draw from theories 
and literature presented in chapters 3 and 4 to provide further understanding of the 
concepts and categories presented in the later chapters of this work. 

Throughout Part II, I conclude each chapter with a cumulative table. I collect in each 
chapter’s table the concepts and categories that I have presented up to that point. The 
newest additions to the table are presented in boldface so that the reader can follow 
how the conceptual framework grows. Finally, in Chapter 9, in Part III, I will use these 
concepts and categories in building my theory, by referring to the findings relevant for 
each chapter, along with comparison of my findings with previous literature. 

The first elements in the table, shown in Table II-0-1, are the categories of TV 
live-tweeting that emerged from the open coding of the interview material. In a sense, 
this served as a starting point for the subsequent concept generation. 

Table II-0-1: Cumulative table of concepts and categories 

CONCEPT CATEGORIES 

Live-tweeting (based on the code categories in 

Appendix 1) 

Empowerment 

Extending the experience 

Immediacy 

The more, the merrier 

Outlet 
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5 TYPES OF TV LIVE-TWEETERS 

My attempts to classify TV live-tweeters began after the very first interviews. With my 
fellow researcher from UC Berkeley, I discussed the differences the interviewees 
showed between each other. We talked about the differences in numbers of followers, 
the number of live-tweets sent versus the number read, and the importance of 
immediacy to each interviewee. A very early draft from April 2011, presented in Figure 
5-1, was an attempt to position live-tweeters in a 2 × 2 matrix where the y-axis 
represents the number of people participating in live-tweeting about a TV program and 
the x-axis the importance of immediacy to a given TV live-tweeter.  

 

Figure 5-1: Draft from April 2011, an attempt to position live-tweeters in a 2 × 2 matrix. 

These early attempts proved difficult to expand upon, for various reasons. The number 
of live-tweets read was very hard to measure, as was the perceived number of fellow 
live-tweeters with whom people wanted to share their tweets. Although immediacy 
proved very important for all respondents, it was not a quantifiable attribute: people 
either tweeted live or did not. If they tweeted live, immediacy was important. If they did 
not tweet immediately (that is, while the program was airing), they were not 
live-tweeting. The matrix in Figure 5-1 was soon abandoned. 

Another plausible way to classify live-tweeters would have been through the content of 
the tweets. However, our class project (McPherson et al., 2012) had shown that even a 
single tweet could carry information of many types. For example, Sample Tweet 5-1, 
collected during the class project, was assigned three codes: “Comment about the 
episode,” “Expression of frustration,” and “Expression of excitement.”  
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What's with all the lyric changes in the rocky horror glee!!!!! It's a bit annoying, 
but it's actually awesome!!!!  

Sample Tweet 5-1: A multi-code tweet sent during Glee on October 26, 2010. 

At the same time, some tweets, such as Sample Tweet 5-2, were very difficult to classify 
because they were part of a larger discussion; without knowledge of the context, it was 
impossible to know their meaning.   

@jennnisterr hahah ohh, well it was just on glee and im in love<3 

Sample Tweet 5-2: A context-sensitive tweet sent during Glee on October 26, 2010. 

The most salient way to categorize my respondents started to dawn on me during 
data-collection phase 2, in spring 2012. Previously, during data-collection phase 1, we 
had identified live-tweeters while Glee was airing simply by looking at the number of 
tweets that people had sent during the relevant episode. This worked well with regard 
to Glee, because those watching the program and live-tweeting were tweeting mainly 
about Glee. However, this strategy did not work as smoothly with NHL and Pittsburgh 
Penguins live-tweeters. Many times, I stumbled upon people who had mentioned the 
official hashtag #pens in their tweets but were not actually live-tweeting on the games 
or sometimes were not even watching the games on television. These people simply 
wanted to root for their team on Twitter or made a remark about the Pens fans on the 
street, and some may have been watching the game in person at the arena.  

To screen out these accidentally included tweeters, I scrolled down their Twitter 
timeline in order to see their earlier tweets – from previous days, weeks, or months, 
depending on the frequency with which they tweeted. Then I performed a search for the 
term “pens” on the timeline, such that all occurrences of the search term were denoted 
by a small line on the browser window’s scrollbar. The equivalent procedure worked 
just as well with Glee live-tweets, as is demonstrated by Screen Capture 5-1.  

This illustration provided me with two important pieces of information simultaneously: 
1) the frequency with which the Twitter user was tweeting about the program – i.e., 
how many tweets per episode he or she had sent – and 2) the regularity with which the 
Twitter user was tweeting on Glee episodes or ice-hockey games. 

For example, from the search results marked with lines on the scrollbar in Screen 
Capture 5-1, it is easy to identify clearly distinct groups of tweets that contain the 
search term “glee.” Closer inspection of these groups reveals that they all were 
concurrent with Glee airing.  
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Screen Capture 5-1: The frequency of the term “glee” on a Twitter user's timeline as 

revealed by the small line on the scroll bar at the right. 

This combined view of live-tweeting frequency and regularity enabled me to pinpoint 
more carefully whom to approach initially when recruiting interviewees. Later, when I 
synthesized this information with the number of tweets sent during one episode and 
with the interview material, I could see patterns emerging from the data, which enabled 
me to classify the respondent in my study into four groups: 1) fanatic live-tweeters, 2) 
systematic live-tweeters, 3) sporadic live-tweeters, and 4) active Twitter users.  

These profiles emerged from the analysis of both tweet and interview data. As is 
mentioned above, the categorization was triggered by the analysis of the interviewees’ 
live-tweeting frequency and regularity. After having coded all the tweets, I conducted a 
more elaborate analysis, based on the number of coded tweets per episode or game and 
the number of live-tweeted episodes or games.   

Two extremes were easy to detect: those who tweeted prolifically and very regularly and 
the ones who tweeted very little and highly irregularly. The rest formed a group that 
was harder to grasp at first. In order to understand the behavior better, I looked more 
closely at these users’ live-tweeting behavior and then sought more answers in the 
interview data, especially in relation to the research problem: the lack of social 
interaction while one is watching TV. To visualize the differences between user groups, 
I mapped them on a two-dimensional plane according to their rank in average 
frequency and regularity, by quartiles (see Figure 5-2, Figure 5-3, and Figure 5-4). 
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By looking at the tweet data episode by episode or game by game, I could see, for 
example, how a given interviewee’s TV live-tweeting behavior had evolved during the 
tweet-collection period, which was not evident from examination of the average tweet 
frequency and regularity. The interview data helped me to understand, for example, the 
reasons for which some live-tweeters were not live-tweeting about some of the episodes 
or games or what the relationship was between their Twitter use and live-tweeting. The 
groups fanatic, systematic, and sporadic live-tweeters and active Twitter users 
emerged, thus, through the constant comparison (Glaser, 1978, 2001) of all the data I 
had accumulated: the tweets, the interviews, and the generated illustrations and 
numerical analyses. In the following sections of this chapter, each group is presented in 
its turn.  

The final categorization of participants is presented in Table 5-1, alongside the 
frequency of their live-tweets and the regularity of their live-tweeting tendency. In my 
categorization of interviewees into the four groups, I used primarily the behavior data 
and in borderline cases was informed further by the interviews. 
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Table 5-1: Categorization of participants and the frequency and regularity of their 

live-tweeting 

Participant Category Frequency Regularity 

   

Percentage of 
episodes or games 

live-tweeted 

Rank from 
lowest to 
highest 

Live-tweets 
per 

episode/game 

Rank from 
lowest to 
highest 

GL-01 Sporadic live-tweeter 33.33% 11 11.75 6 
GL-02 Fanatic live-tweeter 66.67% 19 33.38 14 
GL-03 Systematic live-tweeter 58.33% 9 8.14 9 
GL-04 Fanatic live-tweeter 83.33% 17 26.20 11 
GL-05 Systematic live-tweeter 83.33% 4 6.30 15 
GL-06 Sporadic live-tweeter 28.57% 12 13.50 5 
GL-07 Fanatic live-tweeter 100.00% 21 89.00 21 
GL-08 Sporadic live-tweeter 45.45% 14 15.60 19 
GL-09 Systematic live-tweeter 83.33% 7 7.80 16 
GL-10 Systematic live-tweeter 55.56% 10 8.60 12 
GL-11 Active Twitter user 8.33% 5 7.00 1 
GL-12 Systematic live-tweeter 91.67% 1 4.91 18 
GL-13 Sporadic live-tweeter 58.33% 3 5.60 10 
GL-14 Systematic live-tweeter 58.33% 6 7.13 13 
GL-15 Sporadic live-tweeter 25.00% 13 14.67 4 
GL-16 Sporadic live-tweeter 50.00% 15 23.57 8 
GL-17 Sporadic live-tweeter 9.09% 20 39.00 3 
GL-18 Sporadic live-tweeter 41.67% 2 5.00 7 
GL-19 Fanatic live-tweeter 91.67% 16 24.36 17 
GL-20 Fanatic live-tweeter 100.00% 18 29.71 20 
GL-21 Active Twitter user 8.33% 8 8.00 2 
IHT-01 Fanatic live-tweeter 66.67% 16 10.90 16 
IHT-02 Fanatic live-tweeter 60.00% 19 50.67 15 
IHT-03 Fanatic live-tweeter 100.00% 20 54.33 20 
IHT-04 Systematic live-tweeter 73.33% 14 7.55 18 
IHT-05 Systematic live-tweeter 45.45% 6 5.20 13 
IHT-06 Systematic live-tweeter 73.33% 11 6.09 17 
IHT-07 Fanatic live-tweeter 100.00% 18 16.75 19 
IHT-08 Sporadic live-tweeter 32.00% 13 6.75 8 
IHT-09 Sporadic live-tweeter 18.75% 12 6.33 5 
IHT-10 Systematic live-tweeter 53.33% 9 5.79 14 
IHT-11 Sporadic live-tweeter 36.00% 15 9.89 10 
IHT-12 Active Twitter user 5.56% 1 2.00 2 
IHT-13 Sporadic live-tweeter 24.00% 8 5.67 7 
IHT-14 Sporadic live-tweeter 33.33% 4 3.80 9 
IHT-15 Sporadic live-tweeter 20.00% 10 6.00 6 
IHT-16 Sporadic live-tweeter 16.00% 3 3.75 4 
IHT-17 Sporadic live-tweeter 8.00% 5 4.00 3 
IHT-18 Active Twitter user 4.00% 2 3.00 1 
IHT-19 Fanatic live-tweeter 40.00% 17 15.50 11 
IHT-20 Systematic live-tweeter 40.00% 7 5.30 12 

 

Figure 5-2 displays the repartition of Glee participants and Figure 5-3 the NHL 
participants. The participants are placed on the plane in accordance with their rank 
among the subjects, and the axes are divided into quartiles, to aid in visualization. The 
participants have been grouped by user category: fanatic live-tweeters, systematic live-
tweeters, sporadic live-tweeters, and active Twitter users. 
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Figure 5-2: Glee participants ranked by live-tweeting frequency and regularity. 

 

Figure 5-3: NHL participants ranked by live-tweeting frequency and regularity. 
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In Figure 5-4, the two participant groups are superimposed. The figure reveals a quite 
evident pattern although some overlap between the groups does occur: fanatic live-
tweeters are concentrated in the upper right corner; the systematic live-tweeters 
inhabit the center right. Sporadic live-tweeters are dominant on the left side of the 
matrix, and active live-tweeters are concentrated in the lower left-hand corner.  

 
Figure 5-4: Glee and NHL participants ranked by live-tweeting frequency and regularity. 

Below, I present the four user profiles and elaborate on the results of the analysis 
presented above.  

5.1 Fanatic live-tweeters 

I have entitled the first group “fanatic live-tweeters” because these participants’ 
live-tweeting about Glee or NHL ice hockey is dominated by their fandom. What sets 
them apart from other live-tweeters is that they tweet a lot, they tweet regularly, and 
they have a particularly strong emotional bond with the show or the team. When 
watching Glee or an ice-hockey game on TV, the fanatic live-tweeters almost always 
live-tweeted. Exceptions are discussed in Section 7.1 (“Practices before and after ”). 

With many in this group, the Twitter usage seems to be almost solely about Glee or ice 
hockey. Screen Capture 5-2, from GL-07’s Twitter timeline, illustrates this well. Nearly 
all of her tweets contained the word “Glee,” and she was tweeting about Glee also on 
days when the show did not air. 
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Screen Capture 5-2: Example timeline display for a “fanatic live-tweeter,” GL-07. 

The group is, however, not homogeneous. For instance, IHT-03 and IHT-07 are 
“hardcore” ice-hockey fans who were tweeting very prolifically without ever missing an 
episode or game. Both were living far from their hometown, so they never attended the 
game in person. For them, live-tweeting – watching their hometown team play and 
being able to root for it with other fans via Twitter – was a way to add a social 
dimension to watching hockey that they would not otherwise have. This seems to have 
affected both the frequency and the regularity of their live-tweeting.  

IHT-01 and GL-04 too were avid fans, but they tweeted a little less. Subjects GL-02, 
IHT-02, and IHT-19, on the other hand, tweeted just as much but less regularly than 
the other people in this group. For IHT-02 and IHT-19, the reason is simple. The days 
on which they did not live-tweet about the game were when they attended the game in 
person, and ice-hockey fans tweet much less, if at all, when in the physical audience.  

Finally, GL-19 and GL-20 are part of an interesting three-person subgroup of Glee 
live-tweeters. They were all former fans who had live-tweeted about Glee as fans during 
the first season of the show. During the second season – i.e., the season during which 
the tweets for this study were collected – their attitude towards the show turned sour 
and their tweets grew snarky. However, they kept tweeting about the show in very 
generous measure, were very passionate, and had strong opinions about Glee. The third 
person in this group, GL-17, showed live-tweeting that, while very prolific, was a great 
deal less regular than that of GL-19 and GL-20; therefore, he is grouped among 
sporadic live-tweeters.  
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Considered in terms of the research problem, fanatic live-tweeters seem to lack social 
interaction, especially in relation to the program about which they are live-tweeting. 

5.2 Systematic live-tweeters 

Systematic live-tweeters live-tweet nearly every time they watch their favorite program 
or favorite team play on TV, and they very rarely fail to watch an episode or game. This 
stalwartness in viewing habits and regular combining of Twitter with TV-watching is 
well illustrated in the following quote from IHT-04: 

I'll watch the games as much as I can or I'll listen to them.  Sometimes again, 
they'll be background.  I may not have the sound up, but I'll be there.  Watching 
a Twitter feed, I'll see what's going on, that kind of thing.   
                – IHT-04, male, 56 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

This pattern can be observed also from the timeline of IHT-06 and its extract shown in 
Screen Capture 5-3. The tweets that contain the search term “Pens” are clustered into 
tight groups that are associated with when the Pittsburgh Penguins were playing.  

When compared to fanatic live-tweeters, systematic live-tweeters are as regular, more 
or less, but they tweet considerably less, on average, although some are more prolific 
than others.  
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Screen Capture 5-3: Example timeline display for a “systematic live-tweeter,” IHT-06. 

Systematic live-tweeters’ regularity of live-tweeting is primarily due to their previous 
loyal viewing habits. However, according to my interview and tweet material, it is fair 
to say that the social interaction that Twitter provides has strengthened this 
characteristic. Several of the systematic Glee live-tweeters (GL-03, GL-05, GL-09, and 
GL-14) had good friends who were also live-tweeting about Glee. Live-tweeting is, 
accordingly, akin to a weekly physical rendezvous with friends, which undoubtedly 
increases their regularity. A longing for social interaction similar to what might 
characterize these subjects can be identified among the systematic NHL live-tweeters: 
IHT-04, IHT-05, IHT-10, and IHT-20 were only rarely able to attend games, because 
they were either living far from their hometown or restricted by a medical condition. 
Live-tweeting about ice hockey was, for them, a way to feel more connected with their 
peers. In this respect, they were much like IHT-03 and IHT-07, though not tweeting as 
much.  

Where the systematic live-tweeters are concerned, the research problem of absence of 
social interaction while one is watching TV seems a somewhat more general issue than 
it is with fanatic live-tweeters. Systematic live-tweeters do not seem to be looking for 
social interaction only in the area of a single TV program, as fanatic live-tweeters do. 
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5.3 Sporadic live-tweeters 

Sporadic live-tweeters live-tweet about Glee or ice hockey every now and then. The 
sporadic pattern is obvious from IHT-09’s timeline, extracted in Screen Capture 5-4. 

 

Screen Capture 5-4: Example timeline display for a “sporadic live-tweeter,” IHT-09. 

Sporadic live-tweeters form the largest group in my study and also the most diverse. 
Looking at the live-tweeting about individual episodes or games, one finds that some of 
the sporadic live-tweeters resemble fanatic live-tweeters (i.e., GL-16 and GL-17) and 
some systematic live-tweeters (i.e., GL-13 and GL-18). In fact, when examining the data 
more closely, one can observe that the live-tweeting habits of some individuals were 
changing during the observation period. For instance, GL-08 and GL-16 sent very few 
tweets per episode at the beginning of the season, and they discovered TV live-tweeting 
only in the middle of the season, after which they started tweeting fanatically. As for the 
ice-hockey subjects, IHT-08 and IHT-11 were not watching the Pittsburgh Penguins 
games before the end of the regular season, but after this they started live-tweeting 
systematically and in April during the playoffs did so even fanatically.  

In both groups (Glee and NHL subjects), there were also sporadic live-tweeters who 
said that their live-tweeting frequency fluctuates from one episode or game to another, 
as the quote below testifies. 
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There are a couple of episodes that I’ve really liked so I’ve gone on and just 
tweeted a bunch.  There’s other times that I tweet a little bit with not really a 
whole lot.  It kinda depends.  I don’t really have the same frequency per episode. 
         – GL-06, male, 21 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Finally, some of the sporadic Glee live-tweeters (GL-01 and GL-18) were actively 
live-tweeting about other TV shows and live-tweeted about Glee only occasionally.  

Considered in relation to the research problem of social interaction being absent while 
one is watching TV, sporadic live-tweeters seem to have more in common with fanatic 
live-tweeters than with systematic live-tweeters. For example, IHT-08, IHT-09, and 
IHT-11 appeared to show a longing especially for interaction with other sports fans, and 
TV live-tweeting did not seem to serve other social purposes for them. The factor 
differentiating this group from fanatic live-tweeters is that sporadic live-tweeters do not 
seem to have the same kind of internal need to communicate about the program also 
when it is not airing that fanatic live-tweeters do.  

Common to all sporadic live-tweeters seems to be that the irregularity of their 
live-tweeting is due to their irregularity in watching the programming in question. Most 
of the time when they do watch it, they are also live-tweeting about it. 

5.4 Active Twitter users 

The fourth identifiable group of participants is active Twitter users. These people were 
tweeting all day long, about everything they did. When starting to watch a TV series or 
an ice-hockey game, they might mention it on Twitter. However, they did not really 
seem to live-tweet about programs sequentially and did not seem to consider tweeting 
to be an element of their TV-viewing so much as a parallel activity to watching TV. On 
the rare occasions when these active Twitter users tweeted multiple times about Glee or 
NHL games while watching TV, it seems to have been due to a discussion with another 
Twitter user. Screen Capture 5-5 illustrates the occurrences of the search term “Pens” 
on the Twitter timeline of an active Twitter user. Active Twitter users do not seem to 
display as much passion in their TV-program-related tweets as the live-tweeters in the 
other groups do, and they do not seem to be missing social interaction while watching 
TV, as the TV live-tweeters are.   
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Screen Capture 5-5: Example timeline display for an active Twitter user.  

5.5 Conclusions about the types of live-tweeters 

By mapping the live-tweeting frequency and regularity of the 41 Glee and NHL 
interviewees and comparing these data with the interview material, I could identify the 
four distinct general behavior patterns identified above: those of fanatic live-tweeters, 
who live-tweet very regularly and prolifically; systematic live-tweeters, who live-tweet 
regularly but not very often per episode or per game; sporadic live-tweeters, who 
live-tweet irregularly; and active Twitter users, who actually are not live-tweeting at all 
but use Twitter in parallel while viewing TV. Active Twitter users seem less emotionally 
involved in the program than those in the other three groups and do not seem to suffer 
from a lack of social interaction while watching TV as the people in the other groups do. 

This grouping portrays profiles of the interviewees in my study and is, therefore, not 
comprehensive. For example, there are certainly Twitter users who are not very active 
but still occasionally tweet about TV while watching. Because of my recruitment 
method, which involved attempts to identify people who live-tweeted repeatedly, I did 
not interview any such person. I believe, however, that the three TV live-tweeter 
profiles portray the various live-tweeter types reasonably well, at least with respect to 
live-tweeting about recurrent televised sports events and TV drama. 

Adherence to one of the live-tweeter profiles depended on live-tweeters’ personality 
and their live-tweeting context. In speaking of dependence on live-tweeter personality, 
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I refer to character traits such as shyness or expressiveness but also to preferences with 
regard to TV programs. For example, some of the sporadic live-tweeters on Glee might 
be fanatic live-tweeters on another series, and vice versa. Context-dependency, in turn, 
involves factors in the live-tweeters’ physical and social environment that either push 
people to live-tweet or hamper this. For example, for a person who is isolated physically, 
live-tweeting can be a way to feel connected with peers. Another person, in contrast, 
might be restrained from live-tweeting because of the presence of other people.  

The various live-tweeter groups seem also to show differences in how they experience 
the lack of social interaction while watching TV. For fanatic live-tweeters, the felt need 
to communicate was very strong and very much related to the program about which 
they live-tweeted. For sporadic live-tweeters too, the need to communicate was related 
to the program, but it was less strong than with fanatic live-tweeters. On the other hand, 
systematic live-tweeters seemed to be less passionate but still longing for social 
interaction also outside the context of the live-tweeted program. 

Finally, it is important to point out that, as the TV live-tweeters’ preferences or their 
live-tweeting context changes, their live-tweeting habits can evolve over time. A fanatic 
live-tweeter may well become a sporadic live-tweeter, or vice-versa.  

Although no preexisting categorizations of TV live-tweeters exist, some of the findings 
described in this chapter find support in previous literature. The personality- and 
context-dependent factors related to one’s live-tweeting profile can be compared to 
personal and environmental causal conditions for C2C relationships (Kelley, 1983; 
Martin & Clark, 1996).  

Zhao and Rosson (2006) found that keeping in touch with other Twitter users was one 
of five motivations for Twitter use in general. This is clearly the case in my study, as 
well. In a similar manner, Schirra et al. (2014) found that not feeling alone was one of 
the gratifications that TV live-tweeters sought. This also highlights that the C2C 
networks influence the service experience (Gummesson, 2004) and are in line with 
suggestions that social interaction is a driver (Walter et al., 2010) or a determinant 
(Verhoef et al., 2009) of service experience. The subsequent chapters bring out 
additional motivational factors, which I then draw together in Subsection 9.2.4 
(“Live-tweeters and their motivations”).  

In conclusion, TV live-tweeter and parallel TV and Twitter user are my first concepts. 
They have in common the sending of tweets about a TV program during the viewing. 
The difference is that for a TV live-tweeter live-tweeting is clearly a part of the 
TV-viewing experience, while for a parallel TV and Twitter user this is not the case. I 
consider this experientializing of Twitter into one’s TV-viewing to be what sets TV 
live-tweeters apart from Twitter users who occasionally tweet about TV while watching 
it. I will elaborate further on the concept of experientializing and discuss its relation-
ship with parallel C2C communication in Chapter 9 (“Theory development from the 
results observed”) The fanatic, systematic, and sporadic live-tweeter profiles form the 
categories of the TV live-tweeter concept. I did not start to look for other categories 
than active Twitter user for the parallel TV and Twitter user, since that concept was not 
at the focus of this study. This categorization based on live-tweeter behavior was also in 
line with my GT approach, in which it should be behavior that is categorized, not 
people (Glaser, 2001), and concepts are formed of social patterns. 
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Table 5-2: Cumulative table of concepts and categories 

CONCEPT CATEGORIES 

Live-tweeting  Empowerment 

Extending the experience 

Immediacy 

The more, the merrier 

Outlet 

TV live-tweeter Fanatic TV live-tweeter 

Systematic TV live tweeter 

Sporadic TV live tweeter 

Parallel TV and Twitter user Active Twitter user 
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6 THE TYPES OF TV LIVE-TWEETS 

Although tweets are short, they can contain multiple ideas, convey diverse information, 
and be nuanced such that their classification is not easy. In our class project 
(McPherson et al., 2012), we coded the live-tweets for any given Glee episode with 
multiple codes and divided the codes among three primary categories (“play-by-play” 
tweets, comments about the show, and “mood” tweets) and 10 subcategories, then 
calculated their frequencies.  

 

Figure 6-1: Distribution of tweet code subcategories in the class project (see McPherson et 

al., 2012). 

However, the resulting categories – depicted in Figure 6-1 – were not mutually 
exclusive. The primary categories were often intertwined: one live-tweet might be a 
retweeted positive comment about a character in a single episode, for example. And 
even the topic areas categorized as “play-by-play” were often difficult to distinguish 
from one another. For example, a musical number was a specific moment in the show 
at which a cast member performed a song.    

The tweets that I collected for this study followed the same pattern, the only difference 
being that, with NHL live-tweets, the topic areas were not musical numbers but goals, 
fights, and penalties and not cast members and characters but players, coaches, and 
referees. Therefore, although the classification in our preliminary study conveyed much 
of the richness of the content of live-tweets, I found it to lack explanatory power. 

Wohn and Na’s study (2011), which was published during data-collection phase 1 for 
this study and is presented in Chapter 4, took another approach. It used a strict 
protocol that forced all live-tweets into four mutually exclusive message categories: 
attention-seeking, information, emotion, and opinion. However, Wohn and Na admit 
that not all tweets fell into just one category and that in these cases they had to choose 
the most salient message in order to fit the tweets into their framework.  

With the data from my study, a similar kind of strict categorization would have resulted 
in radical simplification of content. Although my interviewees stated that their 
live-tweeting was more about sharing emotions than about sharing information, my 
analysis of the live-tweets revealed that trying to separate emotion-laden tweets from 
informational tweets, opinionated tweets, or attention-seeking tweets was extremely 
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hard and also artificial, since these attributes were almost constantly intertwined with 
each other. For example, Sample Tweet 7-8 and Sample Tweet 7-9 express both opinion 
and emotion. Also, the interviewees themselves had trouble distinguishing between 
emotional and informational tweeting, as the quotes below demonstrate. 

Interviewer: Okay so would you – for you would live tweeting be more about 
sharing emotions or sharing knowledge about the sport?   

– A little bit of both.  I love sharing the kind of emotions when I think something 
is a little ridiculous.  I like calling really good plays out whether it's on the 
opposing team or the Penguins.  Sometimes it's just – it's funny to point out 
certain things and join the kind of culture.      
                           – IHT-10, male, 25 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

Watching sports, it’s probably, if I’m watching a team, if I’m watching my team, 
it’s probably a mixture.  It’s probably like half and half.  Cuz I’ll definitely be, I’ll 
definitely be into the game.  I’ll be emotional about it.  That sort of drives what I 
write, but I’ll still write about other things that I see, or that I, like if there’s some 
sort of statistic on TV that they show, I’ll write about that, maybe.  I think it’s 
half and half.          
               – IHT-09, female, 27 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

Because my live-tweet material in itself did not elicit any salient categories, I decided to 
study how the interviewees had talked about types of live-tweets. On this basis, I ended 
up grouping the live-tweets under concepts that emerged from the interview data, using 
mainly in vivo codes as headings for categories and subcategories. In vivo codes are 
concepts that are labeled with words from the interviewees rather than terms that the 
researcher has chosen (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). In vivo codes often are able to convey 
well an aspect of the phenomenon studied. Some of the in vivo codes used here were 
mentioned by multiple interviewees and some by only a single respondent. However, to 
my mind, they all represent well how my interviewees as a group talked about the 
various types of live-tweets. In the subsequent sections of this chapter, I mark the 
in-vivo-labeled categories with the term “in vivo” in parentheses. The resulting five 
main types and 13 subtypes reflect not the contents of the tweets as such (i.e., whether 
the tweet is about an actor, a character, a player, the plot, a goal, or something else) or 
the mood expressed in the tweets per se (i.e., joy, sadness, sympathy, outrage, etc.) but, 
rather, the utility of the tweets. I have summarized the types of TV live-tweets and their 
primary use in Table 6-1, below.  
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Table 6-1: The types of TV live-tweets and their primary use 

MAIN TYPES OF TV 
LIVE-TWEETS 

SUBTYPES PRIMARY USE 

Courtesy tweets Greeting tweets 

Warnings tweets 

Thank-you tweets 

Courtesy tweets are a way to express 
politeness towards other live-tweeters and to 
take one’s own followers into consideration. 

Outlet tweets Countdowns  

Performance tweets  

Cheering tweets 

Opinions  

Self-reflection tweets  

 

Through outlet tweets, live-tweeters express 
their spontaneous emotions and opinions. 
They make the viewing experience more 
active and engaging. 

Selection tweets Play-by-play tweets 

Quotes 

Tweets offering additional 
information 

Through selection tweets, live-tweeters can 
highlight moments in the program that they 
consider important and direct the Twitter 
conversation toward topics they are 
interested in. 

Analysis tweets Commentary-track tweets 

Conversation tweets 

Through analysis tweets, live-tweeters 
engage in the analysis of the show or of the 
game and participate in joint 
meaning-making of the program. 

Other live-tweets All the live-tweets that do not fit in 
the other categories 

Other live-tweets include live-tweets sent, for 
example, for promotional ends and 
live-tweets sent as reply messages to 
competitions and marketing campaigns. 

 

The live-tweet types mentioned above emerged from the data via comparison of the 
uses that emerged from the interviews to the individual tweets of the people 
interviewed. The types had to be overarching, so that they would not depict the use of 
an individual live-tweeter but be independent of person and content (Glee vs. NHL). 
Also, each tweet had to fit into one of the types. In the sections of this chapter that 
follow, I will introduce each main type of live-tweets, along with its subtypes, by 
providing numerous examples. At the end of the chapter, I summarize the findings, 
discuss them in light of previous literature, and position them in the cumulative table of 
concepts and categories. 

6.1 Courtesy tweets  

Courtesy tweets (in vivo) are a way to express politeness to other live-tweeters and to 
take one’s own followers into consideration. They are also a part of live-tweeting 
“etiquette.” Television live-tweeters use courtesy tweets to support their relationship 
with their live-tweeter peers just as much as to inform their non-live-tweeting Twitter 
followers about their own unusual live-tweeting. Courtesy tweets are also one part of 
the rituals or symbols that live-tweeters use to convey to other live-tweeters that they 
are familiar with the norms and customs of live-tweeting. 

Courtesy tweets are very different from the vast majority of other live-tweets in the 
sense that, although their use is directly linked to TV live-tweeting, they are not about 
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the program; rather, they are about live-tweeting of the program or about other 
live-tweeters. The other exception to this rule is presented in Subsection 6.2.5, “Self-
reflection tweets.” Courtesy tweets are, therefore, often more personal than other 
live-tweets.  

Fostering the relationship with other live-tweeters is important because many 
live-tweeters do not know each other beyond the live-tweeting activity surrounding a 
particular TV program. Yet it is the interaction with other live-tweeters that makes 
live-tweeting fun. Through courtesy tweets, live-tweeters can add a personal touch to 
the communication in a manner that does not seem intrusive.  

Taking one’s followers into consideration is also important. Twitter users follow people 
they find interesting. Having a large number of followers on Twitter is, therefore, a sign 
of interesting tweets. Starting to follow someone’s tweets is easy, but so is “unfollowing.” 
Following and unfollowing on Twitter do not bear the same kind of social symbolic as 
Facebook’s friending and unfriending. Accordingly, people quite readily cease to follow 
someone if his or her tweets become incomprehensible or uninteresting. Failing to keep 
one’s followers informed of the topic and context of one’s tweets or of sudden changes 
in tweeting habits may well lead to a decline in following. 

I classified the courtesy tweets into three categories. Typical courtesy tweets are 
warnings, greeting tweets, and thank-you tweets. Warnings are targeted mainly at the 
live-tweeter’s own followers, whereas greetings and thank-you tweets are destined 
mainly for fellow live-tweeters. 

6.1.1 Warnings 

Warnings (in vivo), such as the one illustrated in Sample Tweet 6-1 or the one that 
GL-13 speaks of in the quote below, are targeted at those of one’s followers who either 
are not interested in the program that the sender is about to start live-tweeting about or 
will watch the program later and do not want to read “spoilers” for it ahead of time. 
Warnings inform one’s followers about the upcoming deluge of tweets about Glee or of 
a given NHL game.  

 

Sample Tweet 6-1: A warning about the coming flood of Glee-related tweets. 

Well, of course, I’m on by the time the show starts, and I’ll usually warn my 
friends beforehand that Glee is on because I know I have some friends that 
either don’t want spoilers or they just don’t want to hear about Glee in general.  
I actually have friends that I’ll warn them and they will un-follow me for that 
hour, and call me back afterwards so they don’t have to get that huge stream.  I 
warn them as a courtesy.    

– GL-13, female, 24 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Warnings seem to be a part of the Twitter users’ informal code of conduct.  Much as 
hashtags are, these are used to give context to the tweets that have been or are about to 
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be sent. They permit the followers to understand why the sender is tweeting so much all 
of a sudden and to bypass the live-tweets completely or take part in the live-tweeting. 

6.1.2 Greeting tweets 

Greeting tweets are used to greet other live-tweeters when one starts a live-tweeting 
session (see IHT-04’s quote below); to say goodbye when one is signing off; and to 
express sympathy, as in Sample Tweet 6-2. 

Usually it's just kind of sit down and see who else is logged in, just watching the 
game.  It's usually the same group of us.  There's people in Canada.  There's 
people in Ohio.  All over.  People just kind of check in and say, "Hey.  I'm here."  
Then the pregame show starts.      
              – IHT-04, male, 56 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

Also, some NHL and Glee live-tweeters send greeting tweets just before signing off 
from Twitter.   

 

Sample Tweet 6-2: An example of a greeting tweet – a live-tweeter signing off after having 

live-tweeted about an ice-hockey game – and of a reply greeting. 

6.1.3 Thank-you tweets 

Thank-you tweets refer to other live-tweeters’ tweeting behavior. Live-tweeters thank 
people who have retweeted their tweets or replied to them, as in Sample Tweet 7-11. 

6.2 Outlet tweets 

Outlet tweets (in vivo) are thoughts that live-tweeters feel the urge to let out.  

Like I said, if I’m venting about the game and somebody re-tweets it or 
somebody likes what I have to say, that’s awesome, and if nobody cares, then 
nobody cares.           
                  – IHT-08, male, 27 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 
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I'm not like obsessed, but I do just have a sort of knee-jerk critic inside me that 
does appreciate having Twitter as an outlet.      
     – GL-18, female, 30 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Through outlet tweets, live-tweeters express their spontaneous emotions and opinions. 
Immediacy and free expression are essential elements of them. Both Glee and NHL 
live-tweeters talked about their immediate reactions triggered by the program. In the 
Glee data, these reactions were typically caused by plot twists or musical numbers, 
while in the ice-hockey game context they were prompted by goals, fights, or foul play.  

It’s more fun now to like watch it and to get people’s immediate reactions, and 
just to be able to talk with people as it’s happening.     
                     – GL-07, female, 21 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

Yeah, I mean I think it’s probably because for me like Twitter is a lot about like 
spontaneity and like reactions and like-just like-kind of like instant thoughts.  
Once I’m kind of past an idea or-like I’m already thinking about something else.  
It’s not like an active reflection or anything like that for me.  There’s really no 
point for me to go back and like look what I’ve tweeted about couple days 
ago.  ’Cuz I don’t really care.  Like if it was something that was really interesting 
me, I will still remember.        
      – IHT-12, male, 23 y., active Twitter user 

Reacting rapidly means that there is very little time to think about what to say. This 
requires that live-tweeters feel secure and comfortable in writing and publishing their 
thoughts. Apparently, Twitter’s design, the possibility of using it anonymously, and its 
following function provide this sort of sensation, and live-tweeters are not bothered by 
the potentially huge publicity that a tweet could gain, the criticism that might follow, or 
the fact that they can hurt someone’s feelings, as the quotes below from IHT-08 and 
IHT-13 show. 

I would compare it [live-tweeting] with being in a room full of people that 
you’ve never met and being able to just blurt something out that can either be 
acknowledged and responded to or completely ignored, and if it’s completely 
ignored there’s no hard feelings.       
  – IHT-08, male, 27 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

You can say anything that you want, and you’re not gonna get criticized.  
       – IHT-13, male, 30 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

Outlet tweets make the viewing experience more active and engaging, for live-tweeters 
need to stay alert in order to react quickly to happenings on the screen. Also, once they 
have started to send tweets, live-tweeters begin to check their timeline for possible 
replies, mentions, or retweets. 

I was able to identify five subcategories of outlet tweets. Countdowns (in vivo) are sent 
before the program starts, in anticipation of the show. Performance tweets are 
reactions to what is happening on the screen, then and there. Cheering (in vivo) tweets 
and opinions (in vivo), on the other hand, refer at times to a specific moment and at 
other times to a whole episode or game. Through self-reflection tweets, live-tweeters 
vent thoughts about themselves rather than about the program. 
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6.2.1 Countdowns 

Countdowns, in which fans literally count the hours and minutes to the start of the 
episode or game, are typical pre-live-tweets that seem to be a part of the live-tweeter’s 
personal preparatory ritual. Metaphorically, one could compare the live-tweeter to an 
athlete who is getting ready for a sporting event and engages in rituals aimed at 
ensuring that everything is ready (see the quote below from IHT-16) and pumping 
himself up to the right state of mind beforehand (Sample Tweet 6-3).  

I tweet usually during pre-game and get ready for it.  Do countdowns and stuff 
like that.          
                   – IHT-16, male, 18 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

 

Sample Tweet 6-3: An excerpt from GL-07’s nine countdown tweets before the Glee episode 

on April 10, 2011. 

6.2.2 Performance tweets 

Performance tweets are often passionate and full of emotion. It is as if the live-tweeters 
could participate in the action that takes place on the TV screen by tweeting. 

I just think about it as tweeting what’s going on.  Because I have such like a 
reaction to like—such visceral reactions to like the sporting events I’m watching 
sometimes.  It just so happens that I end up live tweeting because I get like 
passionate feelings about it.  It’s not always—I would say it’s when I’m watching 
my team it’s more than likely though.       
        – IHT-12, male, 23 y., active Twitter user 

As the sample tweets below show, in performance tweets, live-tweeters let off steam: 
they “shout” (write in capital letters), swear, and are witty. Live-tweeters also take sides 
in them. For example, one might see NHL fans shout at the referees and players or “talk 
smack” about the opposing team’s fans. Glee live-tweeters identify with the story and 
talk directly to the characters or direct actual “fan mail” to the cast members.  
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Sample Tweet 6-4: Example of a performance tweet wherein GL-16 “participates in” the 

action. 

 
Sample Tweet 6-5: Example of a performance tweet in which GL-14 identifies with a Glee 

character. 

 

Sample Tweet 6-6: Example of a performance tweet wherein IHT-02 shouts at a player as if 

participating in the game. 

6.2.3 Opinions 

Opinion tweets are outlet tweets in which live-tweeters bluntly offer their judgment on 
the program or some aspect of it. Glee live-tweeters comment on such matters as 
characters, musical numbers (see Sample Tweet 6-7), story lines, or wardrobe (as in 
Sample Tweet 6-8). The NHL live-tweeters commented on, for example, the way the 
team plays, skills of individual players (see Sample Tweet 6-9), referees’ work, or a 
game (see Sample Tweet 6-10). Opinions can be either positive or negative. Whichever 
sentiment they express, they do not explain the reason behind the comments, as 
analysis tweets do. 

 

Sample Tweet 6-7: Example of an opinion tweet related to Glee’s musical numbers. 
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Sample Tweet 6-8: Example of an opinion tweet related to Glee wardrobe matters. 

 

Sample Tweet 6-9: Example of an opinion tweet related to an NHL player. 

 

Sample Tweet 6-10: Example of an opinion tweet related to an NHL ice-hockey game. 

6.2.4 Cheering tweets 

Through cheering tweets, live-tweeters build momentum around key moments in the 
show. Cheering tweets let the live-tweeters feel that they are part of a bigger crowd. 
They constitute a way to share joy and sorrow with others. 

 

Sample Tweet 6-11: Example of a Glee cheering tweet by GL-07.  
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Sample Tweet 6-12: A “cheering”-type outlet tweet by IHT-02, expressed as talking directly 

to one of the NHL players. 

6.2.5 Self-reflection tweets 

Some of the outlet tweets are more inwardly focused. These self-reflection tweets tell 
something primarily about the live-tweeters themselves while they are watching the 
program and not about the show itself. Typical examples are tweets about one’s state of 
mind, the physical environment of watching the program, and tweets about tweeting.  

If a catchy song comes on, I’m like, “Oh, wow, I haven’t heard this song in 
forever.  They kind of did a good job singing it.  I don’t like their version.  
       – GL-06, male, 21 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter  

 

Sample Tweet 6-13: An example of a self-reflection tweet, from IHT-08. 

 

Sample tweet 6-14: An example of a self-reflection tweet. 
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6.3 Selection tweets 

With the selection tweets category, I refer to live-tweets that portray live-tweeters’ 
own selection of key moments of the program. Selection tweets give the live-tweeters 
control. With them, the tweeters can highlight moments in the program that they 
consider important. They can also thus direct the Twitter conversation toward topics 
they are interested in and, thereby, personalize their own viewing experience. In my 
data, I could identify three distinct types of selection tweets: play-by-play tweets, 
quotes, and tweets offering additional information.  

6.3.1 Play-by-play tweets 

“Play-by-play” (in vivo) is a term frequently employed by live-tweeters on both NHL 
games and Glee to describe a certain “genre” of live-tweets. When sending play-by-play 
tweets, live-tweeters select moments from the program that they consider noteworthy, 
explain them very briefly in a tweet, and often add a comment, as IHT-11 explains in 
the quote below.  

 I am just definitely doing the game play, doing action on ice or on the field.  
Tweeting, “Oh, you know what a great interception,” or whatever.  
      – IHT-11, male, 29 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

NHL play-by-play tweets narrate the game, much as sports announcers do on the radio 
or on TV (see Sample Tweet 6-15), and, in fact, many of my interviewees stated that 
when they were unable to watch the game on TV or listen to it on the radio, they would 
follow the match via Twitter. The same narration principle can be found in some Glee 
live-tweets (for example, Sample Tweet 6-16). 

 

Sample Tweet 6-15: An example of an NHL play-by-play-type selection tweet, from IHT-02. 

 

Sample Tweet 6-16: An example of a Glee selection tweet in the play-by-play category, from 

GL-02. 
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Some of the NHL live-tweeters compare live-tweeting about an ice-hockey game even 
to being at the arena, because of all the extra elements the play-by-play tweets add to 
watching the game on TV. 

I would say live tweeting a hockey game is like actually being at the game 
because it’s just so fast.  You’re getting all the information about what’s going on, 
so it’s almost like you’re there seeing it all happen even though you’re probably 
just watching it on your television, or I’m at work and then I’m hearing about 
everything they’re doing.  Yeah, that’s what I’d compare it to is actually being 
there.           
       – IHT-15, male, 31 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

6.3.2 Quotes 

The second type of selection tweets is quotes (in vivo). Quotes are very popular, 
especially among Glee live-tweeters.  

I love quoting the lines, it's hilarious, … …., I always quote the lines.  
           – GL-02, male, 25 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter  

Quotes are similar to play-by-play tweets in the sense that they too capture one 
moment of the show and, as demonstrated in Sample Tweet 6-17, are accompanied by a 
personal comment.  

 

Sample Tweet 6-17: An example of a Glee quote-type selection tweet, from GL-03. 

Although quote tweets are more often seen in the Glee context, sometimes the data 
showed NHL live-tweeters quoting sports commentators or player interviews in their 
live-tweets (as in Sample Tweet 6-18). 

 

Sample Tweet 6-18: An example of an NHL quote-type selection tweet, from IHT-09. 
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Live-tweeters generally tweet quotes that they find funny, but quotes also help other 
live-tweeters catch up on parts of the program they have missed, much as play-by-play 
tweets do. 

I like when people are of course saying quotes from the show that maybe I’ve 
missed and I won't be able see them unless download the new episode and 
rewatch it closely.  I like quoting along with the show as well as during my 
commentary, but sometimes I’ll miss like a whole line and just feel oh well, it 
doesn’t matter now.  So seeing other people quoting along with that, that’s 
helpful.                   
           – GL-04, male, 27 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

Both outlet tweets and selection tweets require fast reactions, and differentiating outlet 
tweets from selection tweets may seem arbitrary at first. However, live-tweeters 
themselves draw a distinction between spontaneous reactions and a more systematic 
play-by-play type of tweeting, as the quote below shows.  

Oh, I do have a friend that will do quotes from TV shows quite a bit that she 
finds amusing.  A lot of my friends I think are lot like reactions or sarcastic and 
snarky comments about things.  It's generally like a reaction [inaudible 26:13] 
so it's not exactly like a play by play but it's a reaction to what’s going on, on the 
screen.                       
             – GL-05, female, 25 y., systematic Glee live-tweeter 

One of the differentiating elements is that play-by-play tweets and quotes reveal 
significant details about the story line and can act as spoilers to Twitter followers 
watching the show in a different time zone, as the quote from GL-13 below points out. 
Outlet tweets, which are generally shorter emotional reactions, are not as problematic 
from this point of view.  

I definitely don't like people that just sit and write what’s happening, sort of a 
play-by-play.  I know-I guess because of the whole spoilers issue, I definitely 
don't like that.  I also don’t care s much for when people don’t write things that 
are-I don’t want to say not insightful.  It looks like they didn't put any thought 
into it; I don’t like that.  I like people’s opinions.  I like it when they’re thinking 
about the show and not just simply writing what’s happening.  
      – GL-13, female, 24 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Another differentiating factor is that selection tweets require more committed effort 
from the live-tweeter than outlet tweets do. When engaged in “proper” play-by-play 
tweeting, the live-tweeter needs to stay alert for the whole duration of the program and 
be able to describe rapidly, accurately, and in very concise form the action that takes 
place on the screen. As GL-11 explains (below), she would take extra measures when 
doing play-by-play tweeting and needs to be emotionally invested in the show in order 
to do this. The effort that consistent selection tweeting requires is most probably the 
reason that these tweets are so often retweeted. 

It varies show by show, definitely. With the shows I’m more emotionally 
invested in – The Good Wife is a really good example of this for me, where this is 
a show that I will live-tweet play by play sometimes […] if it’s something where 
I actively want to do that live play by play or live reaction stuff or if it’s 
something I’m taking notes on for a blog post later what will end up happening 
is that I will move away from that desk and I will move either onto the couch or 
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I will move closer to the television on the floor and have the computer set up in 
front of me and have the television in front of me as well.     
    – GL-11, female, 26 y., active Twitter user 

6.3.3 Tweets offering additional information 

The third type of selection tweets is tweets offering additional information. Through 
these tweets, live-tweeters can direct the conversation to elements of the program that 
are not available through the broadcasting. In NHL, this additional information often 
consists of statistics, knowledge about injured players, or details about lineups. With 
Glee, this new information often involves spoilers for the future story line of the show 
or provides behind-the-scenes anecdotal material about the cast members. Both groups 
share photographs and links to Web sites also.  

People may live tweet things about what goes on off the ice, in the locker room, 
or at practice and things like that.  That's information that you wouldn't 
normally have or wouldn't normally get, so I feel that now, in addition to being 
a fan and knowing things that fans would know, I get a bit more background 
knowledge than I would have had before.      
              – IHT-06, male, 22 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

6.4 Analysis tweets 

Through analysis tweets, live-tweeters engage in analysis of the show or game and 
participate in joint meaning-making for the program. In these tweets, NHL live-tweeters 
speculate as to the reasons for which their team is playing the way it is and what 
changes would be needed. The Glee live-tweeters interpret plot twists, discuss how the 
show reflects society in general, and speculate about future episodes. Below, I have 
divided the analysis tweets into two groups: commentary-track tweets and 
conversation tweets. 

6.4.1 Commentary-track tweets 

In commentary-track tweets (in vivo as “commentary track”), live-tweeters perform the 
analysis themselves. The label for this subcategory refers to the additional feature of 
some DVDs in which filmmakers comment on and analyze the movie’s scenes while the 
movie is playing. Similarly, the emphasis in commentary-track tweets is on the analysis, 
not on reconstruction of the action as is the case with play-by-play tweets and with 
quotes. Unlike conversation tweets, commentary-track tweets are comprehensible on 
their own. They portray the point of view of an individual live-tweeter. However, 
through Twitter’s hashtags or Twitter users’ timelines, they are mixed with other 
live-tweeters’ tweets and become a part of the larger discussion.  

It's kind of like hearing the commentary track but a few thousand people 
putting their commentary up.        
      – GL-04, male, 27 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

Some commentary-track tweets refer to a very specific moment in the program –  for 
example, a scene in Glee or a particular offensive action in a hockey game – while 
others are not as time-critical and speak more generally about one episode of Glee or 
about the ongoing NHL season. 
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Sample Tweet 6-19: An example of an NHL commentary-track tweet. 

 

Sample Tweet 6-20: An example of a Glee commentary-track tweet. 

6.4.2 Conversation tweets 

Commentary-track tweets often spark conversation among live-tweeters. Through 
these conversation (in vivo) tweets, live-tweeters engage in analysis of the program 
with other live-tweeters. Oftentimes, live-tweeters converse within a small group of 
people who follow each other, but other times the discussion involves people who do 
not know each other at all: a hashtagged live-tweet has permitted them to find each 
other and thereby triggered the discussion. However, once the conversation gets going, 
hashtags are often dropped and live-tweeters use mentions and replies in the 
subsequent tweets to keep the discussion going, as shown in Sample Tweet 7-7 This 
limits the visibility of the tweets to the mentioned Twitter users and to their followers. 
For this audience, the “@” sign is a strong enough contextual cue that hashtags are not 
needed. Dropping the hashtags while one is conversing is logical also in that 
conversation tweets are often impossible to understand when the reader is unable to 
see the other parts of the discussion. Therefore, in most cases, it would not make sense 
to seek a larger audience for these tweets.  

Receiving replies is an essential fun-related factor in live-tweeting. In addition to the 
pleasure of receiving attention, conversation tweets offer new insights into the program. 
Live-tweeters learn other live-tweeters’ opinions and interpretations of what has taken 
place on the screen.   

That was good to see too.  Everyone watched the exact same game on the exact 
same television channel and everyone had a different opinion as to how it 
happened and to what actually happened.       
              – IHT-06, male, 22 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

But I think probably when I get a reply, I mean there have been times when I've 
made a comment about something where somebody will reply to me to give me 
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more information, and that will be - that is definitely fun to get sort of a new 
insight into something that I found, say, shocking or perplexing.  And that is 
definitely fun.            
     – GL-18, female, 30 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Naturally, also the social aspect of conversation tweets is important. Live-tweeters do 
not feel so alone if they can “talk” with other people via Twitter, as GL-17 points out.  

I mean it’s fun; it’s good to have people to interact with.  Vampire Diaries, that I 
also watch, I don’t know anyone in my real life that watches it, too, so I would 
have no one to talk to about it if I didn't have Twitter.    
      – GL-17, female, 25 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Through these discussions, live-tweeters increase the sense of community among other 
live-tweeters. Conversations are a way to build a common understanding of the 
program and to negotiate norms of the community. Interestingly, this community 
aspect pushes live-tweeters to watch the program more intensely and with more 
emotion, as the quotes below attest. 

It’s just kind of like-it gives you something to do right, while you watch the game.  
Like not that you should really need something to do, but it kind of keeps you 
preoccupied and kind of makes you watch the game a little more intensively.  
There’s the aspect that, yeah, you do get to participate like in a community.  Like 
I can look up through hash tags what other people are thinking about the game, 
the people I follow that will tweet about the game.  I can participate in a 
dialogue with them.         
        – IHT-12, male, 23 y., active Twitter user 

It got to where every time I was tweeting while watching, it was just like angry.  
I guess that was kind of-I stopped watching for a few episodes because I was 
like I’m getting too bothered by a television show.  I guess, in that sense, I think 
if I wasn’t live tweeting and having to talk about it with other people, that 
wouldn’t have happened.  I feel like either I would have just stopped watching 
and it wouldn’t have mattered, or I wouldn’t have gotten as angry just because-I 
guess I was obviously trying to get other people to hear my opinion, like this is a 
terrible story.  This is a terrible episode, blah, blah, blah.     
      – GL-17, female, 25 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

 

Sample Tweet 6-21: Example of an NHL conversation tweet. 
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Sample Tweet 6-22: Example of a Glee conversation tweet. 

6.5 Other live-tweets 

There are some live-tweets that do not fit the categories presented above. However, 
they remained fairly limited in number in my tweet data. Among such live-tweets were 
tweets aimed at getting a topic “trending” (e.g., the one illustrated in Sample Tweet 7-3) 
and tweets sent as reply messages for program-related marketing campaigns, along 
with competitions and also promotional tweets advertising such things as live-tweeters’ 
own blog posts. I have placed them all in the category “other live-tweets.”  

6.6 Conclusions on the types of TV live-tweets 

Above, I have presented a categorization of tweets that is based on their utility and on 
the way my interviewees talked about them. It answers the question “What are the 
various purposes that live-tweets serve?” 

I identified four main categories (courtesy tweets, outlet tweets, selection tweets, and 
analysis tweets), with distinct utility attributes. Using tweets of these types, 
live-tweeters manage to target their live-tweets at the right audience, express them-
selves spontaneously, be active participants in the media experience by performing or 
by providing valuable information to other live-tweeters (in the form of play-by-play, 
quote, or statistics content), select passages from the program that they find 
particularly interesting, direct the discussion taking place among live-tweeters to topics 
of their interest, and participate in the joint meaning-making by analyzing the program 
with other live-tweeters.  

With respect to previous literature, the TV live-tweet typology proposed here differs 
considerably from the ones presented previously. As I have discussed, in the opening 
section of this chapter, Wohn and Na (2011) opted for a strict categorization that forces 
all live-tweets into mutually exclusive categories on the basis of content. Also 
content-based was Ducheneaut et al.’s (2008) study that investigated TV viewers’ oral 
and face-to-face interaction with one another while watching TV together in a 
laboratory setting. In addition, Wohn and Na collected their tweets only by using 
hashtags referring directly to the program, so they could not account for live-tweets 
about the program that did not use those hashtags. In this respect, my study gives a 
more complete picture of the phenomenon. Only Schirra et al.’s (2014) reasons for 
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live-tweeting (sadness/grief, humor, and character development) and one 
etiquette-related practice (signaling intention to live-tweet) resonate with my live-tweet 
types. Sadness and grief are reasons to send outlet tweets, and humor is expressed in 
performance tweets and opinion tweets. Character development is brought forth in 
selection tweets and discussed in analysis tweets. Signaling intent to live-tweet refers to 
the same thing as my concept of warning tweets.  

In CCT terms, live-tweets are vehicles of sharing values and cultural meanings 
(Arnould & Thompson, 2005). Courtesy tweets can be considered joint rituals (Carù & 
Cova, 2007). They fit well also with Goffman’s theory of impression management 
(1959). Analysis tweets can be considered to be mutual learning, and outlet tweets to be 
shared emotions (Carù & Cova, 2007).  

From the perspective of theory-building, I consider the main types of TV live-tweets to 
be concepts, since they portray a social pattern, and the subtypes to be categories.  

Table 6-2: Cumulative table of concepts and categories 

CONCEPTS CATEGORIES 

TV live-tweeting  Empowerment 

Extending the experience 

Immediacy 

The more, the merrier 

Outlet 

TV live-tweeters Fanatic TV live-tweeter 

Systematic TV live tweeter 

Sporadic TV live tweeter 

Parallel TV and Twitter user Active Twitter user 

Courtesy tweets Greeting tweets 

Warnings tweets 

Thank-you tweets 

Outlet tweets Countdowns  

Performance tweets  

Cheering tweets 

Opinions  

Self-reflection tweets  

Selection tweets Play-by-play tweets 

Quotes 

Tweets offering additional information 

Analysis tweets Commentary-track tweets 

Conversation tweets 
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7 TV LIVE-TWEETING PRACTICES 

Where Chapter 5 presented differences, in the ways people live-tweet about TV, this 
chapter describes similarities, behavior patterns that TV live-tweeters have in common 
and that are specific to TV live-tweeting. 

At first, a way of structuring all the data about my interviewees’ behavior patterns was 
not obvious to me, since they all seemed to be highly interrelated to each other. 
Understanding the use of Twitter’s functions was especially hard. From the tweet data, 
I could observe multiple ways of using hashtags, along with live-tweets that combined 
retweets and @tweets, but also completely “plain” live-tweets, without any additional 
functionality. In the interview material, my respondents talked about how they tweeted, 
at whom they were targeting their tweets, when and where they were tweeting, and also 
things on which I did not have any behavioral data. Among these were how they read 
live-tweets, how they used hashtags and Twitter’s following functionality to find other 
people’s live-tweets, and what they did before the TV program and just after it. In order 
to understand TV live-tweeters’ notion of audience better, I turned also to the 
additional interview and tweet material I had collected during two rock concerts, which 
I used as comparative data. 

With time, after having coded all the material, I started to see matching patterns 
emerging from the behavioral and interview material and also from both datasets – i.e., 
those from Glee live-tweeters and NHL live-tweeters. In accordance with the way my 
interviewees talked about these practices, I finally divided them into four categories: 
practices before and after TV live-tweeting, writing TV live-tweets, reading TV live-
tweets, and using Twitter functions when live-tweeting about TV.  

In subsequent sections of this chapter, I will first introduce each practice category by 
grounding my findings in the data with multiple citations from the interviews and tweet 
samples. I then discuss how these practices evolve over time. Then, at the end of the 
chapter, I will summarize my findings and anchor them in the theory-building 
framework. 

7.1 Practices before and after TV live-tweeting 

Although I was initially interested only in tweeting that takes place during TV programs, 
I realized while analyzing the interview material that some of the practices related to 
TV live-tweeting commenced well before the TV program, some took place just before 
the airing, and some occurred just after the program had finished. These practices were 
separate from the rest of the live-tweeting practices although they were closely related 
to TV live-tweeting. Below, I present them one by one. 

7.1.1 Preparing for TV live-tweeting 

Typically, TV live-tweeting takes place from home. Other reported places were a 
friend’s or a family member’s home, a dorm room, and a sports bar. The physical 
environment is often directly linked to the social environment – that is, to how many 
other people are around and who they are. This, in turn, has a direct effect on 
live-tweeting behavior. 

The devices that the participants in my study used for live-tweeting were smartphones, 
tablet computers, laptops, and desktop computers. Mostly, subjects used mobile 
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devices (smartphones and tablets) when they live-tweeted from a place other than their 
home. Apart from the fact that all the active Twitter users were using laptops as their 
primary live-tweeting devices, the data did not reveal any differences in live-tweeting 
practices related to the device used for live-tweeting.  

Because live-tweeting requires that the TV viewers watch the program live, they need to 
make room for it in advance in their schedule. As the quotes below testify, daily errands 
are taken care of before the show, live-tweeters make themselves feel comfortable, they 
prepare their tweeting equipment, and sometimes this preparation process is even 
documented in tweets.  

I try to get certain things out of the way and so I can clear my hour, I don’t have 
to miss anything, like you know beforehand or after.    
                           – GL-09, female, 27 y., systematic Glee live-tweeter 

 I usually have some sort of diet soda sitting next to me on the dresser so I can 
just reach over and take little sips of that.       
      – GL-12, male, 28 y. Systematic Glee live-tweeter 

I’m usually home already when it starts and I’m usually just on my couch in my 
living room.  I have my phone with me, so I use the Twitter app for the iPhone.
                         – GL-19, male, 21 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

Prior to a game, I’ll set up whatever device that I’m using, get everything logged 
in.              
     – IHT-02, female, 28 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

We’ll get up and we eat breakfast and I’ll maybe tweet, ‘Getting a couple things 
done around the house before the puck drops at 12:30, #LetsGoPens’ 
                   – IHT-08, male, 27 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

There is, of course, nothing new about taking time to watch a program when it airs. 
More characteristic of live-tweeting is probably people’s willingness to do it alone. 
Having other people around is considered problematic at least for two reasons that 
become evident from the quotes below. Firstly, live-tweeters do not like to be 
interrupted, and they fear that other people talking around them will distract their 
attention from their experience and prevent them from live-tweeting as much as they 
would otherwise. Secondly, when there are other people around, live-tweeters feel 
obliged to socialize with those people instead of live-tweet about the TV material.   

Honestly, I would prefer to live-tweet Glee alone, and then as soon as the show 
is over, have people over to discuss it.  I like being able to be alone with my own 
thoughts without people talking around me during the show.   
                  – GL-13, female, 24 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Actually I’d rather do it by myself, weirdly enough.  If I have people around me 
or friends around me I probably won't tweet that much because they're already 
there with me and so they're actually knowing how I’m feeling and what’s going 
on.  But if I’m by myself and nobody’s there with me so I like to talk about it or 
tweet about it.                
           – GL-02, Male, 25 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

If I'm at somebody else's house, one I'm visiting, I didn't go over there to watch 
the game.  The game happens to be on, so it'd be rude for me to stare at my 
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phone the whole time and tweet.  I'll only pull it out if it's something that moves 
me.  I don't want to be obnoxious and just ignore everybody.  
              – IHT-04, male, 56 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

7.1.2 Pre-live-tweeting 

Typically, the live-tweeting session starts before the actual program begins. This 
pre-live-tweeting anticipates the actual show and for some live-tweeters starts already 
hours before the program, but typically it begins only a couple of minutes before airing. 
In the pre-live-tweets, live-tweeters count down the time before the beginning of the 
show, as can be seen in Sample Tweet 6-3, and pump up the atmosphere by sending 
cheering tweets or offer background information, as in Sample Tweet 7-1. Also, 
courtesy tweets are sent to greet other TV live-tweeters and to warn one’s followers who 
are not interested in the program of the upcoming live-tweets. 

Then basically, a lot of times, I’ve already watched a lot of spoilers and things, 
so I’m writing about things that I’m excited about for the episode.   
      – GL-13, female, 24 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

 

Sample Tweet 7-1: IHT-02’s pre-live-tweet offering background information on the 

Pittsburgh Penguins lineup before the game. 

7.1.3 Post-live-tweeting 

After the program, tweeting usually continues for a while. In the post-live-tweets, the 
program is analyzed and evaluated. For both groups of TV live-tweeters, 
post-live-tweeting served as an opportunity for shared meaning-making.  

It will continue for a little bit after that.  There may be discussion of a goal.  If 
it's an exciting game that comes down to the wire, there'll be discussion of that, 
but there'll also be discussion of the game the next day.   
              – IHT-04, male, 56 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

After an ice-hockey game ended, some NHL live-tweeters tweeted statistics for the 
game. Others cheered or mourned the result; criticized the referees, the opposing team, 
and its fans; speculated about future games; and – especially after a lost game – 
commiserated with other live-tweeters.  

Glee live-tweeters discuss in post-live-tweets the future development of the story line 
and the characters, and they review the episode as a whole. 
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Sample Tweet 7-2: A Glee post-live-tweet discussing future events in the show. 

7.2 Writing TV live-tweets 

When the program starts and live-tweeting begins, live-tweeters set out to tweet their 
observations, reflections, and comments about the program and to read other people’s 
live-tweets.  

When one is writing live-tweets, the most important things seem to be the ability to 
make interesting observations, to state one’s opinion, to amuse, or to be among the first 
to tweet about a subject. Quotes from GL-14, IHT-18, and GL-19 reproduced below 
illustrate this well. 

If they say something funny, I'll quickly tweet it and I'll put pound Glee at the 
end of it so that everyone knows that it came from the episode. That's basically 
what happens.  Like I'll watch the episode and tweet all at the same time.  Like if 
they say something funny, I'll hurry and retweet it.     
              – GL-14, female, 22 y., systematic Glee live-tweeter 

The simultaneity of the communication with the viewing is essential to TV live-tweeting, 
as GL-19 explains: 

To watch an episode and then to go back after it’s over and then start – sort of 
review everything I thought about the entire episode through Twitter, I mean 
I’ve done that before.  I think it’s less effective compared to giving my opinion as 
it happens.  I think people are definitely reading the hashtag and the timeline as 
the show is going on.  If I tweet something about a certain part of the show as it 
happens, people know what I’m talking about.  I think it’s more effective that 
way than not tweeting during the episode, then going back and kind of 
rehashing everything that had happened and giving my play-by-play.  I think in 
that sense, tweeting live is a lot more effective than not tweeting at all and then 
going back and going over it again.       
            – GL-19, male, 21 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

Although none of the interviewees explicitly stated that they were competing with other 
live-tweeters, being the first to say something was clearly important for some, and, as 
IHT-18 describes in the quote below, there is social pressure to stay “up to date.” 

I think live tweeting happens because something has happened that is fresh in 
everybody's mind and you get to share your feelings and your opinion on that 
specific either action or moment, right then and there.  If I come in late in the 
conversations in games or during a baseball game or a hockey game or what 
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have you and I feel like I'm late to the party and I don't know what's going on.  I 
don't know what I've missed.  I'm almost kind of embarrassed to say hey I 
wasn't paying attention, can somebody catch up to the current event here.  It 
definitely has its impact while everybody's watching or participating in the 
same thing at the same time.            
       – IHT-18, male, 42 y., active Twitter user 

This “competition” has no scoreboard, however, and its rewards come in the form of 
increased social interaction – i.e., in the number of replies, retweets, and followers one 
gets, a matter I discuss further in Section 7.4, “The use of Twitter functions in TV 
live-tweeting.” Accordingly, everyone who participates is a winner. This social 
interaction is so important that live-tweeters are ready to sacrifice parts of the program 
for it and tweet during the show because of it. If they were to wait for the next 
commercial break, someone else most probably would have tweeted the same 
observation already and the idea would have become “old news.” In addition, as the 
quote from GL-19 below highlights, new ideas to be tweeted emerge all the time during 
watching of the program, so waiting for a break before setting out to write would result 
almost certainly in forgetting some of the ideas.  

I would say that I tend to tweet more during the show, rather than, say, during 
commercials.  It’s kind of – as soon as I hear something, I have to try and get it 
out right away, or something happens, I need to say something else.  You know 
what I’m saying?  I want to get my phone out based on a certain point of the 
plot before something else happens in the show and I’ll have something else to 
say.  It’s kind of a very hit-or-miss, fast-paced live-tweeting session I would say. 
            – GL-19, male, 21 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

It seems also that sending tweets serves another purpose: having publicly tweeted one’s 
thoughts makes one feel more passionate about a given idea. The tweeter wants to see 
what others think about it and feels more ready to defend it.  

Well, in my opinion, I think that it doesn’t necessarily increase my like for the 
Penguins, but I think that it really increases the passion of whatever you’re live-
tweeting, because you instantaneously know that there are however many other 
people having the same thought that you are, if that makes any sense.  
               – IHT-09, female, 27 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

7.3 Reading TV live-tweets 

Reading of live-tweets takes place partially while the program is in progress, partially 
during the breaks, and partially after the show has ended.  

Sure.  Sure.  The good thing about reading tweets is they're easy because they're 
like headlines.  You can really scan them fast.  If they're using hashtags, you can 
separate them out if you want to, which I'll do at times.  Yeah.  I will read other 
people's tweets.  It's not a one-sided affair.  A lot of times, my tweets are 
reacting to their tweets.  I may reply to them.  I may retweet them.  That kind of 
thing.  I may see something interesting.  I may see a funny comment.  A lot of 
my tweets, if I tweet, may be retweets during the game 'cause I'm not going to 
duplicate what somebody said if that's the exact same thing I'm going to say.
              – IHT-04, male, 56 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 
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Immediacy does not seem to be as crucial when one is reading live-tweets as in their 
writing. 

You know I generally just like keep paying more attention to what’s going on 
with the screen and I’ll look at the Twitter of course like during commercials or 
while I’m actually typing up the tweet, so I try and pay more attention to like 
the people, like my friends on my timeline, what they're saying.  Then I’ll spend 
more time like I said during the commercials when there’s more time, then I’ll 
look maybe through the hashtag search.      
           – GL-04, male, 27 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

It is interesting that, while several of the interviewees stated that they were not actively 
reading other people’s tweets during the show or while the game was on, they still 
emphasized the importance of having many people live-tweeting at the same time, as 
the quotes below testify. I wondered how the live-tweeters could be so up to date on 
what had been said if they were not constantly reading other people’s tweets.  

It’s almost like you’re sitting there with 100 other people at the same television 
screen in a bar or something.  You’re all tweeting the same thing or crying over 
the same fumble or other team scoring or whatever.  It’s just kind of like that 
togetherness that you feel while you’re tweeting and seeing everybody else’s 
messages posted.  

[…] 

Certainly, during commercial breaks too – during commercial breaks I actually 
– that gives me a chance to go through my Twitter stream and see what maybe 
I’ve missed.  Because most of the time I’m just actually tweeting something, and 
not looking what others are writing while the game is going on.  The time-outs 
or the commercial breaks give me a moment to go back, and look to see if I’ve 
missed or what not.             
      – IHT-11, male, 29 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

This contradiction puzzled me for a long time. After having analyzed all the tweets, I 
came to the conclusion that live-tweeters underestimate their reading during the drama 
or game, although they certainly concentrate more on the reading during ad breaks. 
Apparently, reading live-tweets is part of the process of writing live-tweets. Firstly, 
when one prepares to write a tweet, one simultaneously takes a glance at his or her 
timeline. These glimpses provide at least information on whether the timeline is active 
or not – that is, whether new tweets are coming in. Secondly, when one has sent a 
live-tweet, there seems to be interest in reading other people’s live-tweets for 
similarities. If similarities are found, they bring validation for one’s thoughts, which is 
found to be rewarding. Thirdly, after having tweeted, live-tweeters probably check their 
timeline occasionally for retweets and replies that their tweets may have prompted. 
Live-tweeters’ joy in finding like-minded people among other live-tweeters emerges 
from the data again and again.  

I think it’s just knowing that it’s not just you, because there’s normally other 
people who felt the exact same way.       
                 – IHT-02, female, 28 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

Reading live-tweets provides also an opportunity to learn new things about the 
program or to learn other people’s interpretations of the show. If the reader concurs, he 
or she can retweet the tweet and comment on it. 
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An interesting element related to reading live-tweets is the fact that very few 
live-tweeters ever go back and read their own tweets. Many consider live-tweeting to be 
just like talking: once the words have gone out, one cannot get them back. Additionally, 
Twitter is considered to be about living in the moment. The past is not interesting. 

I guess whatever I said, I said.  It’s there.  I don’t really have a-any reason to re-
read what I said.         
      – IHT-13, male, 30 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

7.4 The use of Twitter functions in TV live-tweeting 

Twitter includes much functionality that permits its users to personalize their tweets, 
add more information to them, or organize their tweets in various ways. Table 7-1 
summarizes the key features of Twitter. The main functions that were mentioned in my 
interviews were hashtags and mentions, following, and replies and retweets. 

Table 7-1: The key features of Twitter (adopted from Shiffman, 2012) 

Tweet A message sent on Twitter. Each tweet is limited to 140 characters. 
Tweets are public to all Twitter users unless the user makes his or her 
tweets private in which case only approved followers can see the user’s 
tweets. 

Follow To subscribe to another user’s tweets. By default, anyone can be 
followed. However, a user who has made his or her tweets private can 
accept or decline to accept new followers. 

Follower A user who has subscribed to another user's tweets. Note: A user is not 
subscribed to his or her followers’ tweets unless choosing to follow 
these. 

Home page / 
timeline 

A page that displays the tweets from everyone the user follows in 
reverse chronological order (with the most recent tweets at the top) 

Hashtag An element that tweets can contain (#example) as part of an internal 
system of categorization. Users interested in learning about sharks, for 
example, can search Twitter for #Shark, allowing them to follow 
discussions on that topic regardless of whether they follow the users 
posting those tweets. 

Retweet (RT) To share someone else’s tweet. If a user RTs a tweet, his or her 
followers will see that tweet whether or not they also follow the user 
who originally posted it. A retweeted tweet includes the name of the 
user who originally tweeted it. 

Mention or @tweet A way in which one user can communicate to another, regardless of 
whether the target user follows the person making the tweet. Including 
“@username” in a tweet makes that tweet visible to that user 
“username.” 

Reply A button below each tweet, and the associated function that enables 
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users to reply to the sender of the tweet by sending an @tweet. 

Link A feature by which tweets can include a link to an external Web site. 
Because of the 140-character limit, links are automatically shortened to 
20 characters. 

Direct message A Twitter function that enables users who mutually follow each other 
to send private messages to one another. 

 

7.4.1 Hashtags and mentions 

Hashtags are keywords attached to the “#” symbol (#keyword). Hashtags are used to 
mark discussion topics and to categorize them. Thus, hashtags refer to a topic area. 
Mentions, on the other hand, refer to other Twitter users. They are tweets that contain 
an “@” symbol followed by a Twitter username (@username). Twitter collects these 
tweets in a way that lets Twitter users easily view all tweets mentioning the word or 
name.  

New Twitter users do not seem to hashtag very much, but hashtagging tweets seems to 
have become a Twitter norm among seasoned Twitter users, something that they do 
automatically, as GL-11 explains in the quote below.  

I don’t even think about the fact that I’m hitting shift three anymore because 
that is something I never do otherwise but when I’m in Tweet deck hitting shift 
three or using the drop down menu on Tweet deck for the hashtags makes sense.  
It’s just intuitive at that point.       
       – GL-11, female, 26 y., active Twitter user 

In the context of TV live-tweeting, the reasons for using hashtags when one is writing 
tweets are numerous. The most obvious one for the interviewees seemed to be 
live-tweeters’ willingness to reach out to a bigger audience, which could result in a 
larger number of retweets or replies. 

I’d say just to put it to the general population of Twitter, not really just to any 
Penguin member or Penguin Tweeters, just because that way, I mean, other 
people who like other teams can see it.     
       – IHT-15, male, 31 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

 (I use it) Just to let other people see what I’m saying about what’s going in, you 
know to see if anyone responds to that.      
           – GL-04, male, 27 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

I try to use the hashtag every single time just because I’m being specific.  
Usually if I’m tweeting about a show I want somebody to see it who’s watching 
that show so we can interact.  I try to use a hashtag every single time.  
              – GL-10, female, 29 y., systematic Glee live-tweeter 

Having a large number of people live-tweeting about the same program simultaneously 
seemed to play a role in the “funness” and be very important to the interviewees. 
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It gave more excitement and more passion into the show itself 'cause you have 
like other people who are watching it too and then they're hyping the whole 
thing up for you so it's a better experience I have to say.   
           – GL-02, male, 25 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

Conversely, a low number of people live-tweeting about the relevant program led to a 
worse experience. 

If there’s not really anything interesting to read, or especially if the team’s doing 
badly, it’ll be a bad experience overall.  I think, yeah, like if the only other tweets, 
now that I start following other fans, if they’re not tweeting about it, especially 
if they’re going to the game, they’re gonna be less inclined to tweet about it, cuz 
they’re not going to be at a computer or anything.  Or at, like, sitting down with 
a phone.  I’d rather see more people tweeting about it, but I’ll still probably 
tweet, I’ll tweet like the normal amount, like 15 times maybe.  But not, I don’t 
have as many people to respond to, so it won’t be as enjoyable.   
                     – IHT-07, male, 24 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

However, an equally important motivation seemed to be the need to give context to 
one’s tweets. As GL-12 explains, it is considered polite to let one’s followers know what 
the tweets are about so that they can ignore them, in case they are not interested in the 
program themselves.  

Yeah.  I want people to know what I’m talking about.  If I just say something 
random and if someone who doesn’t watch the show reads it they’ll probably 
think what are you talking about.  I use the hashtag to let my non-“Gleek” 
friends know that I’m talking about Glee.     
      – GL-12, male, 28 y. Systematic Glee live-tweeter 

Yet another reason to hashtag is live-tweeters’ desire to “help” their favorite program 
by tweeting about it and using the official hashtag. As GL-02 explains in the quote 
below, live-tweeters believe that hashtagging can attract more people to watch the show.  

It's to populate the portion and the trendy words in the area so people get more 
interested in watching Glee and make people understand like you know Glee is 
an awesome show or whatever show it is, is awesome so you can check it out.  
So I guess it's another for you to advertise that show and get people to 
understand.                   
           – GL-02, male, 25 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

Another way to help a show or a team out is to assist in bringing it a higher ranking 
among “trending topics”, a list maintained by Twitter of the most tweeted keywords, as 
the quote below from IHT-20 points out.  

I mean, I never really thought about trending, but the last year people were 
saying like, “Oh, the Penguins are trending in Pittsburgh,” or, “Oh, the Penguins 
are trending in the United States,” like hashtag Penguins or whatever.  I try to—
I kind of want to help out with that, I guess, to show people how popular the 
Pittsburgh Penguins are or the Steelers or that kind of thing.    
           – IHT-20, female, 48 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

Sample Tweet 7-3 shows a tweet written by GL-07 that is an attempt to get the keyword 
“Glee” trending. Fanatic live-tweeters may send many messages of this kind per day. 
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Sample Tweet 7-3: GL-07's tweet filled with “#Glee”s in order to get the keyword “Glee” to 

rank more highly among trending topics. 

Most of the time, the participants in this study used the official hashtags suggested by 
the producers or ice-hockey organizations involved, such as #Glee, #pens, or 
#letsgopens, but sometimes fans invented hashtags of their own – for example, by 
combining words or combining names.  

 
Sample Tweet 7-4: Live-tweeters' own language: hashtags that each combine the names of 

two characters in Glee. 

Sample Tweet 7-4 encapsulates a typical case of community members’ attempts to 
create their own language that differentiates them from others and to build one’s their 
own identity, as Cohen (1985) has described. “Klaine,” “Brittana,” and “Finchel” are 
understandable only to Glee fans. Each is a combination of the names of two Glee 
characters who go out together: “Klaine” refers to Kurt and Blaine, “Brittana” to 
Brittany and Santana, and “Finchel” to Finn and Rachel. Thus, hashtags are used in 
forming of fan communities. The live-tweeter using such hashtags positions himself or 
herself within the fan community by letting the other fans know that he or she is 
familiar with this language and, at the same time, leaves many people outside the 
community – by using terminology that is completely incomprehensible to them.  

A similar tendency can be identified among the NHL fans, as Sample Tweet 7-5 shows.  

 

Sample Tweet 7-5: NHL live-tweeters' own language: “GENO” and “Malkamania” refer to 

Evgeni Malkin, one of the star players with the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

Mentions, or @tweets, as they are often referred to, are frequently used to target tweets 
at specific people or accounts. Addressing a tweet to a person in this way makes the 
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tweet more personal and increases its importance in the eyes of the receiver, as the 
quote below attests.  

… You know unless of course they tweet something at me and then I’ll read that. 
           – GL-04, male, 27 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

However, adding a mention to a tweet does not make it less public. Others can still read 
these tweets, in the same way as any other tweet. Twitter has another feature, direct 
messaging, for private, one-on-one conversations. Mentions serve other purposes.  

In the context of TV live-tweeting, mentions are used in multiple ways. Sometimes they 
are meant to trigger a conversation with the live-tweeter(s) mentioned. Other times, a 
mention is used to draw a particular person’s attention to a particular tweet. In these 
two cases, the “@username” element is usually placed at the very beginning of the tweet. 
Yet another way to use mentions is pointing to a person or an organization by adding 
the Twitter account of that person or organization. For example, Pittsburgh Penguins 
fans often refer to the team and players by mention of their Twitter accounts when live-
tweeting about them. This allows the players and the organization to be aware of the 
Twitter conversation about them. Sample Tweet 7-5’s “@penguins” and “@malkin71_” 
are illustrations of this type of use of mentions. Finally, mentions are used to send fan 
mail to actors and ice-hockey players. Twitter’s direct messages require that both 
parties follow (please see the discussion of following functionality below) each other; 
therefore, mentions are the only way to approach celebrities directly. Often, these fan 
posts congratulate the celebrities on their performance (Sample Tweet 7-6). In the ice-
hockey case, they may also cheer on the players before a match (Sample Tweet 6-12). 

 

Sample Tweet 7-6: GL-14's Twitter fan mail to Glee actors. 

Sometimes, celebrities reply to these tweets, which is always very memorable for the 
fans, as GL-08 explains in the quote below.  

That was after I figured out that other people could see my stuff. Then, if I 
wanted to send them a direct tweet, I would always put them in it.  Then they 
would reply back.  I think it’s really cool ’cause some tweets that I didn’t even 
include anybody, all I put was the Glee hashtag, then I would get re-tweeted by 
– I got re-tweeted by Chris Colfer one time.  It was right after the Blaine and 
Chris kiss.  I put something that it was so beautiful or something like that.  I was 
like, “This was a step in the right direction for TV.”  He put something that it 
meant a lot to him that I liked it and that I supported what they were doing on 
the show.  It was really cool.   It’s hard to explain how cool that is.  The first time 
you read it, I’m just star struck.  He’s somebody I watch every week on TV and 
he’s replying back to something I said.      
                – GL-08, female, 20 y., Sporadic Glee live-tweeter 
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In some seasoned live-tweeters’ live-tweeting practices, there is a clear correlation 
between the use of hashtags and mentions. These live-tweeters very systematically 
hashtag all their Glee- or NHL-related tweets except those tweets that start with 
mention of another live-tweeter. There are probably at least two explanations for this. 
Those live-tweeters who use hashtags primarily in order to provide context for their 
tweets seem to think that the mention gives enough context to the tweet. Those people 
who instead use hashtags mostly to reach out for larger audiences do not do so when 
they use mentions in their tweets.  

 

Sample Tweet 7-7: An example of mentions not getting hashtagged. 

Both hashtags and mentions are highlighted in a color that sets them apart from the 
other text of a tweet and conveys to the user that they include a hyperlink. By clicking 
on a hashtag, a Twitter user can view all of the most recent tweets that contain the 
hashtag in question. By clicking on an @username element, the user gets to see the 
profile summary for the given Twitter account, with its latest tweets. Alternatively, 
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tweets containing a hashtag or mention of user accounts can be found by typing the 
search terms (hashtag or username) in Twitter’s search box. 

Beginning live-tweeters often search for hashtags in order to find out what other 
live-tweeters are tweeting during the program. Once they find live-tweets they like, they 
can click on them and start to follow the senders of those tweets. 

7.4.2 Following functionality 

Twitter’s following functionality enables Twitter users to subscribe to the tweets of 
multiple other users and have those tweets appear on the subscribing user’s Twitter 
“home page,” which features a timeline of incoming tweets. Since other Twitter users, 
in turn, decide independently on whom to follow, the following functionality results in 
a personalized flow of tweets to (i.e., chosen by) and from a given user. It is important 
to understand that starting to follow a Twitter account does not automatically lead to 
reciprocal following. This is in contrast, for example, to Facebook, where becoming 
friends leads to a symmetric relationship wherein each party can see the other’s 
messages. On Twitter, users do not automatically follow the users who follow them. 
They must independently decide to do so. This means that the flow of tweets to and 
from a given user is asymmetric, as depicted in Figure 7-1. The circle on the left in the 
picture represents the Twitter users whom user A has decided to follow. The circle on 
the right depicts the Twitter users who have decided to follow user A. Often these 
groups intersect, but it need not be so. Also, the groups can vary in size, and their sizes 
are not dependent on each other. 

  

Figure 7-1: The asymmetry of the personalized tweet flow of a Twitter user. People do not 

follow every account that follows them, and vice versa.  

Both sides of the following functionality depicted in Figure 7-1 are important for a TV 
live-tweeter. The left side of the picture – i.e., the live-tweeter’s ability to choose the 
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people he or she follows – is essential because it is a means of personalizing the user’s 
Twitter home page’s feed of tweets. In contrast, the right side of the figure illustrates a 
live-tweeter’s followers, the people who are the default recipients of the live-tweets that 
he or she sends. I will now elaborate on both sides to the following functionality with 
regard to my data. 

Live-tweeters’ ability to choose whom to follow was very important for the live-tweeters 
in my study because it permitted them to receive tweets of other live-tweeters on the 
same program. This guaranteed them a constant flow of Glee- or NHL-game-related 
tweets when the program was being aired, and, more importantly, they were able to 
choose to follow only like-minded people, which proved very important to the 
interviewees, as the quote below makes clear. 

That's all good and fine, but it's really nice to talk to other people about it that 
feel the same way or have the same opinions or like the same things or don't 
like the same things.        
    – IHT-03, female, 34 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

In a sense, by specifying those they wished to follow, the live-tweeters determined the 
company they were watching the show with. Although the total number of people my 
participants followed was always over a hundred, only a small percentage of those 
people live-tweeted about Glee or NHL hockey. In the participants’ estimates, the 
number of live-tweeters followed appeared to range from a couple to less than a 
hundred. Accordingly, the groups of interconnected individual live-tweeters were 
always subgroups of all live-tweeters about the program. Figure 7-2 illustrates the 
relationships among these groups. The only way to see live-tweets outside these 
subgroups was through hashtags.  

 

Figure 7-2: Depiction of individual users choosing whom to follow from among all 

live-tweeters. 

Live-tweeters’ ability to choose whom to follow also explains why Twitter users do not 
suffer as much pestilence of trolls and flamers. In many discussion forums, individuals 
who send deliberately provocative or inflammatory messages in order to cause outrage 
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among other users are a constant nuisance. On Twitter, however, the user directly 
selects the persons or organizations he or she wants to follow, which does not leave 
room for trolls and flamers. 

The division of live-tweeters into smaller groups thanks to Twitter’s following 
functionality also explains the surprisingly low numbers of antagonistic tweets that I 
found. Live-tweeters communicate primarily with the people they follow or with the 
people who follow them, and they remain largely unaware of all the other live-tweets 
and do not confront the tweets that are in strong contradictions to theirs. It is, for 
example, highly unlikely that the live-tweeters of Sample Tweet 7-8 and Sample Tweet 
7-9, below, saw each other’s tweets. During the interviews, people also explicitly 
mentioned that they avoided confrontational tweeting. Even ice-hockey fans who liked 
“smack talk” only rarely added the opposing team’s hashtag to their tweets criticizing 
the opposing team. Therefore, the smack talk remained primarily within the fan base of 
the team the live-tweeters supported.  

 

Sample Tweet 7-8: An example of an opinion tweet after the Glee spring 2011 season finale. 

 

Sample Tweet 7-9: Another opinion tweet after the Glee spring 2011 season finale. 

However, the asymmetry of this aspect of Twitter following led me to wonder whether 
TV live-tweeters really form a community with some shared identity. Alternatively, 
does Twitter just place this group of viewers of the same television program in several 
small “echo chambers” in which each TV live-tweeter finds like-minded live-tweeters? I 
will elaborate on this thought in Subsection 8.3.1, “Conditions.” 

The other side of the following functionality is composed of followers, depicted on the 
right in Figure 7-1. They are the default recipients of live-tweeters’ live-tweets. However, 
the participants in my study reported that they live-tweeted only rarely to their full set 
of followers. My interviewees were very conscious of having followers who were not 
interested in their live-tweets and, as, noted previously and highlighted in the quote 
below, used hashtags actively not only to reach out to a larger number of people but 
also to let their followers filter out the live-tweets if they so desired.  

I sometimes think about, oh, my God, my friend who’s a gardener, she really 
doesn’t want to see this [laughter] Pittsburgh Penguins stuff or the Steelers 
stuff, but I say, “Too bad.”        
          – IHT-20, female, 48 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

I pretty much hashtag every – when I tweet about Glee, I’ll hashtag it with 
Glee or whatever.  I think I have around 60 followers and a little less than half 
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are actual real people I talk to on a regular basis.  A few of them watch it, but 
for the most part, I don’t gear it towards them.  I just gear it towards whoever 
wants to read my tweet.        
        – GL-06, male, 21 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Trying to understand this at a more profound level, I asked my interviewees who they 
considered to form their audience when they were live-tweeting. The question proved 
surprisingly difficult to answer, as the quotes from GL-18 and IHT-20 below show. 

That's an interesting question.  That is a really good question.  I mean I think 
that's the real interesting question for everybody in the social media.  I mean is 
it the mirror?  Is that the real audience that I'm just talking to myself in an 
echo?  I do not consider my audience when I tweet.  I can say that honestly, 
especially - I mean I can say that in general.”     
                 – GL-18, female, 30 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Mostly I would say that all of my Pittsburgh friends, all of my hockey friends 
have—are the—I don’t consider them audience because I consider it a 
conversation.  I don’t consider like me to be up on a stage kind of spreading my 
gospel as opposed to sitting down on a table and having a conversation.   
           – IHT-20, female, 48 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

However, both of these answers gave me new leads. According to GL-18, she could 
actually be tweeting to herself. Although very few reported having actually read their 
own tweets after the fact, the need to express oneself for the sake of doing so or to have 
an outlet was consistently expressed by the interviewees and was something that I had 
identified through the analysis of the live-tweets as well.  

IHT-20, on the other hand, stated that the term “audience” was misplaced because he 
considered live-tweeting more a conversation than a performance. In the same vein, 
when, at the end of each interview, I asked to what the interviewee would compare TV 
live-tweeting, the conversational aspect came up very often, as is illustrated in the 
quotes below.  

…it’s sort of this collective restaurant that you’re all sitting in across the region 
really, virtually kind of.  It’s neat because you’re interacting with somebody else.
      – IHT-11, male, 29 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

… it’s like being in a room full of people and talking to all of them at once 
[laughter], if that makes any sense at all.  It really is.  It’s like being in a room 
full of people, but you can talk to every single one of them at the same time.  You 
don’t have to step up to each individual person.  You can respond to everyone at 
once.            
     – IHT-02, female, 28 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

It’s like being in a room with 100,000 people.  You could be by yourself, but it’s 
like you’re there with everyone else watching in and you’re just connected to 
everyone. You can know everyone’s thoughts without even having to say a word 
to them.  You just have to read their tweet.      
      – GL-06, male, 21 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Hence, the term “Twittercooler” and the metaphor of Twitter as a virtual living room in 
which TV viewers gather to share their opinions, introduced by Time magazine in 
March 2010 (Poniewozik, 2010), are quite accurate. 
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This conversational aspect becomes even more apparent when the testimonials about 
TV live-tweeting are compared to those related to tweeting about live events on the spot, 
at an ice-hockey arena or at a concert venue. The excerpt below from the interview with 
IHT-17 points out that as the physical setting changes, tweeting changes from 
conversing with peers into reporting to friends.  

Interviewer: Okay.  Do you tweet different things when you are at the arena? 

Interviewee: Yeah, definitely.  I’ll probably make it known that I’m at the 
game.  I’ll just be like you know I’m in Cleveland or you know I’m in Pittsburgh 
for this Penguins game or I’m in Cleveland for this Monsters game. I’m not 
looking to interact in a conversation about the game as much.  I would imagine 
that’s because, like I said, I got-I’ve got people sitting next to me that I know well, 
and I’m gonna be talking about the game with them….  … It might be a little bit 
of a more of a personal tweet then.  Because, like I said, got a good chance I’m 
gonna attach a picture or something to these ones.  These ones might be geared 
a little bit more towards my own personal friends.    
      – IHT-17, male, 25 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4 illustrate the difference in communication flow between 
these two settings. The communication flow of TV live-tweeting (in Figure 7-3) can be 
pictured as a web of information exchange between live-tweeters, whereas the 
communication flow of tweets sent from the ice-hockey arena or the concert venue 
(shown in Figure 7-4) looks more like a star wherein the information flows mainly from 
the event participant to his or her followers, who generally are not participating in the 
event. 

 

Figure 7-3: The communication flow during TV live-tweeting.  
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Figure 7-4: The communication flow in tweeting about an ice-hockey game on the spot or 

from a rock concert. 

7.4.3 Replies and retweets 

The final Twitter functions essential to TV live-tweeting are replies and retweets. 
Twitter’s user interface enables its users to reply to a tweet and to forward it to one’s 
own followers at the click of a button (see Sample Tweet 7-10). Twitter keeps track of 
the replies received as mentions and of the retweeted tweets. 

 

Sample Tweet 7-10: The  circles denote the buttons that enable Twitter users to reply to 

tweets and to retweet them. 

For the sender, replies are just like mentions (Twitter, 2013b). Twitter’s Reply button 
just makes sending a tweet starting with @username_of_previous_sender very quickly, 
and the Retweet button makes forwarding other people’s tweets very easy. Retweeting 
is a fast way of spreading ideas via Twitter. In TV live-tweeting, speed is important and, 
therefore, retweeting is a practical way to keep one’s level of live-tweeting activity high 
without needing to write any new content. As IHT-03 explains in the quote below, 
retweeting is also a way to affirm or validate someone else’s thought. 

Usually if they say something and I couldn't have said it better myself.  If I look 
down at the screen and I think, "Oh my gosh.  I said that."  Then it's like, "Oh no.  
Wait.  I didn't."  Or somebody says something particularly funny, I'll retweet 
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that instead of typing something new.      
                 – IHT-03, female, 34 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

As I stated above, in Subsection 6.4.2 (“Conversation tweets”), receiving replies and 
getting one’s words retweeted is an essential part of the TV live-tweeting experience. 
Live-tweeters value the latter so much that it is common practice to thank others for 
the retweets one gets, as is shown in Sample Tweet 7-11.  

 

Sample Tweet 7-11: Retweets are so highly valued that live-tweeters thank others for them. 

Although some interviewees were reticent to admit explicitly that getting replies and 
being retweeted was important to them, all of the participants said they felt rewarded 
when they received a reply or when a tweet from them was retweeted.  

I think live-tweeting is the most fun for me when I get response-when I get a lot 
of positive responses from people, it almost kind of affirms that me live-tweeting 
the show, I’m not doing it for absolutely no reason.    
         – GL-06, male, 21 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

I mean, it’s like you gettin’ recognition for it.  Otherwise, it would be like having 
a conversation with yourself, I suppose.      
      – IHT-16, male, 18 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

As the quotes from above show, for live-tweeters, retweets and replies are proof of 
interaction. They show the users that somebody is actually noticing their tweets, 
reading them, replying to them, and sending them further. This recognition from their 
peers of the effort they put into tweeting provides a sense of justification for watching 
TV in general. In addition, positive replies and retweets that spread the tweets to new 
audiences give validation to live-tweeters’ opinions and ideas, which is felt to be 
rewarding, as the quotes below testify. This attention can also be addictive.  

I enjoy getting re-tweeted, especially when it comes to the live-tweeting of the 
hockey, or if I get a mention.  To start with, it just makes me feel like someone 
else at least agrees with what I have to say or at least has a similar opinion 
because they re-tweeted it or they had a mention about it.  It's just kind of cool to 
see that there's people that I don't know out there that agree with what I have to 
say or agree with my opinion on that particular topic.    
              – IHT-06, male, 22 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

I like it but it’s just something that I’m like, “Oh, look somebody else agrees with 
me.”  It’s kind of like an exciting little moment where somebody else has 
acknowledged what you said and agrees with it and wants other people to know 
what you’re saying at the same time.  It goes to a broader audience and that’s 
exciting.          
      – GL-16, female, 21 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 
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I think when I get a reply it's the most fun because I don't think I would describe 
– I guess tweeting is fun.  I mean I think of it more as compulsive than fun, but I 
mean there's sometimes a fine line between compulsive and fun.  I don't wanna 
completely rule out fun.  … Or yeah, I mean a retweet, again, it's attention so I 
guess you could say attention is satisfying.  Attention is fun.  It makes me smile.  
                  – GL-18, female, 30 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Finally, the interaction powered by retweets and replies is so central for live-tweeters 
that its absence makes the entire experience less fun. 

It's no fun if they're not responding back probably because I do [inaudible 
40:31] said this and there’s no response and it's like yuck, okay you guys aren’t 
watching now so that’s not as much fun.      
              – GL-05, female, 25 y., systematic Glee live-tweeter 

7.5 How TV live-tweeting practices evolve over time 

The interviews and, just as much, the behavioral data (i.e., tweets) gave indications of 
how individuals evolve in their TV live-tweeting practices as they become more 
experienced live-tweeters. I was able to identify four such processes: 1) a shift from 
reading the hashtag to reading one’s own timeline, 2) a shift from following official 
accounts and existing friends to following other live-tweeters, 3) a shift in hashtagging, 
and 4) a shift in tweeting style. The first two were related to reading tweets and the 
latter two to processes related to writing tweets. In all of them, the shift in practices 
made the viewing experience more personal and customized for the individual live-
tweeter. I will discuss each of these shifts in more detail below.  

7.5.1 Shift from reading the hashtag to reading one’s own timeline 

When people start to live-tweet, they tend to pull out the official hashtag of the 
program on Twitter’s user interface and use it to find live-tweets related to the program 
and identify live-tweeters whom they want to follow.  

When I’m talking about a specific subject or whatnot I love to keyword search 
and I can see who’s talking about that same thing at the same time.  If somebody 
is interesting or I find that they’re saying something interesting I’ll do a follow 
and I don’t know who they are at all.        
              – GL-10, female, 29 y., systematic Glee live-tweeter 

Well, that’s when I used the hashtag the most, when I was looking for people in 
the beginning.            
         – GL-07, female, 21 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

The trouble with the hashtag is that popular programs are live-tweeted so much that it 
is impossible to keep up with the discussion by searching on the hashtag.  

If  you’re watching a bigger show, say like you’re watching Glee, you’re doing it 
for research purposes but I mean for me I can’t imagine watching Glee and then 
having to keep up with everything that’s going on in that feed.  It’s way too 
much.                           
       – GL-11, female, 26 y., active Twitter user 
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Yes, I’ve done that before, but not very often.  There’s too many people. … Only if 
my timeline is a little like slow, I’ll start looking for people.  I’ll be like oh, I need 
to fill this up.  No, I usually stick to the people that I have.  Then I’ll get a new 
follower and I’ll like follow them back if they love Glee.  I’m not as proactive 
about it anymore as I used to be.      
     – GL-07, female, 21 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

With time, the number of people followed who tweet about the program increases and 
the live-tweeter’s own timeline starts to be filled with program-related live-tweets in 
increasing numbers. When there is enough program-related activity on one’s timeline, 
pulling out the hashtag becomes secondary. Reading of live-tweets shifts from the 
hashtag to the live-tweeter’s own timeline.  

Like I’ll just first take a glance down my own timeline to see what my friends 
are saying and then go to search on the hashtag and see what people are 
thinking.                   
           – GL-04, male, 27 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

Once I started getting like enough Glee followers and following people, that it 
wasn’t just me talking to myself, that’s probably when I was like oh, this is really 
fun, like let me keep doing this.       
         – GL-07, female, 21 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

Thus, the shift from reading the hashtag to reading one’s own timeline addresses the 
challenge that Twitter’s Robin Sloan expressed in an interview he gave to Gigaom.com 
(Roettgers, 2010): 

Sloan: This kinda relates to the last question, but I’d say the scale of TV is more 
of a challenge in terms of content than in terms of code. Even when everything is 
running perfectly — and increasingly, it is — big televised events become almost 
a victim of their own success. If you did a search for “VMAs” during the VMAs, 
the good news for MTV is that there were literally millions of tweets. The bad 
news for users is that it was way too much to keep up with. I think this is 
actually a really interesting challenge; it’s one we’re thinking a lot about, and of 
course encouraging our media partners to think about, too. 

7.5.2 Shift from following official accounts and existing friends to 

following other live-tweeters 

A similar kind of shift takes place with respect to the profile of the people followed. At 
first, live-tweeters tend to follow either existing friends or celebrities and official 
accounts of programs and organizations. However, as live-tweeters grow more 
experienced, they start to follow more and more peers:  

Yeah, especially because more recently I’ve been following other Rangers fans 
and they’ve followed me, so I know more people that actually care about what 
I’m writing, or looking at it.  I wanna tweet a little more than I had been.  
        – IHT-07, male, 24 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

I follow some athletes.  I also look who else is tweeting about you know the 
Penguins or teams that I like, and you know I’ll follow them.  I’ll follow anyone 
that follows me also, and I guess there’s a few other hockey fans that you know 
I’m on their list.  So, they try and get other hockey fans to follow each other.  So, 
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there’s that, but say for the most part people that I know or people that are fans 
of the same teams as me.        
              – IHT-05, male, 20 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter  

I mean I started out with friends, people I knew from school, again people I’ve 
met through events, things like that.  You know obviously news sites, follow 
them pretty complete.  Then I guess you kind of just through what those people 
say or who they retweet or they're following, you can kind of start to pick out oh 
this person is really interesting.  I always like it when the person I follow 
retweets that person, so I’m going to follow them, it just kind of starts to build 
up like that.                      
              – GL-03, female, 22 y., systematic Glee live-tweeter 

By following peers who live-tweet as well, in growing numbers, live-tweeters increase 
their opportunities to converse, because celebrities and managers of organizational 
accounts rarely engage in discussion with live-tweeters.   

7.5.3 Shift in hashtagging 

As already stated in Section 7.4, “The use of Twitter functions in TV live-tweeting,” new 
Twitter users do not systematically hashtag their tweets. In contrast, seasoned 
live-tweeters tend to think that hashtagging is something that everyone should do when 
live-tweeting. Accordingly, live-tweeters seem to hashtag more and more as they grow 
more experienced.  

I didn’t.  That’s more of a recent thing.  I would say within the past four or five 
episodes I started doing it.  I think I had a couple of responses from people that 
follow me.  They didn’t have any idea what I was talking about.  I wanted to put 
it out there that I was talking about Glee so they wouldn’t be confused and have 
to ask about it.          
                       – GL-09, female, 27 y., systematic Glee live-tweeter 

I haven’t thought about it.  I just do.  ’Cause I think when I first initially did it I 
didn’t hashtag but I just like Glee, you know you can still find tweets for Glee 
even if you don’t hashtag.  But hashtagging is like something like now that I’m 
clue into Twitter that’s like Twitter language in a way.  It's like I’d hashtag 
[inaudible 18:42] things before, but that just, I don’t know I’ve gotten into the 
habit of it now.         
              – GL-05, female, 25 y., systematic Glee live-tweeter 

Hashtagging permits live-tweeters to target their live-tweets better. On one hand, their 
followers who are not interested in the program live-tweeted about can disregard the 
associated tweets on the basis of the hashtag. On the other hand, by using the 
program’s hashtag, live-tweeters can extend their message to everyone in the Twitter 
community who is interested in the program.  

7.5.4 Shift in tweeting style 

Some live-tweeters acknowledged that, with time, they had started to interact more 
with other live-tweeters. Their live-tweeting shifts with time from selection tweets to 
conversation and use of replies and retweets to connect with other live-tweeters. 

My tweets have evolved, I think, from being where I'm talking about the actual 
game and almost like a play-by-play to where I react a play.  I'll react to 
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something else.  I'll react to a comment somebody else has made.  Retweet them.  
That kind of thing.  It's more fun than anything else.  There's enough people on 
there.  There's enough sports writers on there.  There's enough bloggers on there 
who are tweeting out this information and everybody follows.  I'd just be 
duplicating a lot of stuff.           
              – IHT-04, male, 56 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

By shifting from writing play-by-play tweets to retweeting them and to replying to other 
people’s tweets, live-tweeters freed their attention from very time-consuming 
replication of screen action for more interactive types of live-tweets, thus increasing 
their social exchange with other live-tweeters. 

7.6 Conclusions on TV live-tweeting practices 

Live-tweeting practices form a continuum that starts well before the program and 
continues throughout the show and sometimes extends also to after the show. Practices 
start with making sure that daily errands are out of the way, with preparation of the 
equipment in advance, and possibly with sending of a few pre-live-tweets. Once the 
program starts, live-tweeters read and write live-tweets while watching it. Then, after 
the program ends, live-tweeters often engage in joint meaning-making for the program. 

TV live-tweeters use Twitter’s various functions extensively. Hashtags are used to reach 
out for larger audiences and for enabling a user’s followers to filter in his or her 
live-tweets. Mentions (or @tweets) are used for more private tweeting or for starting 
conversations. Replies and retweets are important for receiving validation, and the 
following functionality enables the live-tweeter to find like-minded company. 

The TV live-tweeting practices presented in this chapter offer many interesting 
comparisons with previous literature.  

My respondents’ tendency to write live-tweets while the program was in progress is in 
contrast to the practices of TV viewers in Ducheneaut et al.’s experiment (2008), who 
watched a program physically in the same room with others or connected with an audio 
channel to other viewers. The participants tried to time their communication with each 
other on the basis of the breaks or slow parts of the program (ibid.). In this respect, the 
textual form of live-tweeting characteristic of all CMC (Barak & Suler, 2008) offers 
more possibilities to TV viewers than does an audio channel that could interfere with 
the audio track of the program.  

My respondents stated that they want to be fast in order to maximize the number of 
retweets, replies, and mentions, and some of them were even ready to miss key 
moments in exchange for being among the first to share their opinions. They used 
commercial breaks and slow parts of the program to read others’ live-tweets. This is in 
contrast to Wohn and Na’s (2011) finding that more live-tweets occurred during 
commercial breaks. The discrepancy may be due to my interviewees exaggerating their 
tendency to live-tweet during the program and underestimating the frequency of their 
tweeting during breaks. An alternative explanation is that Wohn and Na’s (ibid.) tweet 
sample also included tweets sent by other people than live-tweeters. It would seem 
logical that those TV viewers who have not experientialized live-tweeting into their 
TV-viewing would not be as comfortable live-tweeting during the program as 
live-tweeters would and therefore would wait until an ad break before sending tweets.  
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TV live-tweeters’ tendency to feel more passionate about their opinions once they have 
tweeted about them and to be more interested in learning what other live-tweeters 
think about them reminded me of the commitment and consistency principle (Cialdini, 
2001). I will expand on this topic in Subsection 9.2.7, “Transformed experience.” 

Live-tweeters manage to receive validation for their thoughts by reaching out to 
thousands of other live-tweeters, most of whom are complete strangers to them, by 
using hashtags and by carefully selecting those to follow. These findings are well in line 
with two benefits that Schirra et al. (2014) identified: feeling part of a wider 
phenomenon and affirming personal opinions. 

Pre- and post-live-tweeting, along with some uses of hashtags, can be considered joint 
rituals (Carù & Cova, 2007) or ways to build a common identity (Cohen, 1985). Both 
preparing for TV live-tweeting and, equally, pre-live-tweeting can be considered to be 
parts of consumers’ nesting operation (Ladwein, 2003; Carù & Cova, 2003). 

The shifts related to reading of tweets (from reading based on the hashtag to reading 
one’s own timeline and from following official accounts and existing friends to following 
other live-tweeters) are consistent with the findings of Chen (2011), who argues that on 
Twitter people form social relationship primarily with peers, not media personalities. 

Finally, the respondents in Marwick and boyd’s Twitter study (2010) shared my 
interviewees’ uneasiness with the term “audience” in the Twitter context. 

From the theory-building perspective, I consider TV live-tweeting practices to be a 
concept and practices before and after TV live-tweeting, writing of TV live-tweets, 
reading of TV live-tweets, and the use of Twitter functions when one is live-tweeting 
about TV to be that concept’s categories. These practices tie uses of other concepts 
together. Differences in reading and writing of tweets explain differences between TV 
live-tweeters and parallel TV and Twitter users. Also, the use of Twitter’s various 
functions ties in with the use of the various types of TV live-tweets. 
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Table 7-2: Cumulative table of concepts and categories 

CONCEPTS CATEGORIES 

TV live-tweeting  Empowerment 

Extending the experience 

Immediacy 

The more, the merrier 

Outlet 

TV live-tweeters Fanatic TV live-tweeter 

Systematic TV live tweeter 

Sporadic TV live tweeter 

Parallel TV and Twitter user Active Twitter user 

Courtesy tweets Greeting tweets 

Warnings tweets 

Thank-you tweets 

Outlet tweets Countdowns  

Performance tweets  

Cheering tweets 

Opinions  

Self-reflection tweets  

Selection tweets Play-by-play tweets 

Quotes 

Tweets offering additional information 

Analysis tweets Commentary-track tweets  

Conversation tweets 

TV live-tweeting practices Practices before and after TV live-tweeting 

Writing live-tweets  

Reading live-tweets  

Use of Twitter functions 
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8 THE INFLUENCE OF LIVE-TWEETING ON TV-VIEWING 

The interviews revealed several changes that live-tweeting had brought to the 
TV-viewing practices of my respondents and also in the way they experienced 
TV-viewing. Interviewees mentioned many of the changes when I asked them explicitly 
how live-tweeting had affected their TV-viewing. However, many other changes and, 
especially, the reasons behind these changes became apparent to me only through the 
analysis of the entirety of the interview material.  

In this chapter, I will present the changes in TV-viewing practices firstly, then the 
changes in the TV-viewing experience revealed through the analysis of the interview 
data. After this, I turn to previous literature to examine data on the TV-watching 
experience, since I did not collect such data myself. I compare my findings to this 
material, discuss the implications, and finally present my view of how a TV live-tweeter 
differs from a traditional TV viewer. 

At the end of the chapter, I place the results in the cumulative table of concepts and 
categories before moving on to the theory-building, in Part III. 

8.1 How live-tweeting has changed TV-viewing practices 

I was able to identify four major changes in the TV-viewing practices of my 
interviewees. They are listed in Table 8-1. 

Table 8-1: How TV live-tweeting has changed TV-viewing practices 

Changes in the TV-viewing practices 

1. Experientializing live-tweeting into one’s TV viewing 

2. Willingness to watch the program when it airs 

3. Need to balance one’s attention between the two media 

4. Feeling less inclined to change the channel 
 

Below, I will introduce and discuss each of these changes by referring to the data.  

1. Experientializing live-tweeting into the TV-viewing 

The first major shift in the viewing practices of TV live-tweeters was that of 
live-tweeting having become an integral part of the TV-watching experience, I call this 
process “experientializing.” Opening their computer or getting their smartphone ready 
had become as obvious a step as turning on the TV set before the program started.  

“Whatever would we have done without the Internet during hockey games?”  I 
think I saw that come up tonight.  Things like that, that it just becomes so second 
nature for you to grab your laptop or your iPad or your phone when a game is 
coming on.”         
                 – IHT-03, female, 34 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 
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… Like putting on shorts in the summer.     
              – IHT-06, male, 22 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

For some, this change is program-specific. Some people live-tweet about only certain 
programs, while for others live-tweeting is attached to all TV-viewing.  

Most of the time Twitter and my viewing kind of go hand in hand.  
          – GL-15, male, 19 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

In terms of not tweeting, the only time would probably be – I probably wouldn’t 
tweet as much when I’m not watching it.  That’s about it.  While I’m watching it 
I’m probably tweeting very often, especially if it’s more exciting.    
                   – IHT-11, male, 29 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

For TV live-tweeters, other people’s live-tweets become also a way to find new 
interesting TV programs to watch, as GL-19 explains below. Nielsen’s Twitter TV 
ratings reported in October 2013 (Nielsen, 2013) that an average audience for TV 
live-tweets is 50 times the number of people posting live-tweets about the relevant 
show. It is understandable that television broadcasters consider Twitter a major 
medium in influencing TV viewers (Bercovici, 2013). 

So if I see someone live-tweeting about something on a network that I've never 
heard of the show and it just sounds interesting and funny it'll be enough for me 
to tune in just so I can bear witness to what's going on. So it's certainly changed 
my viewing habits in that respect. If you're starting to see a popular trend 
around a show on Twitter, it kind of makes you want to tune in. The flipside of 
that is, I know I have people in my timeline who will say, I don't have to watch, 
you know, insert show here, whatever show that is, I don't have to watch that 
show because so many people are tweeting about it, I can follow along and get 
the general gist of what's going on with the show.              
           – GL-20, male, 29 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

I consider experientializing to be the process that sets TV live-tweeters apart from 
parallel TV and Twitter users. It is the way in which TV live-tweeters tackle the problem 
of adding social interaction to their TV-viewing.  

2. Willingness to watch the program while it is airing 

A second major change in TV-viewing practices was seen in Glee live-tweeters’ 
willingness to watch the program when it airs. This emerged strongly from the open 
coding of the tweet and interview material and was concretized in the category I named 
“immediacy.” 

In recent years, time-shifting technology and Internet-based viewing have permitted 
TV viewers to watch a television series whenever is suitable for them, and some 
scholars have suggested that people are abandoning real-time viewing altogether 
(Bailey, 2002; Watkins, 2009). However, live-tweeting has led those who wish to do 
Glee live-tweeting to watch the series when it airs (McGirt, 2010). Time-shifting has 
never really gained ground with sports, because sporting events have traditionally been 
broadcast live nationwide in the U.S. Therefore, watching live did not represent any 
change.  

I have to watch it when it's live.  I have to watch it, like I have to be in the 
moment and I have to – I think tweeting is part of my ritual of watching Glee 
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itself actually.  Like I like to talk to my friends about it at the same time, get 
their input, it's just living at the moment.  I have to live the moment. 
                    – GL-02, male, 25 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

The obvious reason for watching the program live is that live-tweeting is more fun 
when numerous other viewers are live-tweeting at the same time. This was crystallized 
in the category “the more, the merrier” through the open coding of the empirical data. 

Definitely the interaction that you can have with not just people that you follow 
or people that are friends of yours, but people you don't know, people that 
you've never met that could be down the street.  They could be somewhere else 
in the country and you can get an interaction with them based on the 140 
characters that you're sending out at the time and to be able to see a large 
number of opinions, a large number of reactions on something you feel strongly 
about in a short amount of time.        
              – IHT-06, male, 22 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

The reason I started using it is because I’m a Pittsburgh Penguins fan, and I 
wanted to commiserate online with everyone else during the game instead of 
just talking to people afterwards.  Twitter seemed a perfect medium. 
      – IHT-19, female, 39 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

3. Need to balance one’s attention between the two media 

The third change in TV-viewing practices is that of viewers starting to balance their 
focus between the TV screen and the Twitter screen.  

Live-tweeters have to divide their attention among watching the program, listening to 
the dialogue or commentator, reading the feed of incoming live-tweets, and writing 
their own live-tweets. This inevitably leads to missing parts of the program; however, 
live-tweeters accord greater value to the social dimensions that live-tweeting brings. 

I will miss things occasionally because of it, but I guess I – it’s hard for me to 
just sit down.  I don’t know, it’s like Twitter generation now.  It’s hard for me to 
just sit down and watch something without anything else.  I don’t know, I just 
compulsively have my computer while I’m watching TV.    
      – GL-17, female, 25 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter  

The need to balance attention between two media requires greater concentration and 
activity from the viewer, which makes the experience more challenging. 

4. Feeling less inclined to change the channel 

The fourth change in TV-viewing practices involves live-tweeters feeling less inclined to 
switch channel. Participation in live-tweeting seems to diminish TV viewers’ habit of 
changing the channel or turning off the TV set when they are not enjoying the program 
anymore. Live-tweeting offers a way to commiserate with other fans when the 
ice-hockey team is losing, and criticizing the episode with other live-tweeters seems to 
give joy to Glee live-tweeters who are not enjoying the show. 

Interviewer:  This is interesting.  You said because of live tweeting, you were 
more inclined to watch even during a losing streak? 
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Interviewee:   I would say a little bit more, yeah, because I was still gonna be 
seeing tweets about it and information about it on my timeline so I felt we didn't 
have a lot of hope that it was gonna end.  We could tell that the losing streak 
was going to continue, but I still kind of had a little more desire than I would 
have previously to watch it just so that I could have some knowledge as to what 
the complaints people had were via Twitter or what the positive arguments or 
the negative arguments were that they had to be at Twitter.   
             – IHT- 06, male, 22 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

I think live-tweeting during the show, which I do enjoy, kind of allows me to 
kind of fill that space where the enjoyment of the show once was.  If I was 
watching like a season two episode of Glee without live-tweeting, I would watch 
the show, but I mean I would get through it and I wouldn’t really be enjoying it 
as much as I would if I wasn’t live tweeting […] Like the show, kind of for me, at 
least, lessened in quality, so the live-tweeting allowed me to still enjoy it as 
much, even though the show was, in my opinion, of a lesser quality.    
            – GL-19, male, 21 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

Whenever they're losing, people still tweet, but you tend to get-people tend to get 
very observant and notice every little thing.  Like, so-and-so missed a pass.  Or, 
could you believe he didn't block that or he didn't do that.  I'd say there's more 
when it's going well, but like I said, it might be just smiley faces or yay or 
whatever.  Whenever they're losing, people notice and people tweet, but like I 
said, it's more critical.        
     – IHT-03, female, 34 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

Thus, live-tweeting seems to add a new interpretative layer on top of the immediate 
experience. The value of this new dimension becomes apparent especially when the 
immediate, first-hand experience of the TV program is negative. 

8.2 How live-tweeting has changed the TV-viewing experience 

The changes seen in TV-viewing experience were more numerous than those listed 
above. Below, I outline seven observations on changes to the TV-viewing experience 
that became apparent from the data. 
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Table 8-2: How TV live-tweeting changes the TV-viewing experience 

Changes in the TV-viewing experience 

1. Live-tweeting makes watching TV more entertaining 

2. Live-tweeting gives the TV viewer control over the social 
TV-viewing environment 

3. Through live-tweeting, the viewer finds validation for his 
or her interpretations of the TV program 

4. Live-tweeting renders the TV-viewing experience more 
active and demanding 

5. Live-tweeting adds passion and intensity to the 
TV-viewing experience 

6. Live-tweeting offers new insight into the program 

7. Live-tweeting provides a sense of social connectedness 

 

1. Live-tweeting makes watching TV more entertaining 

Time and time again, the interviewees pointed out that live-tweeting makes watching 
TV more fun. The reasons emerging from the data are the immediacy of the social 
interaction with people and the ability to express oneself at once. 

I think Glee has like different age groups and it's more entertaining and a lot 
more fun you know.  Plus we like the songs and the acting and the people that’s 
on the show itself, it gives you more, what’s the word, not enthusiasm but more 
– its like on the tip of my tongue, you get more happier when you talk to other 
people about it.  And the show itself is already, it's Glee, you’re a happy go lucky 
kind of person you know.  I’m a happy go lucky kind of person and of course I 
love singing too so it doesn’t matter. […]Live-tweeting, I think it's just living at 
the moment like you know people are feeling the same feeling that you're feeling 
and expressing the same thing or people is like, you're thinking one person is 
thinking another and you have another side of the story, so it's really 
entertaining.  It's like having a conversation in person but it takes a little while 
for it to process you know.                
           – GL-02, male, 25 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

I mean I guess the one thing I would say is that most tweeting I do especially the 
live-tweeting, I think I do it because it's fun for me rather than I’m expecting to 
get a response.  Like I don’t hold any crazy notion that people out right there are 
hanging on my every word and waiting for me to send out a new tweet, but you 
know I just think it’s fun.  I’m one of those people who could pretty much talk to 
a brick wall and be fine with it just if it was there and something for me to talk 
to, so I think that’s why I like having Twitter there as an outlet.  I don’t know.  
That’s the end of that now that I just basically told you that I would talk to a 
brick wall.                     
              – GL-03, female, 22 y., systematic Glee live-tweeter 
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Anyways, so there’s just like a base level of just like joy out of tweeting for me I 
guess, so things combined.       
                    – IHT-12, male, 23 y., active Twitter user 

I get attention for stuff that I think that is funny or is how I feel about certain 
things.  It’s just instant gratification.      
             – RCT-02, female, 18 y., rock concert tweeter 

Sometimes, yeah but generally if I’m not watching it live I won't because that 
nobody tweeting along, maybe just one or two things really.  I guess it's just 
more fun to do it while it's live, during the live broadcast.   
            – GL-04, male, 27 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter  

2. Live-tweeting gives the TV viewer control over the social TV-viewing environment 

Live-tweeting enables people to find like-minded company to watch TV with. The 
reasons for seeking company might include, among others, loneliness, lack of 
like-minded people in the vicinity, inability to leave one’s home (e.g., disability), and 
simply willingness to share emotions with others who are watching the program. With 
Twitter, viewers can choose whose live-tweets to follow. They can also choose to use a 
pseudonym, which lowers the social risk of sending their own live-tweets. 

Well I think when I’m alone – I think I do end up tweeting more.  I think mostly 
because I’m probably looking for some type of social interaction with others 
who obviously are sharing the same passion for the team I am.  
      – IHT-11, male, 29 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

I was watching it with my mother.  My mouth hit the floor.  She like couldn’t 
possibly understand what I was talking about or care less.  Then I got on 
Twitter and like the kiss was trending, and people were just so excited to talk 
about it nonstop.  Now they still talk about it nonstop.  My real-life friends and 
family were like two guys kissed, what’s the big deal, or they really don’t want 
to see that again, or just completely different opinions of it.    
         – GL-07, female, 21 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

That's what I like about it.  You can be anonymous about things.  I'm not a real 
social person in the sense that I don't like to talk to people that I don't know. 
         – GL-06, male, 21 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

3. Through live-tweeting, the viewer finds validation for his or her interpretations of 
the TV program 

Through the interaction with other viewers, live-tweeters receive validation for their 
personal views. Firstly, they choose to follow people whom they find interesting and 
who share their mindset. Secondly, they find it rewarding to see on their timeline 
live-tweets that are in line with their own thinking. Finally, they find it satisfying when 
other live-tweeters read their tweets, convey them further (retweet), and reply to them.  

It's just kind of cool to see that there's people that I don't know out there that 
agree with what I have to say or agree with my opinion on that particular topic.  
              – IHT-06, male, 22 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

I like it but it’s just something that I’m like, “Oh, look somebody else agrees with 
me.”  It’s kind of like an exciting little moment where somebody else has 
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acknowledged what you said and agrees with it and wants other people to know 
what you’re saying at the same time.  It goes to a broader audience and that’s 
exciting.          
     – GL-16, female, 21 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter  

Well when people retweet my tweets it's really kind of cool to think about that 
someone thought it was cool enough to retweet.  I like some of the responses 
people will say to me.        
           – GL-04, male, 27 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter
  

I think live tweeting is the most fun for me when I get response-when I get a lot 
of positive responses from people, it almost kind of affirms that me live tweeting 
the show, I’m not doing it for absolutely no reason.     
             – GL-19, male, 21 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter  

4. Live-tweeting renders the TV-viewing experience more active and demanding 

Live-tweeting requires TV viewers to share their attention, dividing it among watching, 
listening, reading, and writing. This renders TV live-tweeting much more active and 
demanding but, therefore, also more engaging than regular TV-viewing.   

It got me more involved with the games.  It made ’em more exciting, like I said, 
so.              
      – IHT-16, male, 18 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

I think I generally just pay more attention to what’s going on, on the screen and 
Twitter is just there on the side then I’ll just post whatever I’m thinking, when I 
have the thought to post something.       
           – GL-04, male, 27 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

If it’s a, if I’m watching a game that doesn’t involve my team, I feel more 
engaged if I see people tweeting about it, or if I’m tweeting about it also.  
        – IHT-07, male, 24 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

Through live-tweeting, TV viewers can also express their opinions and emotions related 
to the program and “participate” in it by choosing sides and identifying with roles in the 
program. 

5. Live-tweeting adds passion and intensity to the TV-viewing experience  

The rapid exchange of opinions and emotions through live-tweets adds passion, 
excitement, and intensity to the experience. 

You get excited because they’re excited.  It’s just a different type of excitement.  
It’s exciting to kind of not entirely be watching it alone and know that you have 
like this huge community of people.       
         – GL-07, female, 21 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 

Like I said, I pay attention a whole lot more when I know that if something 
happens I’m gonna send a tweet out and I’m also reading what other people are 
saying. Yeah, I think that maybe it’s made me more passionate.   
                  – IHT-08, male, 27 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 
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I feel like you get – you feel more strongly about whatever you were feeling 
before.  If you were excited, you feel even more excited because you’ve got – 
even if you’re sitting on your couch, it’s like you almost have that atmosphere 
that you’re at the game and you’re with these thousands of people who are also 
cheering on your team.  You get that instantaneous gratification.   
               – IHT-09, female, 27 y., sporadic NHL live-tweeter 

It got to where every time I was tweeting while watching, it was just like angry.  
I guess that was kind of – I stopped watching for a few episodes because I was 
like I’m getting too bothered by a television show.  I guess, in that sense, I think 
if I wasn’t live-tweeting and having to talk about it with other people, that 
wouldn’t have happened.  I feel like either I would have just stopped watching 
and it wouldn’t have mattered, or I wouldn’t have gotten as angry just because 
– I guess I was obviously trying to get other people to hear my opinion, like this 
is a terrible story.  This is a terrible episode, blah, blah, blah.    
      – GL-17, female, 25 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

Interviewer: Live tweeting a TV show is like, blank.  How would you replace 
the blank? 

Interviewee: My first thought was that it's like crack.  If you hear people 
joking that something, X is like crack, because it's just a dopamine hit.  It's just 
one of the, it's like no matter if you're in a conversation or you're talking to 
yourself, it's just this little, not only an ego boost but you're giving in to like any 
sort of reaction.  So yeah, I'll stay with that.  Like crack, in the bad sense and the 
good.             
     – GL-18, female, 30 y., sporadic Glee live-tweeter 

6. Live-tweeting offers new insight into the program 

Through live-tweeting, TV viewers gain new information about the program. 
Live-tweets offer new interpretations, new opinions, analyses, and sometimes also 
background information on the program or spoilers for it, which brings additional 
value to the TV-viewing experience. 

People may live-tweet things about what goes on off the ice, in the locker room, 
or at practice and things like that.  That's information that you wouldn't 
normally have or wouldn't normally get, so I feel that now, in addition to being 
a fan and knowing things that fans would know, I get a bit more background 
knowledge than I would have had before.      
              – IHT-06, male, 22 y., systematic NHL live-tweeter 

7. Live-tweeting provides a sense of social connectedness 

People who live-tweet are thereby engaging in social interaction with other 
live-tweeters. It offers a way to connect for people who otherwise would have trouble 
getting together with others in the relevant context. It enables them to control their 
social interaction with other people and to gain a sense of proximity, albeit mediated. 

I'm kind of weird 'cause it's about as social as I get.  I have anxiety disorder, so I 
don't really like crowds.  I can't stand bars.  I don't like people that smoke.  I 
can't breathe.  I'm kind of particular.  I guess, for me, this is my kind of social 
interaction because I can control it, I guess.  If I don't feel like talking to people, I 
just don't have to log on or I don't have to answer.  It's not – how do I do this 
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without sounding really awkward.  I like using Twitter during the games 
because I don't have to listen to people.  I can concentrate on the game.  It makes 
me sound really like a jerk.                  
     – IHT-03, female, 34 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

It could be similar to watching it with a group of people in a, watching it on TV 
with a group of people.  I wouldn’t compare it to being at the game; that’s a 
whole different experience.  Or even at a bar, because there’s still some stuff you 
miss.  I’d say watching it where you’re able to hear the sound from the game 
and hear the announcers, it’d be comparable to watching it in a group of people.  
Maybe like 10 people, in your home or something.    
        – IHT-07, male, 24 y., fanatic NHL live-tweeter 

In this respect, live-tweeting can be seen as rectifying or at least partially offsetting the 
detrimental influence of television on social gatherings and informal conversations that 
Putnam in 1995 posited as existing. 

8.3 Influence on the TV-viewing experience – comparison of the findings 

with previous literature 

Before I could compare my findings on TV live-tweeting to the regular TV-viewing 
experience, I needed data on TV-viewing. Because I did not collect such data myself, I 
turned to previous literature for help.   

Although media research companies publish annual reports on TV consumption – 
about what people watch, how much they watch, which devices they use for this 
purpose, and the demographics of TV viewers – the most extensive academic study of 
TV-viewing experience is Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi’s Television and the Quality of 
Life, from 1990 (introduced in Chapter 4). The study compiled findings from nine 
previous studies, spanning 13 years, and was based on 45,000 reports pertaining to 
television-viewing, made by 1,200 participants, mainly in the U.S. In addition to the 
basic questions mentioned above, the book explored where TV-viewing takes place, 
with whom people watch TV, how members of a family communicate with each other 
when watching TV, and what other things people do while they watch TV, along with 
what sorts of experiential effects television-viewing triggers, from arousal to anxiety. 

For these reasons, I decided to draw on Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi’s study where data 
on TV-viewing are involved. I did this in full awareness that the study dates from 1990 
and that many of the studies it refers to go back even to the 1970s – i.e., from a time 
well before the Internet. This has its advantages along with its inconveniences, of 
course. The main advantage is that when trying to identify the properties of TV-viewing 
in relation to the categories of my theoretical framework, I do not have to worry about 
possible bias related to respondents not being able to distinguish between “traditional 
TV-viewing” and current TV-viewing practices that mix in use of the Internet, mobile 
devices, etc. Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi’s results are, without doubt, about 
“traditional TV-viewing.” Inconvenience can, of course, be found in the fact that I 
cannot simply assume that the results of Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi’s study 
correspond to my respondents’ understanding of watching TV without live-tweeting. 
These shortcomings notwithstanding, the previous study still provides me with a 
well-grounded data source that I can use for comparison to my findings. 
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I will now compare Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi’s findings to the observations that I 
presented earlier in this chapter and in chapters 5, 6, and 7. Following the logic of 
Corbin and Strauss’s (2008) conditional/consequential matrix, I first compare the 
conditions of the social context of TV-viewing practices, by using questions that include 
the words “with whom,” “where,” “when,” and “what” to identify the key elements. I 
then discuss the differences in interactions between the elements and finally compare 
the consequences, the outcomes of the interactions – in other words, compare the TV-
viewing experience described by Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi with those of a TV live-
tweeter, proceeding from the analysis of the data for this study.  

8.3.1 Conditions 

With whom? 

Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi found that people tend to watch TV with people they know 
well. Only one percent of the time was TV watched with work colleagues or strangers, 
60% of the time it was watched with family members, six percent with friends, and 31% 
on one’s own. 

In comparison of these results to my findings, it is important to differentiate between 
watching with physically co-located people and watching physically remotely while 
sharing a virtual space such as Twitter.  

As is stated in Subsection 7.1.1, “Preparing for TV live-tweeting,” TV live-tweeting 
seems to be carried out most often when one is being physically alone at home. Many of 
my interviewees reported that, for them, live-tweeting was a substitute for face-to-face 
interaction. However, several interviewees also stated that they preferred TV 
live-tweeting to watching the TV program with friends or members of their family.  

Asking about with whom TV live-tweeters watch the show in the virtual space 
prompted dramatically different answers. The strongest differentiating factor, 
obviously, is that Twitter, through Internet access, provides potential for interaction 
with hundreds of thousands of other TV viewers simultaneously, which is an 
inconceivable number of people for any physical space in which we are used to 
watching television. In spite of this, my interviewees talked about TV live-tweeting as a 
shared TV-watching experience; therefore, comparison between traditional face-to-face 
companionship and the virtual companionship is interesting.  

In addition to the much larger number of people involved in the co-viewing, Twitter 
provides two very important features distinctive of the physical world. Firstly, with 
Twitter, TV viewers can interact with other TV viewers anonymously if they so wish. 
This encourages people to communicate with strangers while watching TV. The usage 
of hashtags, both for reading live-tweets and in writing of live-tweets, is a way to reach 
out to people whom the live-tweeters do not know, and this interaction with complete 
strangers is an essential part of the appeal of TV live-tweeting. In this respect, the 
virtual companionship is very different from the traditional face-to-face sort.  

Secondly, Twitter allows TV live-tweeters to select their TV-viewing company from 
among the thousands of other live-tweeters through the following functionality. As I 
have pointed out several times, live-tweeters enjoy TV live-tweeting with like-minded 
people. This tendency to follow similarly thinking people, which emerged very clearly 
from the analysis of the data, I have referred to as an echo-chamber effect, as if to 
insinuate that the live-tweeters created a bubble around themselves wherein messages 
similar to their outgoing messages got repeated continuously and from which messages 
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that the live-tweeter would not approve of or appreciate were filtered out. This is 
certainly true to an extent and is definitely one of the reasons for which my subjects feel 
empowered when live-tweeting about TV. It also explains why flamers and trolls have 
not been successful in the Twitter environment. I was intrigued by this observation and 
begun to wonder whether the behavior was characteristic of Twitter users and one of 
the keys to the service’s success. I later started to have second thoughts, however. I do 
believe that the echo-chamber effect is one of the secrets to Twitter’s success, because it 
increases the customer compatibility experienced (Martin & Pranter, 1989), but I do 
not believe that people’s behavior pattern in relation to it is distinctive only of Twitter. 
Some decades ago already, Lazarsfeld and Merton (1954) argued that most human 
communication occurs between people who are similar. Communication between 
people with the same values and lifestyles occurs more readily and is more influential 
(Brown & Reingen, 1987; Gilly, Graham, Wolfinbarger, & Yale, 1998). Family members 
tend to share many values, and homophily is commonplace among friends. Similarly, 
people attending sports events tend to want to sit among the supporters of the team 
they root for. Thus, TV live-tweeters merely replicate their face-to-face socializing 
behavior via Twitter – but on a larger scale. 

Where? 

According to Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi, 92.7% of the time, the TV-watching occurred 
at home, and it was at a friend or relative's home 6.1% of the time. My interviewees 
live-tweeted about TV mostly from home; sometimes from a friend’s home; and, 
especially when NHL games were involved, occasionally from a bar. No change is 
apparent here. 

When? 

Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi state that TV is viewed mostly after work and on weekends. 
However, at the time of their study, videocassette recorders were already giving viewers 
the opportunity to record TV programs and watch them at another, more suitable time. 
Although time-shifting technology has significantly improved since then, it still stands 
in contrast to live-tweeting’s clear requirements: by definition, it takes place when the 
program is aired. Therefore, a live-tweeter has less control over the time of viewing 
than did the TV viewers in Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi’s study. 

What? 

According to Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi, 63.5% of television-viewing was done while 
the viewer was doing something else simultaneously. Watching TV was a secondary 
activity on 28.3% of all occasions of viewing – i.e., the TV set was on in the background 
– while it was the primary activity in 71.7% of cases. The activities secondary to 
TV-viewing were most often (71.6% of the time) “oral activities”: eating, smoking, or 
talking. Talking alone accounted for 36.7% of the secondary activities. Other secondary 
activities were household chores, such as cooking and cleaning. 

Live-tweeting about TV cannot be considered an activity secondary to 
television-viewing as eating, cleaning, or cooking can, since it is so closely attached to 
TV-viewing. By definition, it is impossible to do TV live-tweeting without watching TV. 
Although TV viewers’ attention shifts momentarily between the TV screen and the 
Twitter screen during the live-tweeting, as is explained in Section 8.2, “How 
live-tweeting has changed the TV-viewing experience,” neither can TV-watching be 
seen as secondary to live-tweeting; rather, it is an integral part of the TV-viewing. In 
addition, my interviewees explained that they could not do housework or similar chores 
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while they were engaged in TV live-tweeting, since live-tweeting made the viewing 
experience much more intensive and demanding. 

The associated differences in the additional activities performed during TV-watching 
between a TV live-tweeter and a TV viewer of the sort in Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi’s 
study are, accordingly, considerable. A TV live-tweeter is more immersed in the viewing 
experience and cannot engage in other activities as easily as a TV viewer of 20 years ago. 

8.3.2 Interactions 

It is interesting to note that, although there are considerable differences in practices 
between offline and online social interaction during TV-viewing, some of the effects of 
the social interaction have many things in common between the two.  

Firstly, Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi state, “People feel better in virtually every activity 
– including TV-viewing – when they are with other people than when alone” (1990, 
p. 97). The case under consideration was planned TV-viewing with family members. 
This finding emphasizes, on one hand, TV viewers’ willingness to have company when 
watching TV and, on the other, that increased control of the viewing situation is 
important for TV viewers. 

This is highly consistent with observations 1 (that live-tweeting makes watching TV 
more entertaining) and 2 (that live-tweeting gives the TV viewer control over the social 
TV-viewing environment) in Section 8.2 (“How live-tweeting has changed the 
TV-viewing experience”). Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi’s finding aids in understanding 
why live-tweeters are willing to search for company via Twitter and shows that being in 
control of the viewing situation is something that TV viewers value, although they do 
have to give up control over the time of viewing if they want to live-tweet.  

Another result presented by Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi is that TV-viewing is found to 
be more challenging when one is watching with family members, because then the TV 
viewers need to share their attention between TV and the family members. This finding 
is in accordance with my observation 5, that live-tweeting renders the TV-viewing 
experience more engaging and demanding. 

8.3.3 Consequences 

Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi (ibid.) studied how television-viewing compared to other 
everyday activities. They found that TV-viewing ranked lower than reading, cooking, 
talking, leisure, etc. for the experienced challenge, required concentration, and sense of 
control. Television-viewing ranked very near the bottom also for the experienced 
activation and affect. Finally, also the stakes attached to television-viewing were 
experienced to be very low. In contrast, television-viewing ranked high for relaxation. 

Although my study did not measure any of the seven elements listed above and relied 
purely on qualitative data, my observations presented in Section 8.2 (“How 
live-tweeting has changed the TV-viewing experience”) strongly imply that live-
tweeting has a positive impact on six dimensions of the TV-viewing experience – 
activation, affect, control, challenge, stakes, and concentration – and a negative effect 
on relaxation, as is shown in Figure 8-1.  
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Figure 8-1: How TV live-tweeting affects the TV-viewing experience. 

8.4 Conclusion – the TV live-tweeter, an empowered TV viewer 

In this chapter, I have examined the influence of live-tweeting on the TV-viewing of my 
interviewees. Live-tweeting influences both TV-viewing practices and the viewing 
experience. Live-tweeting has given TV audiences more control over their TV-viewing 
experience, it has made the experience more social, more active, more challenging and 
emotional, and more engaging. It affords the TV viewer freedom to choose the social 
context, gives self-confidence through validation of ideas, and offers a friendly 
environment and power to act.  

I have described how, relying on data from previous literature, I compared the 
experiences of a TV live-tweeter and a “traditional TV viewer.” I see a TV live-tweeter as 
an empowered (Siitonen, 1999) TV viewer who can, by using Twitter, personalize and 
control his or her TV-viewing experience better than before, can express him- or herself 
more fully, and can reach a large enough audience and acceptance for his or her ideas. 

Live-tweeting a TV show is like, it's almost like being a heckler at a comedy club. 
Which is to say that you're not necessarily jeering the show, I mean you may if 
something stupid happens, but you're giving your unfiltered feedback while it's 
going on. And there's not really many other avenues where you can do that, you 
know, particularly not in the workplace because people are following robert's 
rules of order, etcetera, and you have to let the other person speak before you 
speak, and that kind of thing. I'd say it's a lot like heckling in that you just spit it 
out, and if the show goes on, which it will -- no one's tweets in my knowledge 
have [cut?] down a show in mid-airing -- you're just talking while it's 
happening. That's what it's best analogous to.     
     – GL-20, male, 29 y., fanatic Glee live-tweeter 
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I sum up this chapter and Part II of the dissertation thus: In the process of trying to 
redress their lack of social interaction while watching TV by integrating Twitter into 
their TV-viewing experience, TV live-tweeters have changed their TV-viewing practices 
and their TV-viewing experience in such a way that they feel more empowered, in 
greater control of it. It is this process, which I call experientializing, that sets TV 
live-tweeters apart from parallel TV and Twitter users. 

The contribution from this chapter completes the cumulative table of concepts and 
categories. In the theoretical framework, I consider influence on TV-viewing practices 
and influence on TV-viewing experience to be concepts and the respective 11 changes to 
be categories. Experientializing is the core concept that I will use to tie all of the other 
concepts together in Part III. 

 
Table 8-3: Cumulative table of concepts and categories 

CONCEPTS CATEGORIES 

TV live-tweeting  Empowerment 

Extending the experience 

Immediacy 

The more, the merrier 

Outlet 

TV live-tweeters Fanatic TV live-tweeter 

Systematic TV live tweeter 

Sporadic TV live tweeter 

Parallel TV and Twitter user Active Twitter user 

Courtesy tweets Greeting tweets 

Warnings tweets 

Thank-you tweets 

Outlet tweets Countdowns  

Performance tweets  

Cheering tweets 

Opinions  

Self-reflection tweets  

Selection tweets Play-by-play tweets 

Quotes 

Tweets offering additional information 

Analysis tweets Commentary-track tweets and conversation tweets 

TV live-tweeting practices Preparing for TV live-tweeting  

Pre-live-tweeting  

Writing live-tweets  
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Reading live-tweets  

Post-live-tweeting 

Use of Twitter functions 

Influence on TV-viewing practices Experientializing live-tweeting into the TV viewing 

Willingness to watch the program when it airs 

Need to balance attention between the two media 

Feeling less inclined to change the channel 

Influence on TV-viewing experience Live-tweeting makes watching TV more 
entertaining 

Live-tweeting gives the TV viewer control over the 
social TV-viewing environment 

Through live-tweeting, the viewer finds validation 
for his or her interpretations of the TV program 

Live-tweeting renders the TV-viewing experience 
more active and demanding 

Live-tweeting adds passion and intensity to the 
TV-viewing experience 

Live-tweeting offers new insights into the 
program 

Live-tweeting provides a sense of social 
connectedness 

Experientializing ? 
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PART III: THEORY-BUILDING AND CONCLUSIONS  

In this  part of this dissertation, Part III, I present the theory-building process and the 
three theories that resulted from the study, then the concluding chapter. In that final 
chapter, I summarize the results of the study; discuss the contribution of the thesis, 
along with its limitations; and, finally, suggest some lines of future research.  
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9 THEORY DEVELOPMENT FROM THE RESULTS OBSERVED 

In this chapter, I describe the development of theory that emerged from the analysis of 
the data obtained in the study. The main concept in this theory is experientializing, 
which I will present at three levels of abstraction.  

The first of these levels is the most specific. It involves conceptualizing experientializing 
of live-tweeting into the TV-viewing experience by referring to the live-tweeter behavior 
patterns presented in chapters 5 to 8. As I explain this substantive theory, I will draw 
from theories of multiple scientific disciplines, presented in chapters 3 and 4, that I 
found to be of assistance in understanding the phenomenon.   

The second and third levels are higher-level, more abstract. They provide the context 
for presenting my contribution to the service-marketing literature. At the second level, 
I present a tentative model for experientializing C2C communication into a consump-
tion experience. The level of abstraction here falls between that of the substantive 
theory and the general theory. At the third and the most abstract level, I introduce a 
tentative model for experientializing a consumer activity into a service experience.  

At the end of the chapter, I present my conclusions from the theory-building work.  

9.1 The theory-building process 

The theory-building process was gradual. It began with the first Glee interviews, in 2011, 
with reflection on my observations of live-tweeters’ practices in relations to each other 
and with my initial understanding as I attempted to uncover relationships between the 
various practices. The work continued throughout 2011 with the coding and analysis of 
the interview data. I started to develop a code hierarchy by categorizing my open codes 
under more general concepts and then looked for relations between these concepts. By 
spring 2012, I had identified five main code categories: immediacy; outlet; the more, 
the merrier; extending the experience; and empowerment. Memos on each of these 
main concepts are presented in Appendix 1. In early May 2012, in the midst of 
conducting NHL interviews and analyzing Glee data, I came up with the concept of 
experientializing, which I considered to bring many of my observations together. That 
first memo on the concept is presented below. 

Experientialization - a form of appropriation of something for hedonic purposes.
         – Theory-building memo, May 5th, 2012  

Although this initial description of the term was very brief and overly simple, I felt that 
it helped me to organize my thoughts under one “umbrella.”  

In summer–fall 2012, I started testing the term “experientializing” out by asking for 
opinions from my instructors, colleagues, and fellow students. I received encouraging 
feedback, which inspired me to proceed to develop my theory in line with this concept. 
In October 2012, I shared the following characterization of the term during a doctoral 
seminar at Hanken: 

With experientializing, I refer to spectator’s/customer’s process of 
appropriating new resources into his/her service experience in such way that 
they become virtually inseparable from one another. According to my data, for 
example, some of my respondents would have hard time watching TV without 
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live-tweeting at the same time. I think (hope) that this idea could also be 
generalized to other settings as well: some joggers, for example, consider 
listening to music while they run an essential part of their jogging hobby. Others 
have experientialized reading books to bus rides, eating popcorn to movie-going 
or reading gossip magazines to going to the hair parlour. The point is that the 
process is customer driven and that for some customers experientialization 
happens and for others it does not.        
                             – Theory-building memo, October 3rd, 2012  

While I would no longer qualify eating popcorn in a movie theatre or reading gossip 
magazines at the hairdresser’s to be experientializing, the main idea of the consumer 
driving the process has held its ground.  

In a memo from December 8th, 2012, I introduced for the first time the idea of the 
three levels of abstraction of the theory. 

My findings - or the theory that results from my study - should have at least 
three levels of abstraction:       
 1. (the least abstract) level should explain how tweeting affects TV viewing
 (…)          
 2. level should explain how C2C communication affects service experience
 (…)          
 3. (the most abstract) level should explain how experientialization takes place.
           – Theory-building memo, December 8th, 2012  

At this point, the research process slowed considerably: I started to work full-time in 
fall 2012 and could concentrate on my doctoral research only during my free time. 
Therefore, I wrote only one theory-building memo in the first half of 2013. On January 
3, 2013, I stated that I felt that I needed to review my coding scheme in light of the 
NHL material before I could develop the theory further. This work then continued 
slowly until summer 2013, when I took a three-month leave of absence from my job in 
order to concentrate fully on my research again. It was then, after having finished 
coding all the interview and tweet material, that I developed my first understanding of 
live-tweeting practices, of live-tweet types, and of how these affect the TV-viewing 
experience. In the fall of 2013, after my leave of absence, I continued in earnest to work 
on the theory that connected all of these pieces. Although the development of the 
substantive theory led the way, I worked on all three levels in parallel. 

9.2 The first level of theory: Substantive theory on TV live-tweeting – 

experientializing live-tweeting into the TV-viewing 

To develop the theory related to TV live-tweeting, I set out to identify the relationships 
among the concepts that had emerged from my data, which I have introduced in 
chapters 5 to 8: the various types of TV live-tweeters and TV live-tweets, TV 
live-tweeting practices, and those practices’ influence on the TV-viewing experience. 
My purpose with the theory was to describe the core processes occurring between the 
concepts – i.e., to connect concepts to other concepts tentatively (Glaser, 2001). 

9.2.1 The first model 

I started by looking at the TV live-tweeting process. I did this by comparing the 
TV-viewing and tweeting processes of active Twitter users to the TV live-tweeting 
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processes of the other three groups of users I identified in Chapter 5: fanatic, 
systematic, and sporadic live-tweeters. The goal behind my approach was to identify 
what sets TV live-tweeting apart from simultaneous TV-viewing and Twitter use.  

Figure 9-1 depicts the simultaneous TV-viewing and Twitter use processes of an active 
Twitter user. It is noteworthy that here the two processes remain separate from each 
other, although they run in parallel. Between the two processes I have placed a zone of 
influence and interference. Influence takes place when the tweeting TV viewer 
occasionally tweets about the program in progress. The notion of interference refers to 
the need for the consumer to divide his or her attention between the two media. In 
essence, the relationship between TV-viewing and tweeting is in this setting similar to 
the primary and secondary activities that Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi (1990) have 
discussed. Tweeting could be compared to, for instance, talking on the phone or 
cooking while one is watching TV. 

�

 

Figure 9-1: An active Twitter user's process of simultaneous Twitter use and TV-viewing. 

In contrast, a TV live-tweeter merges the two processes, as is shown in Figure 9-2. 
Sending and reading of tweets are triggered by the TV viewer’s reactions to the program. 
New Twitter practices emerge that are specific to TV live-tweeting, and also TV-viewing 
practices change. Although tweeting hinders TV-viewing, and vice versa, it is no longer 
considered to be interference; rather, it involves balancing between the two media. The 
resulting experience is unique to TV live-tweeting.  

It is these three stages – integration of TV-viewing and tweeting, emergence of new 
practices, and transformation of the resulting experience – that set TV live-tweeting 
apart from simultaneous TV-watching and tweeting. These stages also form the heart of 
experientializing, upon which I will elaborate in Section 9.3. 
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�

 

Figure 9-2: The first model of the substantive theory, presenting the process wherein the TV 

viewer experientializes live-tweeting into the TV-viewing experience. 

Although Figure 9-1 and Figure 9-2 present two alternative ways to tweet while watching 
TV, they can also be seen as successive stages. The process involved is depicted in 
Figure 9-3: initially, a tweeting TV viewer discovers TV live-tweeting; then, he or she 
gradually changes practices such that the tweeting is more and more influenced by 
TV-viewing. The two activities finally merge, which leads to experientialization. 

�

 

Figure 9-3: Parallel TV-viewing and tweeting leading to integration of the two activities. 

This first model of the substantive theory enabled me to understand the basic process 
of TV live-tweeting and how it differs from simultaneous TV-viewing and Twitter use. 
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This model, however, was unable to address how context influences the process or how 
the experience influences motivation to continue live-tweeting. 

9.2.2 The second model 

To flesh out my understanding, I attempted, with the second model, to visualize the 
interdependencies of these elements with the aid of a circular construct. The iterations 
resulted in the picture presented in Figure 9-4.  

�

 

Figure 9-4: The second model of the substantive theory, showing the interrelationships of 

the basic elements of TV live-tweeting. 

The consumer is at the middle in the diagram, and I have positioned the other three 
elements (live-tweeting, TV-viewing, and the resulting experience) around the 
consumer in a circle with one element leading to another. Live-tweeting is initiated by 
the consumer. This introduces a new element to the TV-viewing and changes its 
practices. New practices lead to a new experience, which, in turn, motivates the 
consumer to continue the TV live-tweeting.  

The outer portions of the diagram refer to the interplay between the basic elements and 
other live-tweeters, the TV program, and past experiences. The lower left-hand corner 
is important, showing the interaction with other live-tweeters. Although live-tweeting is 
overwhelmingly dominated by peer communication, Twitter also enables the viewer to 
interact directly with the TV program, its producers, and its broadcaster, and vice-versa. 
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This communication is represented in the model with the dashed arrow linking live-
tweeting and the TV program. 

In the upper middle, the TV program is connected with a one-way arrow to the TV 
viewer. This highlights that TV broadcasting is a one-way medium and that TV viewers 
are obviously affected by the content of the program. The lower right corner points to 
the influence of past experiences.  

In the end, I found, however, that this representation too was insufficient. Firstly, it is a 
visualization that implies live-tweeting, TV-viewing, and experience to be equivalent 
elements, although the last element (experience) is a result of the other two 
(live-tweeting and TV-viewing). Secondly, this model left me unable to represent how 
live-tweeting practices influence the TV live-tweeting experience.  

9.2.3 The final model 

Figure 9-5 presents the third and final model for the substantive theory of 
experientializing live-tweeting into one’s TV-viewing. It combines elements from 
models 1 and 2.  

The final model is of a linear process describing four stages, consisting of concepts 
developed in chapters 5 to 8 (TV live-tweeters and their motivations, integration of the 
consumer’s activities, new practices, and transformed experience), and a feedback loop 
from the end to the beginning. The process is influenced both by internal factors such 
as the TV live-tweeter’s personality and the content of the TV program and by external 
factors such as the environment, other live-tweeters, and TV companies. These are 
presented beneath the consumer’s process. After the image, I will look at each of the 
stages and discuss how they mesh with theories presented in chapters 3 and 4. 
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� 

Figure 9-5: The third and final model of the substantive theory of experientializing live-

tweeting into one’s TV-viewing. 
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9.2.4 Live-tweeters and their motivations 

The first stage of the substantive theory is the starting point, TV live-tweeters and their 
motivations. Understanding TV live-tweeters’ motivations is important because 
live-tweeting is a consumer-led phenomenon and there is no need for anyone to start to 
live-tweet about any TV program.  

According to my data, there was one overarching motivating factor for starting to 
live-tweet about TV, and this extended across all live-tweeter types. That was TV 
viewers’ willingness to interact with like-minded people while watching TV. As I 
explained in Chapter 5, some of the NHL live-tweeters were living far from their 
original hometown and live-tweeting about the games was a way to connect with people 
from that area. Others were living in generally remote areas or had a physical condition 
that prevented them from attending ice-hockey games in person. For these people, TV 
live-tweeting was a substitute for personally attending a game. Finally, some Glee 
live-tweeters explained that there were not like-minded people in their professional 
and family environment so they sought company via Twitter. Often the trigger to try 
out live-tweeting was a friend’s recommendation or seeing someone’s live-tweets.  

Motivations to continue TV live-tweeting are affected by live-tweeters’ previous 
live-tweeting experiences. These have been discussed in chapters 6 (“The types of TV 
live-tweets”) and 7 (“TV Live-tweeting practices”). Interviewees brought up willingness 
to express oneself (outlet tweets) in particular. Being able to cheer and shout during 
ice-hockey games or express one’s opinions about Glee’s musical numbers were spoken of 
numerous times. Sharing emotions with peers was often brought up by Glee and NHL 
live-tweeters alike. Through quotes, comments, and analysis (selection tweets and analysis 
tweets), live-tweeters engaged in joint meaning-making for Glee episodes and ice-hockey 
games. Interviewees emphasized also the joy of validation of one’s opinions through 
other live-tweeters’ tweets, replies, and retweets. On a more detailed level, motivations 
for sending individual tweets include, in addition, willingness to help the TV program, 
social management strategies, and promotion of live-tweeters’ blogs or of related material.  

It seems also that the fact that TV live-tweeting is completely voluntary increases the 
motivation to live-tweet. Live-tweeters can influence their TV-viewing experience by 
integrating live-tweeting into it and feel empowered because of this.  

One factor with a negative influence on live-tweeters’ motivation to start live-tweeting 
was the physical presence of one or more other people who do not live-tweet them-
selves. In these conditions, live-tweeters felt obliged to restrain themselves from 
live-tweeting. 

These findings are consistent with several of the theories presented in Chapter 3, 
forming part of my pre-understanding, and in Section 4.3 (“Literature review triggered 
by analysis of the empirical material”).  

In line with Kelley’s (1983) work and that of Martin and Clark (1996), the antecedents 
to TV live-tweeting can be divided into personal, environmental, and relational causes. 
The personal causes emerging from the data are related to live-tweeters’ sense of 
loneliness or isolation, whether physical or mental. Environmental causes can be 
divided into physical and social elements. The physical aspects that emerged were 
related mainly to the place where live-tweeting took place. My interviewees reported 
live-tweeting most from their own home. The social factor mentioned by the 
interviewees refers to the presence of other people: being with some one (other than one’s 
spouse) who was not him- or herself live-tweeting either diminished the live-tweeting 
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activity or prevented it altogether. The primary relational cause mentioned by TV 
live-tweeters was the number of other people live-tweeting about the TV program in 
question. A higher number of other live-tweeters positively influenced TV live-tweeters’ 
motivation to live-tweet. Accordingly, the virtual social density can be regarded to have 
an approach behavioral effect on TV live-tweeting (Mehrabian & Russell, 1974).  

Live-tweeters’ willingness to start live-tweeting in order to interact with others implies 
strongly that social interaction is a driver (Walter et al., 2010) or determinant (Verhoef 
et al., 2009) of the TV live-tweeting experience. Two of the four characteristics of CMC 
that Barak and Suler (2008) list are clearly essential for live-tweeters. These are 
geographical distances becoming irrelevant and the possibility of anonymity. The 
former makes it possible to find like-minded people all over the world and to 
communicate with them, and the latter lowers the barrier to expressing oneself freely.  

The influence of others’ presence on live-tweeting motivations is in accordance with 
relationship marketing theory, which considers the social network of the customer to 
be an element with potential to influence the service experience (Gummesson, 2004). 

In Twitter research, Johnson and Yang (2009) found that social motives are important 
for Twitter users, a result clearly supported by my findings. 

Marwick and boyd (2010) have emphasized self-promotion and impression 
management as reasons to use Twitter. Although my interviewees did not mention 
these reasons explicitly, the importance they accorded to receiving replies, to having 
their live-tweets noticed by other live-tweeters, and to finding validation for their 
opinions supports the notion of impression management as important in this context.  

Wohn and Na (2011) found that people live-tweet to express themselves and that they 
do so also for adherence to a group. Both of these findings find support in my study.  

The willingness I found among live-tweeters to connect with people from their home 
area was also supported by previous literature (Zhao & Rosson, 2006; Chen, 2011; 
Schirra et al., 2014) and data from a newspaper article (Vance, 2010). Also, the five 
motivations that Zhao and Rosson (2009) have listed for using Twitter (presented in 
section 4.3.3) can be readily identified in the motivations that emerged from my data. 
Zhao and Rosson concluded also that people found Twitter to be a useful tool for -
finding common ground between people. This is consistent with my finding related to 
live-tweeters’ joint meaning-making.  

Chen’s (2011) argument that the social gratification within Twitter occurs through inter-
action with other “regular” Twitter users and not, for example, through media personalities 
supports my observation that live-tweeters find satisfaction via live-tweeting with peers. 

9.2.5 Integration of the consumer’s activities 

The second stage of the experientializing process is the integration of the consumer’s 
activities.  

With the word “integration,” I want to emphasize the fact that, through experientializing, 
both live-tweeting and TV-viewing become parts of the TV live-tweeting experience. The 
two activities not only take place simultaneously; also, the contents of the live-tweets 
are related to the program that is being viewed, and the live-tweets are seen as 
enriching the TV-viewing experience. This is markedly different from use of Twitter 
that is parallel to TV-viewing yet not related in its content. In Kubey and Csíkszent-
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mihályi’s terms (1990), one of the two activities would, in such a case, be considered 
the primary activity and the other a secondary one, just as with working at home while 
the TV set is on in the background. In TV live-tweeting, tweeting and TV-viewing form 
a joint experience with practices that distinguish it from separate TV-viewing and from 
separate Twitter use (discussed more thoroughly in Subsection 9.2.3).  

Understanding live-tweeting and TV-viewing as both being integral parts of the new 
experience is essential for understanding the immersion process of a TV live-tweeting 
viewer. As I pointed out in Subsection 3.2.2 (“Phenomenological approach to service 
experience”), I had trouble at first in tying TV live-tweeting in with the operations that 
facilitate immersion: nesting, investigating, and stamping (Carù & Cova, 2003). This 
was particularly true for nesting, in which the consumer tries to push aside everything 
that might interfere with the media experience. When I started this study, I did not 
understand how live-tweeting could possibly fit into this framework, since it 
unquestionably takes viewers’ attention away from the screen. However, through the 
analysis of the material, I have grown to understand that TV live-tweeters do not 
consider live-tweeting and TV-viewing separate in this context. Instead, for them, the 
live-tweeting and TV-viewing together represent a new and different experience. They 
want to immerse themselves in that experience, and they start to use the operations 
that facilitate immersion with regard to this new experience. This becomes apparent in 
the way some of my interviewees wanted to protect their TV live-tweeting sessions from 
the intrusion of other people or from the hindrance of chores around the house.  

From the immersion point of view, I would compare the introduction of live-tweeting 
into TV-viewing to the introduction of “talkies” in the late 1920s. Synchronized 
dialogue was integrated into a film for the first time in 1927. Although many considered 
the sound to be a nuisance at first, movie audiences took to it rapidly and started to 
consider it an integral part of movies. The coming of sound changed the way films were 
made, how they were consumed, and the way in which they were experienced.   

Obviously, one big difference between the integration of sound with movies and the 
integration of live-tweeting with TV-viewing is that the former was done by the studios, 
while experientializing live-tweeting into the TV-viewing is a consumer-driven process.   

The words “the consumer’s activities” are used in the title of this section to emphasize 
that TV live-tweeting is initiated, carried out, and managed by each viewer individually. 
It is obvious that TV viewers also have control over ceasing of their TV live-tweeting 
activity – they may suspend it for a while or permanently discontinue it. Live-tweeting 
about TV continues only as long as the consumer prefers this new experience with TV 
live-tweeting over the traditional TV-viewing experience.  

Although TV live-tweeters are in control of integrating their live-tweeting and 
TV-viewing practices, the process of experientializing is influenced both by TV content 
and by the TV live-tweeting context. Television content affects the TV viewer’s 
willingness to engage in TV live-tweeting. Experientializing may not occur with 
program A while it might well happen with program B, simply because the TV viewer is 
not interested enough in program A. In the case of program A, use of Twitter could still 
be a parallel activity, as with the active Twitter users described in Chapter 5. Context 
can influence the process in many ways. As is explained in Chapter 6, the mere 
presence of other people may render integration of live-tweeting and TV-viewing so 
awkward that the situation does not allow it to happen. At the same time, the absence 
of other TV live-tweeters can make the experience less entertaining. Of course, 
technical problems with the TV broadcast or not having an Internet connection can also 
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prevent TV live-tweeting. Another factor is that TV companies may try to encourage TV 
viewers to live-tweet by promoting so-called official hashtags for TV programs. 

9.2.6 New practices 

The third stage according to the substantive theory is the creation and use of new 
practices. The integration of tweeting and TV-viewing has led live-tweeters to come up 
with practices of using Twitter that are unique to TV-watching and also to develop new 
TV-viewing practices.  

The new practices in Twitter use include, for example, posting warning tweets and 
countdowns before the program; writing tweets while the show is in progress and 
reading tweets during the commercial breaks; using hashtags both to seek larger audiences 
and for filtering purposes; starting to follow other TV live-tweeters; and using hashtags, 
mentions, and replies selectively when conversing with other live-tweeters. These 
practices were described more fully in Chapter 7 (“TV Live-tweeting practices”).  

The new TV-viewing practices include balancing one’s attention between two media, 
missing bits and pieces of the TV program, and a tendency to be less inclined to change 
channel. Live-tweeters also watch the program when it airs and do not use time shifting 
devices when they live-tweet. These new TV-viewing practices have been explained 
more thoroughly in Section 8.1, “How live-tweeting has changed TV-viewing practices.” 

As a result of both sets of new practices, TV live-tweeters manage to customize their 
TV-viewing experience. In line with Turpeinen’s findings (2001), this makes the viewing 
experience more personal and relevant for each live-tweeter. In addition, through these 
live-tweeting practices, the TV viewer’s/live-tweeter’s role begins to shift more and 
more from consumption of content to active participation in the meaning-making and 
creation of content, also among the findings reported by Turpeinen. 

As is explained in chapters 1 and 4, research into live-tweeting practices was very scarce 
when I started this study. Marwick and boyd (2010) looked at Twitter users’ audience 
management and identified practices similar to those I found with respect to the use of 
mentions, retweets, and Twitter’s following functionality in targeting of tweets to 
different audiences. My interviewees, however, also used hashtags extensively for 
managing audiences. The reason that Marwick and boyd did not report any such 
findings is most probably that their data-gathering was done either before or only just 
after the official introduction of hashtags to Twitter, in July 2009 (MacArthur, 2013).  

While I was working on my study, several studies of live-tweeting were published. 
Wohn and Na (2011) found that live-tweeting was very dependent on the TV content, 
which is in line with my results, and identified rapid tweeting practices during airing of 
the program that are similar to those I report in my findings. However, Wohn and Na 
reported more live-tweets being sent during the commercial breaks, whereas my 
interviewees emphasized that they used the ad breaks for reading other people’s tweets.  

Also, the live-tweeting practices identified by Schirra et al. (2014) are largely in line 
with my findings. My observations having to do with warnings (in Subsection 6.1.1), 
quotes (in Subsection 6.3.2), tweets offering additional information (in Subsection 
6.3.3), and how live-tweeting has changed TV-viewing practices (in Section 8.1) find 
support in their reports on live-tweeting etiquette (signaling intention to live-tweet, of 
avoiding “spoiler” tweets, and about doing the tweeting live) and practices under the 
label of managing social TV activity (related to tweeting as a distraction).  
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With regard to Holt’s (1995) consumption typology, live-tweeting practices can be seen 
as relevant in all of the main dimensions. Outlet tweets enable live-tweeters to express 
their emotions (consuming as experience in Holt’s framework). By sending analysis 
tweets and selection tweets and by using the appropriate hashtag, live-tweeters can 
assimilate themselves into the program’s context and participate in joint 
meaning-making associated with the program while also making their personal 
contribution to the “official” tweet-flow (consuming as integration). Courtesy tweets 
and outlet tweets are used in particular for communing, with analysis tweets employed 
for socializing (consuming as play). Finally, TV live-tweeters can be distinguished from 
each other in the expertise portrayed in the analysis tweets, tweeting frequency and 
regularity, and the lists of followers (consuming as classification). 

9.2.7 Transformed experience 

Transformed experience is the fourth stage in the substantive theory.  

In Chapter 1, I used the following definition of service experience: “[e]xperience is a 
subjective and internal response, encompassing both rational and emotional reactions 
of the individual to interactions he or she has with the organization, its brand, and the 
service or product – which are considered to be in the control of the organization – but 
just as much with third parties such as other customers, the press, or competitors, 
considered to be beyond the organization’s control. These experiences create memories 
that accumulate over time and affect the future experiences.” Thus, the TV live-tweeting 
experience is affected by all the elements illustrated in Figure 9-5 obviously, the 
content of the program but also the TV live-tweeting environment, interaction with 
other TV live-tweeters, the live-tweeter’s personal characteristics (including past 
experience and personality), and – especially – the individual live-tweeter’s activities.   

When any of these elements change, the experience is affected, and when new elements 
are introduced, they too transform the experience. Each new practice either affects 
some of the preexisting experience parameters or introduces a whole new dimension to 
it. Writing outlet tweets can, for example, increase the affect and activity factors of the 
experience, while receiving replies increases the social interactivity of the experience 
and may also offer validation of live-tweeters’ opinions. This cause-and-effect 
relationship is presented in Figure 9-5 with arrows from live-tweeting practices to the 
transformed experience. 

The most noteworthy influence of experientializing live-tweeting into the TV-viewing 
experience, however, is the empowerment of the TV viewer. As I highlighted in Section 
8.2 (“How live-tweeting has changed the TV-viewing experience”), TV live-tweeting 
increases the viewer’s control over his or her TV-viewing experience. A TV live-tweeter 
can personalize the experience by choosing the social context, can express him- or 
herself by sending live-tweets, and can receive validation for his or her personal 
opinions through other people’s live-tweets (and from replies and retweets). 

In turn, these changes in the experience motivate live-tweeters to abandon their 
previous TV-viewing practices and replace these with new ones. For example, sending 
live-tweets and receiving replies is perceived as so rewarding that TV live-tweeters are 
willing to divide their attention between the TV content and Twitter and accept the loss 
of parts of the program. This cause-and-effect relationship is presented in Figure 9-5 
with arrows from the transformed experience to TV-viewing practices. I have discussed 
these changes in more depth in Section 8.1, “How live-tweeting has changed 
TV-viewing practices.” 
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There is very little previous literature addressing the effects of live-tweeting on the 
TV-viewing experience, but some parts of my theory can be examined in light of studies 
in psychology and media studies. 

Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi (1990), who studied family interactions during TV-viewing, 
found that talking with family members is the most popular activity accompanying TV-
viewing and that, when watching with family members, people talked during 21% of the 
viewing time. The study found that people saw the experience of watching TV with 
family members as more positive than watching on their own is. The TV viewers felt 
more cheerful, more relaxed, and more sociable in this environment. However, 
watching with family members was found to be more challenging, because watching TV 
while talking to others was experienced as more demanding. Viewers felt more active 
and able to concentrate when watching alone. 

Although Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi did not explore TV viewers’ interaction via Twitter 
or any other CMC platform, their findings related to face-to-face interaction during the 
viewing offer some resonance with my results. The fact that people often talk while 
watching TV with their family members and that they feel more cheerful when this 
happens leads one to believe that at least some TV viewers have a need for social inter-
action while watching TV and that the same motivation might well entice them to 
live-tweet about TV. This may support the assumption that social interaction is a driver 
(Walter et al., 2010) or a determinant (Verhoef et al., 2009) of the TV live-tweeting 
experience. 

The finding that TV viewers found watching TV more challenging while talking is also 
consistent with my findings about live-tweeting and may explain why my interviewees 
described the TV live-tweeting experience as more intense than regular TV-viewing. 

Strizhakova (2005) studied leisure-consumption strategies in three contexts of leisure: 
TV-viewing, Internet use, and shopping. She found that an instrumental strategy – i.e., 
a functional, utilitarian, or cognitive approach – is more likely to leave the consumer 
addicted to the leisure in question than is a ritualized strategy that relies solely on an 
experiential, hedonic, or affective approach. Given that Strizhakova categorized 
watching soap operas under ritualized strategy and socializing under instrumental 
strategy, it could be argued that live-tweeting adds an instrumental strategy to 
watching soap operas, which might explain why people want to continue live-tweeting 
and why some of my respondents even felt addicted to it (see Subsection 7.4.3, “Replies 
and retweets”). 

This is well in line with Lin’s (1993) findings according to which active TV viewers 
receive greater viewing satisfaction and is consistent also with Carù and Cova’s 
description of a progressive immersion process (2003) and consumer immersion 
model (2007), which imply that consumers’ activity aids in the immersion process by 
reducing the distance between them and the experience. Finally, in Pine and Gilmore’s 
(1999) model, the activity required by live-tweeting could be considered to move 
TV-watching from absorption toward immersion, closer to the “sweet spot” of engaging 
experiences.   

This correlation between activity and addiction, activity and satisfaction, and activity 
and immersion, respectively, in the aforementioned theories may be explained by the 
commitment and consistency principle (Cialdini, 2001), according to which human 
actions are often driven by our innate need for consistency, where the first step is 
commitment. According to the associated theory, people have a very strong need to act 
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consistently and writing down one’s ideas and opinions gets people to commit to acting 
accordingly – even when they do not actually subscribe to those ideas or opinions at the 
time of writing. The reason is that written messages can be made public and public 
commitments tend to be lasting ones. This psychological trait has been taken advantage 
of extensively in psychological warfare and often seen also in marketing campaigns. 
The commitment and consistency principle explains why writing live-tweets makes TV 
live-tweeting so engaging and intense and why TV live-tweeters feel more passionate 
and addicted than they do when engaging in regular TV-viewing. 

This effect is linked to two of the four characteristics of CMC identified by Barak and 
Suler (2008): textual form and potential for asynchronous communication. By 
articulating their opinions, analyses, and emotions in a tweet, live-tweeters become 
more committed to these ideas than they would be with an oral statement, because the 
tweet can be read by thousands and thousands of other live-tweeters whereas an oral 
statement generally can be heard only by those who are in the same physical space. The 
asynchronous nature of Twitter communication increases a tweet’s publicness still 
further because the tweet remains publicly accessible for reading long after its creation. 
This can assist in explaining the virtuous cycle of live-tweeting activity (see Figure 9-7, 
below), pointing to why TV live-tweeters are so passionately involved in live-tweeting, 
and it might explain also the long-term involvement of fanatic and systematic 
live-tweeters, which can extend to quite lengthy periods of time.  

In the field of media studies, several scholars (Jenkins, 2006; Baym, 1993; Bailey, 
2002; Ford, 2008) have found that CMC has made participating in fan discussion 
easier, reduced the social risk of participation, and empowered fans to create their own 
material. This fits in well with the empowering effect of live-tweeting referred to in my 
substantive theory.  

The few previously published studies that address the effects of live-tweeting support 
the findings of my study for the most part. 

Also Shamma et al. (2009) found combining of Twitter and broadcast TV empowering. 
The general formal theory of empowerment (Siitonen, 1999) supports the notion that 
TV live-tweeting leads to the empowerment of a live-tweeting TV viewer. Live-tweeting 
increases the self-determination of the TV viewer by allowing him or her to personalize 
the viewing experience (goals). Live-tweeting enhances the live-tweeter’s self-image by 
bringing like-minded people together and by offering many ways to live-tweet (outlet 
tweets, selection tweets, and analysis tweets): nearly everyone can find a way that suits 
his or her capabilities, style and comfort levels (capacity beliefs). Live-tweeting helps 
the live-tweeter to feel accepted and appreciated by offering validation for his or her 
opinion and ideas through replies and retweets (context beliefs). Finally, live-tweeting 
gives the participant an energetic and positive environment (emotions). Therefore, it 
can be argued that a live-tweeter goes through all the sub-processes of empowerment 
when live-tweeting and, in consequence, feels empowered.  

Andrejevic (2008) remained very reserved when considering the empowerment of TV 
viewers by means of the site TelevisionWithoutPity.com. However, Andrejevic framed 
empowerment as users’ ability to be heard by the TV companies. My interviewees too 
were skeptical about their ability to influence the show, but this was a separate issue 
from being able to influence one’s own TV live-tweeting experience.  

Houston et al. (2013) found that TV viewers who were live-tweeting about election 
debates during the 2012 U.S. presidential race paid more attention to the debates than 
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did TV viewers who were not live-tweeting and that they also perceived the debates to 
be more important. These results are in accordance with my finding that live-tweeting 
adds passion and intensity to the TV-viewing experience. In contrast, my observation 
that live-tweeting makes watching TV more entertaining was not echoed in the study by 
Houston and colleagues. This discrepancy may be due to the content of the TV 
programs involved.  

Interestingly, Johnson and Yang’s study (2009) found that Twitter users were having 
less fun using Twitter than the users had expected, which is clearly in contradiction 
with my findings. This may be because Johnson and Yang were studying Twitter use in 
general and these findings are not applicable specifically to live-tweeting. 

Also, Weed’s (2008) study about soccer spectatorship in English pubs is interesting. 
According to Weed, sports spectators’ need for proximity was for, first and foremost, 
proximity to other spectators. He argues that the sports history and culture that 
spectators bring with them to a pub transforms the pub from a social space into a 
sports venue of sorts. With respect to TV live-tweeting, one could expand on Weed’s 
line of thought and imagine that spectators do not need proximity to other spectators 
so much as they need interaction with them – the culture and history of the sport (or of 
the program) are conveyed through the communication that takes place, and Twitter is 
transformed from a social space into a sports-related space or, in more general terms, a 
shared space for the TV program by the participating live-tweeters. 

Finally, live-tweeting creates a relationship among viewers around the TV program and, 
in so doing, enhances the relationship to the program. This conclusion is in line with 
Andrejevic’s (2008) findings about online fans. However, whether people connected by 
live-tweeting truly form online communities in the sense that Haythornthwaite (2007) 
has described is questionable and at least context-dependent. Although Glee fans, 
among others, use hashtags to create their own language (see Sample Tweet 7-4), it is 
clear that not all Glee live-tweeters share the same norms or feel a sense of unity with 
each other, as can be seen from Sample Tweet 7-8 and Sample Tweet 7-9. Then again, 
live-tweeting Pittsburgh Penguins fans clearly shared common symbols, shared 
rivalries, and a felt sense of community.  

In any event, Twitter does not represent a company-provided community of the sort 
Evans et al. (2001) discuss, nor do TV live-tweeters form the kinds of 
company-controlled communities that Carù and Cova (2007) and Antikainen (2007) 
have described in their studies. Nevertheless, firms can use Twitter to facilitate C2C 
communication by suggesting an “official” hashtag and providing additional 
information for those consumers who use that hashtag (TV companies and NHL teams 
already do this), and they can benefit from the increased interest that live-tweets 
generate around the show, as Andrejevic (2008) suggests. This is partially because 
Twitter provides an environment for its users that enables live-tweeters to use Twitter 
functions (e.g., hashtags and following) for choosing the other live-tweeters they want 
to interact with; in Martin and Clark’s (1996) terms, the live-tweeters can modify their 
social environment and their interdependence with other customers. This approach 
largely resolves the challenge of customer compatibility (Martin & Pranter, 1989). 

9.2.8 New evaluation criteria 

Although new evaluation criteria are actually part of the transformed experience, the 
fourth stage of development in the substantive model, I have dedicated a separate 
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subsection to this topic, because I see it as having an important role in the overall 
process. 

For TV live-tweeters, peer communication is an essential part of the TV live-tweeting 
experience. Hence, they evaluate the quality of that experience differently from that of 
the traditional TV experience. For them, social interaction becomes one of the 
quality-related attributes of the experience, along with the TV content and the technical 
quality of the content distribution. Since my subjects reported being less inclined to 
change the channel when live-tweeting, it would seem logical to deduce that, as the 
social interaction increases in importance in the evaluation of the experience’s quality, 
the content of the show simultaneously loses some of its importance. 

One of the core categories that emerged from the analysis of the interview material I 
named “the more, the merrier,” to indicate that live-tweeters liked their experience 
more when there were many other live-tweeters tweeting at the same time. The 
presence of more live-tweeters is an obvious sign of popularity, which can be 
interpreted as validation of live-tweeters’ choice of TV content and, thereby, rewarding 
in itself. However, popularity also entails a larger pool of people and of tweets to choose 
from when one selects those to follow or searches for tweets that echo one’s own 
sentiments. Thus, the likelihood of customer compatibility is increased (ibid.). A large 
number of tweets means also that live-tweeters have to stay alert all the time if they are 
to remain abreast of the live-tweeting discussion taking place on their respective 
timelines. Many reported that this “living in the moment” (in vivo code) was one of the 
“fun factors” of TV live-tweeting, and, in fact, immediacy was another core category 
that emerged from the data analysis. It is completely in line with these observations 
that live-tweeters mentioned a low number of other live-tweeters and tweets and a 
“slow timeline” when I asked them to describe reasons for a bad TV live-tweeting 
experience. 

Other positive quality factors related to live-tweeting were the quantity of replies 
received, the number of one’s live-tweets that are retweeted, funny quotes, and 
conversations. In Figure 9-5, I have grouped all the above factors together under “social 
interaction.” 

Obviously, a large factor in the quality of the experience was the quality of the show. 
Glee interviewees reported that some TV shows are more “tweetable” than others. Glee 
was found to be very tweetable because of its musical numbers featuring new 
arrangements of classic songs. These provoked much discussion among live-tweeters. 
Also, the large number of characters, with diverse ethnicities and personalities, was 
deemed to add to the tweetability. The NHL live-tweeters had a more black-and-white 
evaluation of the content in their experience: games that were won led to good 
experiences, and games that were lost led to bad experiences. Games against close 
rivals were considered the most passionate. In Figure 9-5, these quality-related 
attributes associated with the TV programs are placed under “TV content.” However, 
this is not a new evaluation criterion. 

Obviously, technical quality plays a role in evaluation of the experience. Interviewees 
reported instances wherein the TV transmission was for some reason delayed in their 
area and that their TV live-tweeting experience suffered considerably in consequence, 
since they could learn about all the happenings first via Twitter and in so doing could 
not react themselves to the twists and turns in the program with the appropriate timing. 
Likewise, people reported that they sometimes suffered from a bad Internet connection, 
which prevented them from sending tweets and participating in the TV live-tweeting 
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experience. Since only the technical quality of the live-tweeting is a new element in 
comparison to the TV-viewing experience, I list in Figure 9-5only “Technical quality 
related to tweeting,” which encompasses the Internet connection, Twitter, and other 
technical problems that could arise in relation to tweeting.  

Although social interaction and technical quality are presented in Figure 9-5 as at the 
same level, I see the components of technical quality together as secondary to the 
“social interaction” element because TV live-tweeters do not use it as a selection 
criterion when deciding what content to live-tweet about and because even the best 
technical performance would not leave the live-tweeters feeling satisfied with their 
experience if the TV content and social interaction were not satisfactory, even though 
bad technical performance of TV transmission or the tweeting system could well ruin 
an entire experience. In Johnston’s (1995) terms, technical performance would, 
accordingly, be a dissatisfier attribute whereas TV content would probably be both a 
dissatisfier and a satisfier, with social interaction being only a satisfier. Good 
performance for a satisfier attribute means an increase in the consumer-perceived 
service quality (Grönroos, 2007a). Social interaction being only a satisfier in this 
context is certainly due to the fact that Twitter allows its users to specify those they 
wish to follow, which results in high customer compatibility (Martin & Pranter, 1989). 

Social interaction as an evaluation criterion finds considerable support from the 
previous literature. 

TV live-tweeters’ enjoyment of there being many people live-tweeting about the 
program simultaneously implies that virtual social density leads to an approach 
behavioral response, in line with the approach–avoidance theory (Mehrabian & Russell, 
1974; Donovan & Rossiter, 1982). As the number of TV live-tweets increases with the 
number of TV live-tweeters, virtual social density leads, in this context, also to an 
increase in affective events (Weiss & Cropanzano, 1996) resulting in emotional 
contagion (Hatfield & Cacioppo, 1994). 

According to the social facilitation theory (Zajonc, 1965), the existence of an audience 
has an effect on human behavior by increasing the likelihood of “dominant behavioral 
responses.” With live-tweeters perceiving the dominant behavioral response mainly by 
reading the tweets from their own Twitter timeline, Twitter’s following functionality 
enables live-tweeters to influence the dominant behavioral response visible to them. 
Thus, by following like-minded peers, TV live-tweeters can increase customer 
compatibility (Martin & Pranter, 1989) between them and other TV live-tweeters. The 
greater customer compatibility, in turn, increases the likelihood of the dominant 
behavioral response of the social context that live-tweeting provides to TV live-tweeters 
facilitating enjoyment of the TV live-tweeting experience instead of hindering it.  

I see the evaluation criterion of social interaction, in this context, as being very close 
conceptually to what Walter et al. (2010) call favorable drivers of customers’ service 
experience, referring to factors that evoke favorable customer experiences. There is also 
an obvious connection to social gratification in the sense applied by U&G scholars 
(Stafford et al., 2004; Quan-Haase & Young, 2010). As such, these U&G gratification 
categories come quite close to my evaluation criteria. The TV content is equivalent to 
content gratification, and social interaction corresponds to social gratification and 
partly also to process gratification.  

Finally, live-tweeters’ willingness to keep live-tweeting can be explained by Lin’s 
gratification model (1993), according to which a motivated TV viewer participates more 
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actively in audience activities and receives greater viewing satisfaction as a result. It 
also resonates with Chen’s study (2011) with its finding that the more time Twitter 
users spend using the service and the more active they are on Twitter, the more 
gratification they receive in relation to their need to connect. 

9.2.9 Conclusions about the substantive theory 

Live-tweeting about TV involves sending and reading multiple tweets related to a TV 
program while one is watching the program in question. In this live-tweeting, the TV 
viewer integrates tweeting into TV-viewing, develops new practices of both watching 
TV and tweeting, and enjoys an empowering experience that is distinct both from the 
TV-viewing experience and from the tweeting experience. I refer to this process, 
wherein the consumer integrates activities in a way that leads to new practices of 
consumption and to a transformed empowering experience, as experientializing. As a 
consequence of it, social aspects become important in the evaluation of the experience 
and in motivation of possible future TV live-tweeting. 

The empowerment gained through TV live-tweeting is due to three elements: 1) 
live-tweeting offers the TV viewer an opportunity to be more active, which leads to 
greater engagement, a heightened sense of control, and satisfaction but also requires 
more concentration and involvement; 2) through live-tweeting, people who feel lonely 
or isolated in their physical environment can engage in social interaction with 
like-minded viewers; and 3) live-tweeting provides new insights and validation for 
one’s opinions. 

In the following two sections of the chapter, I look at the substantive theory first from 
the perspective of C2C communication and then from the service-marketing angle.  

9.3 The second level of theory: Experientializing C2C communication into 

a consumption experience 

The purpose of this section of the dissertation is to look at the substantive theory from 
the perspective of C2C communication and to present the second level of the theory, 
with a tentative model for experientializing C2C communication into a consumption 
experience.  

I generated the second-level theory by abstracting the substantive theory in the 
following way. I first removed from each stage described in the substantive theory the 
parts that were specific to live-tweeting, to CMC, and to TV-viewing. Among the 
elements characteristic of live-tweeting were the various types of tweets and Twitter’s 
functions. Parts characteristic of CMC included textual form and the ability to reach 
geographically distant people, and the elements characteristic of TV-viewing were 
practices linked to the TV screen and changing channel, among others. The resulting 
theory, presented in Figure 9-6, is, accordingly, an abstraction of the substantive theory. 
Abstraction of the theory proves useful in two ways. Firstly, it reduces the number of 
elements from that in the original substantive theory and provides a simpler view of the 
interactions taking place in the process. The abstracted theory remains just as 
grounded in the data as the substantive theory with respect to TV live-tweeting, only 
less precise. Secondly, the abstracted theory can serve as a hypothetical model to 
describe the experientializing of other types of C2C communication into consumer 
activities. However, applying the model to any other context than TV live-tweeting 
requires inductive generalizing and renders the model no longer grounded in data of 
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the phenomenon examined. Therefore, when applied to any context other than TV 
live-tweeting, this abstracted theory should be regarded only as a tentative model for 
experientializing C2C communication into a consumption experience, and its 
credibility should be investigated with data collected from the phenomenon under 
examination. 
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Figure 9-6: A first abstraction of the substantive theory and a tentative theoretical 

framework for experientializing C2C communication into a consumption experience. 
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As an abstraction of the substantive theory, Figure 9-6 highlights the importance of 
C2C communication as a part of the transformed consumption experience. For TV 
live tweeters, social interaction is a key evaluation criterion for the consumption 
experience (TV live-tweeting). In addition, C2C communication plays a key role in the 
empowering effect of experientializing. Figure 9-7 examines this dynamic between C2C 
communication and empowerment more closely. 

The empowering effects between the sending and receiving of C2C communication and 
the lived experiences are interdependent and form a virtuous cycle as long as the 
communication remains positive and constructive. This is likely so long as the C2C 
communication is planned. The virtuous cycle of C2C communication can be detected, 
for example, in museum environments, where companionship has been found to 
increase satisfaction through mutual enrichment, recreation, reassurance, prestige, and 
transmission of knowledge (Debenedetti, 2003). The virtuous cycle is presented in 
Figure 9-7 where C2C communication practices are positioned on either side of the 
circle and the experiences are at the top and bottom. 

 

Figure 9-7: The virtuous cycle of positive C2C communication. 

Sending C2C communication is experienced as entertaining because the consumer can 
express emotions and opinions and can participate in the meaning-making of the 
consumption activity. In addition, expressing one’s own opinion causes the sender to 
feel more committed (Cialdini, 2001) to his or her ideas and more emotionally involved 
because of the social risk attached to others’ reactions to a sender’s opinions. On 
account of these factors, the consumer is more interested in receiving C2C communica-
tion from others, in order to gain validation for his or her ideas. The consumer feels 
rewarded if this occurs or, alternatively, might learn something new about the 
consumption activity, which adds to his or her meaning-making. The social gratifica-
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tion (Weibull, 1985; Chen, 2011) obtained through these experiences motivates the 
consumer to keep up the C2C communication. Thus a new cycle begins, with the C2C 
communication continuing and intensifying unless the practices are interrupted. Since 
both sending and receiving are under the consumer’s control and because these 
practices, in turn, trigger the experiences, all elements in the cycle increase the 
consumer’s sense of empowerment, of feeling valued and in control, which is depicted 
with the arrows pointing to the center from all sides. If, however, the C2C communica-
tion is negative in tone, it loses its empowering effect and, as long as the communica-
tion is under the consumer’s control, is not likely to continue for long.  

While negative C2C communication may exert a very negative influence on the overall 
experience. I would argue that this is most often the case when C2C communication is 
unexpected or when customer incompatibility (Martin & Pranter, 1989) is high – for 
instance, when a drunken customer starts to talk to other customers in an impolite 
manner in a restaurant. However, both the positive and the negative effects of C2C 
communication underline its importance as an evaluation criterion. It is also important 
to understand that the experiences accumulate over time. A positive C2C communica-
tion experience may incentivize the consumer to return to the consumption activity, 
especially if he or she is likely to find the same customer to communicate with as 
previously. This emphasizes the importance of both short- and long-term C2C 
relationships (Gummesson, 1987; Grönroos, 1995).   

As a tentative model for experientializing C2C communication into a consumption 
experience, the abstracted theory could be used to explain such things as why 
consumers appreciate having so-called purchase pals with them when going shopping. 
When able to communicate about their purchase intentions with a friend while, for 
example, trying on clothes, the consumer can get feedback on the outfits tried and 
receive new ideas. The shopping experience takes new forms when the consumer is not 
alone and the social dimension becomes so central that the consumer may find the 
shopping experience highly satisfying even if it does not result in a purchase.   

Similarly, the model could be applied for explaining people’s tendency to visit museums 
in the company of someone they know – a phenomenon I have discussed in Chapter 1 
and in Section 3.5 (“CCI and C2C communication”). Yet another instance of C2C 
communication that fits this model is the online communication that takes place 
among the users of some of the Internet gaming sites I studied previously (Huotari, 
2010). Also, people attending sporting events in groups and sports bars’ attendance 
could be studied with this model as a foundation. In all of these instances, social 
interaction seems to play a big role in the overall consumption experience. There are 
certainly many other cases in which consumers have experientialized C2C 
communication into another consumption activity and wherein the model presented 
here might prove useful. 

The Relationship Communication Model of Finne and Grönroos (2009) has interesting 
similarities to the substantive theory developed here. Both models emphasize the 
importance of meaning-making; recognize the influence of context, past experience, 
and personal traits/factors; and see that the integration is done by the customer. 
However, the RCM model describes the customer’s integration of messages while the 
substantive theory, as does the tentative model in Figure 9-6 describes TV live-tweeting 
as integration of two activities, with one of the two happening to be a communication 
activity. Both models are also consumer-centric: the meaning-creation and 
experientializing are consumer-internal processes.  
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9.4 The third level of theory: Experientializing a consumer activity into a 

service experience 

In this section of the chapter, I present the third level of the theory, a tentative model of 
experientializing a consumer activity into a service experience. This is the most abstract 
and the most general of the three theoretical models for experientializing.  

This model too was based on abstraction of the substantive theory. I first broke down 
the substantive theory presented in Section 9.1, in order to see what parts of it are 
characteristic of live-tweeting and of CMC. I then presented the model in terms of 
service marketing. I considered broadcasting of a TV program to be the service and 
TV-viewing to be the consumption of this service or the customer’s involvement in 
service production, with live-tweeting being a consumer activity. The resulting model is 
presented in Figure 9-8. 

�

 

Figure 9-8: The second abstraction of the substantive theory and a tentative theoretical 

framework for experientializing a consumer activity into a service experience. 

There are significant differences from the previous two models. First of all, since C2C 
communication is considered simply as a consumer activity in this abstraction, all 
aspects related to communication have been omitted. For example, the feedback loop 
between C2C communication practices and empowerment is removed from the picture 
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and the empowerment created by experientializing definitely can be attributed only to 
the customer’s increased control of the process.  

The absence of C2C communication from this model leads to another difference 
between the models: the number of stages is reduced to three from four. This is because 
little can be said at this level of abstraction about motivations leading to 
experientializing, other than that the resulting experiences affect the motivation. 
Therefore, the motivation has been expressed simply with an arrow from the 
transformed customer experience to integrating an activity into the service process.   

Yet another considerable difference is that this model encompasses the service 
provider(s) too, alongside the customer. Because my aim with this part of the work was 
to present the theoretical model from the perspective of service marketing, I felt it 
necessary to replace the word “consumer” with “customer” and to include the service 
provider(s) in the model. Following Grönroos’s (2007a) conceptions of common 
characteristics of services, I consider service to be a process that encompasses the 
production, the delivery, and the consumption; take service production and 
consumption to be always in at least partial overlap with each other; and view the 
customer as always a co-producer of the service.  

Figure 9-8 presents a service provider’s activities in the upper part of the diagram in 
the first two stages in the model, with the customer’s activities under them. Service 
provider and customer activities overlap somewhat, but the service provider has a 
limited view of the customer’s activities. This is represented with a gray gradient 
passing through the stages. For example, the stage “transformed customer service 
experience” is completely outside the service provider’s area of visibility. 

As with the other models, here too experientializing is influenced by both internal and 
external factors. The internal factors are associated with the customer’s personality and 
with service-specific characteristics, and the external influence involves the context of 
the service, comprising the offline and online environment, other customers, etc. 

This second abstraction of the substantive theory highlights that experientializing is 
fundamentally a consumer-driven process. Figure 9-8 shows that only the customer’s 
activities need to be affected in the course of the process. Experientializing live-tweeting 
into one’s TV-viewing requires only that the TV viewer’s activities merge and the 
consumer’s practices change. In Grönroos and Voima’s (2013) terms, experientializing 
of live-tweeting into the TV-viewing takes place in the customer sphere. An important 
consequence of this is that the service providers – i.e., the producers of the program, 
brand-owners (e.g., the NHL or a team), and/or the broadcasting networks – not only 
are not in control of the experientializing process but can remain completely unaware 
of the changing practices of the viewers unless they actively use Twitter, since they have 
only limited visibility, if any view, of the process.  

This second abstraction of the substantive theory can be regarded also as a tentative 
theoretical framework for experientializing a consumer activity into a service 
experience, at the third and most abstract level of theory in this study. It can be used to 
explain customer behavior also in other service settings. Outside the context of TV 
live-tweeting, however, the model is not grounded in data and should, therefore, be 
regarded only as a hypothetical model that needs to be tested through other studies. In 
the more general context, experientializing could be defined as a process 
wherein the consumer integrates an activity into his or her service process 
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in a way that leads to new practices of consumption and a transformed, 
empowering service experience.  

When analyzed from this perspective, Figure 9-8 can be interpreted as follows. In the 
process of experientializing, the customer integrates an activity into his or her service 
process in such a way that the customer practices related to both that activity and the 
process change. This means that the customer’s service-consumption practices are 
transformed and result in a new experience, with drivers distinct from those of the 
original service. Experientializing continues only as long as the consumer prefers the 
new experience over the original one. While this is the case, experiences related to the 
experientialized activity act as drivers of the service experience. What is noteworthy 
here is that experientializing can take place out of the service provider’s sight, in the 
customer sphere (ibid.), which entails the service provider not necessarily becoming 
aware of the new consumption practices. However, if the experientializing takes place 
in the customer’s and service provider’s joint sphere in this model, the service provider 
has an opportunity to react to the process, by, for example, trying to facilitate 
experientializing. If this occurs, experientializing affects the service provider’s practices 
too. 

Although hypothetical, the model can prove useful in analysis of customer behavior in 
various service settings. For example, reading while traveling on the subway is an 
example of experientializing reading into the use of public transportation. Customers 
who do this change their travel behavior by, for example, seeking a place that provides 
sufficient light for reading, and once they are immersed in reading, they probably pay 
less attention to their fellow passengers, worry less about getting a seat, and are left less 
stressed by possible delays. These customers’ reading habits too change, since they 
have to stay alert enough to get off at the right station and grow accustomed to reading 
while standing and while the train is moving, for example. The resulting travel 
experience is very different – reading while one is traveling as compared to traveling 
without reading – and for many subway passengers a book or newspaper is a constant 
companion. In this example, service providers can readily detect the customers’ 
behavior and try to support their practices – for example, by providing adequate 
lighting in every corner of the subway carriage. However, this may not be so easy in 
other contexts. For instance, I personally have experientialized my camera-phone use 
into my usage of large parking facilities. After having parked my car, I take a photo of 
the parking-area number with my camera-phone (an example can be seen in Photo 9-1) 
so that there is no need to worry about remembering where I parked my car. This has 
saved me considerable time on many occasions, and it is now a habit. However, I am 
not at all sure how common the practice is or whether the companies that run parking 
facilities are aware of this sort of customer behavior. Recognizing that customers 
experientialize activities independently of service providers into their service 
experiences might help service providers better understand their customers and could 
support their service processes. 
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Photo 9-1: Experientializing camera-phone use into car-parking. 

9.5 Other theoretical considerations 

Proceeding from the findings presented in chapters 5 to 8 and from the theoretical 
models presented in this chapter, I propose some updates to previously used 
classifications of C2C communication. 

9.5.1 Context matrix of C2C communication 

The theoretical model presented in Section 9.3 and the findings described in Chapter 8 
strengthen some of my early reservations about the literature on C2C communication 
introduced in chapters 3 and 4 and give reason to suggest modifications to the existing 
ways of classifying C2C communication on the basis of its context. 

Harris et al.’s (2000) classifications into on-site CCI and off-site CCI and Grove and 
Fisk’s (1983) distinction between on-stage and off-stage C-C encounters, related to the 
environment in which CCI takes place, have both been designed from the perspective 
primarily of retail business operations. On-site CCI and on-stage C-C encounters 
involve interaction taking place in the business locations, and off-site CCI and off-stage 
C-C encounters take place outside the business environment (Martin & Clark, 1996) 
(Harris et al., 2000) include interactions that occur during online shopping and 
television-based shopping among off-site CCI). These categories do not suit the TV 
content business, however, where the business environment is difficult to define, or 
ubiquitous social-media use, such as tweeting, that allows people to engage in online 
interactions also at business locations. Therefore, I suggest a new model to describe the 
context of C2C communication, one wherein Harris et al.’s categorization is 
complemented by an offline/online dimension such that the framework takes the form 
of a 2 × 2 matrix, presented in Figure 9-9. I limit the model to C2C communication 
instead of CCI, since my study dealt only with C2C communication. 
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Figure 9-9: The context matrix of C2C communication.  

In this new model describing the context of C2C communication, tweeting while 
watching an ice-hockey game on TV falls into the lower-right quadrant of the matrix, 
because tweeting is, by definition, online communication and in this case it takes place 
outside the ice-hockey arena. In contrast, tweeting from the arena is situated in the 
upper-right-hand quadrant (on-site online C2C communication), since it is online 
communication that takes place in the service-provision environment, while talking to 
a friend at the arena falls into the upper-left quadrant of the matrix (on-site offline C2C 
communication) and talking to a friend while watching the game on TV occupies the 
remaining quadrant, in the lower left (off-site offline C2C communication).  

This new model is more flexible than the categories suggested by Harris et al. (ibid.) 
and by Grove and Fisk (1983), and it gives a richer description of the C2C communica-
tion context. 

9.5.2 Content-mode matrix of C2C communication 

Another aspect of CCI categorization that is revealed to be outdated in light of the 
findings of my study is Martin and Clark’s (1996) division of CCI content into 
task-related and non-task-related interactions, where task-related CCI is directly 
related to the service being consumed and non-task-related CCI is characterized as 
“pleasantries.” As I have stated in Section 3.5 (“CCI and C2C communication”), Martin 
and Clark’s model is not very helpful for categorizing TV live-tweeting, because the 
latter can be considered both task-related (by definition, it is about the TV program 
that is being watched, the task) and a matter of pleasantries (TV live-tweeters have fun 
while live-tweeting). 

In addition, when presenting the substantive theory in Subsection 9.2.1, I drew a 
distinction between TV live-tweeting – tweeting that has been experientialized into the 
TV-viewing experience (depicted in Figure 9-2) – and parallel tweeting, tweeting that 
takes place simultaneously with TV-viewing but is not primarily related to it (depicted 
in Figure 9-1). In Martin and Clark’s (ibid.) framework, both types of C2C communica-
tion would be classed as task-related CCI. To remedy this and render the framework 
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more comprehensive, I propose complementing Martin and Clark’s model with a mode 
dimension, whose axis runs between parallel CCI and experientialized CCI, and not 
taking “pleasantries” to be an appropriate characterization of non-task-related C2C 
communication alone. Figure 9-10 presents the proposed content-mode matrix of C2C 
communication. 

��

 

Figure 9-10: The content-mode matrix of C2C communication.  

9.6 Conclusions as to the theory-building work 

In this chapter, I have summarized my findings presented in the previous chapters and, 
working from those findings, generated a substantive theory in which I describe TV 
live-tweeting as a process wherein the viewer has experientialized live-tweeting into his 
or her TV-viewing experience. 

I defined experientializing as a process in which the consumer integrates two activities 
in a way that leads to new practices of consumption and to a transformed, empowering 
experience. 

I derived two abstracted models from the substantive theory. The first can be taken as a 
tentative theoretical framework for experientializing C2C communication into a 
consumption experience. It emphasizes the empowering effect of positive C2C 
communication.  

The second can be utilized as a tentative theoretical framework for experientializing a 
consumer activity into a service experience. It highlights that experientializing is a 
customer-driven process wherein service providers have only limited visibility. 

Finally, I have presented two matrices for classifying C2C communication. The content 
matrix for C2C communication adds an online/offline dimension alongside the existing 
on-site/off-site classification. The content-mode matrix complements the classification 
of C2C communication into task-related/non-task-related with a dimension addressing 
parallel and experientialized C2C communication. 
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10 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

In this final chapter, I will summarize the goals, the methodology, and the findings of 
the study and then discuss its limitations and contribution, along with the implications 
both for academia and for the business world. 

10.1 The goal and the methodology of the study 

The starting point of my study was a desire to explore the behavior of people who 
live-tweeted about TV programs and, by doing this, gain better understanding of the 
role of C2C communication as a part of the customer’s service experience. The research 
question formulated was “How do viewers appropriate live-tweeting into their 
TV-viewing experiences?” 

The study was conducted with grounded-theory methodology. Firstly, I identified and 
interviewed live-tweeters of the TV show Glee and of televised NHL ice-hockey games. I 
then collected TV live-tweets from the interviewees and analyzed both of these datasets 
by coding them, then categorizing the codes and writing memos on the codes and their 
relationships. Finally, I identified concepts that emerged from this analysis work.  

The empirical data consisted of 45 interviews, with TV live-tweeters of Glee (21) and 
NHL ice hockey (20) and with tweeters of rock concerts (4), and of more than 4,000 TV 
live-tweets. 

10.2 Summary of the findings 

The findings of the study can be divided into two types. Findings of the first type are 
covered in chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 and are descriptive in nature. They involve descrip-
tion of the types of TV live-tweeters and TV live-tweets, TV live-tweeting practices, and 
their influence on TV-viewing. The other findings, addressed in Chapter 9, are 
theoretical in nature. The latter involved developing a substantive theory of TV 
live-tweeting as experientializing of live-tweeting into the TV-viewing, then suggesting 
two theoretical models for wider use of the concept of experientializing. The theoretical 
work also suggests two new ways to classify C2C communication. In the subsections 
below, I address the main findings presented in each chapter, one by one. 

10.2.1 Chapter 5: The types of live-tweeters 

By examining the frequency and regularity of my interviewees’ TV live-tweets jointly, I 
could identify four distinct groups of users live-tweeting about TV programs. 

Fanatic TV live-tweeters tweet a lot, they do so regularly, and they have a particularly 
strong emotional attachment to the program they are watching. The Twitter usage of 
many in this group seems to be almost solely about their favorite program. 

Systematic TV live-tweeters live-tweet nearly whenever they watch their favorite 
program, and they very rarely miss the program. This regularity is due primarily to 
their previous loyal viewing habits. However, it is fair to say that the social interaction 
that Twitter provides has strengthened this characteristic. 
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Sporadic TV live-tweeters live-tweet about the TV program every now and then. It 
seems that this irregularity is rooted in the irregularity of their watching the TV 
program and that most of the time when they are watching they are also live-tweeting 
about the program. However, the frequency of live-tweeting varies greatly among 
sporadic live-tweeters. Some tweet very prolifically and some very little.  

Active Twitter users form the fourth group among my interviewees. They are avid 
Twitter users who tweet all day long, about everything they do. Occasionally, they end 
up tweeting multiple times about the TV program they happen to be watching, but they 
do not systematically live-tweet about programs in a sequential manner and do not 
seem to consider tweeting an element of their TV-viewing. Therefore, I do not consider 
them TV live-tweeters. 

10.2.2 Chapter 6: The types of TV live-tweets 

I identified four main categories of TV live-tweets on the basis of their utility and from 
the way my interviewees talked about them. Courtesy tweets are used to express 
politeness towards other live-tweeters and to maintain relationships with them. Outlet 
tweets let live-tweeters express their spontaneous emotions and opinions. Selection 
tweets permit them to select important moments in the TV program and direct the 
conversation toward aspects that are of interest to them. Finally, through analysis 
tweets, live-tweeters engage in analysis of the TV program and participate in joint 
meaning-making of the program with other TV live-tweeters. 

10.2.3 Chapter 7: TV live-tweeting practices 

Several TV live-tweeting practices were revealed by the data. Before the program starts, 
live-tweeters engage in preparation practices, from taking time off from daily errands to 
setting up the technical equipment and getting into the mood by sending pre-live-tweets. 
Once the program starts, live-tweeters watch the TV program and simultaneously write 
and read live-tweets. They try to write pertinent observations about the show and to be 
fast in order to maximize the number of retweets, replies, and mentions. By using the 
functions of Twitter, they attempt to optimize their reach and their response rate. 
These practices evolve over time, as the live-tweeter grows more seasoned. 

10.2.4 Chapter 8: The effects of live-tweeting on TV-viewing 

Live-tweeting gives the viewer more control over his or her TV-viewing experience. A 
TV live-tweeter can select the company in which he or she is watching the program and 
can actively participate in the experience by expressing opinions and emotions, by 
directing the discussion to parts of the TV program that he or she finds particularly 
interesting, etc. Live-tweeters also find validation for their ideas and opinions through 
replies, retweets, and live-tweets expressing similar sentiments. A TV live-tweeter is an 
empowered TV viewer.   

10.2.5 Chapter 9: The substantive theory of experientializing live-tweeting 

into the TV-viewing experience 

Working with the findings described in chapters 5 to 8, I developed a substantive 
theory for TV live-tweeting. The model, presented in Figure 9-5, considers TV 
live-tweeting to be experientializing of tweeting into one’s TV-viewing, where the 
concept of experientializing refers to the consumer integrating two activities with each 
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other in a way that leads to new practices of consumption and to a transformed and 
empowering experience, as depicted in Figure 10-1. 

�

 

Figure 10-1: The three stages of experientializing. 

Building on the foundation of the substantive theory, I proposed also tentative models 
for experientializing C2C communication into a consumption experience (see Figure 
9-6) and for experientializing a customer activity into a service experience (see Figure 
9-8). Additionally, I developed two matrices for classifying C2C communication. The 
content matrix for C2C communication adds an online/offline dimension to 
supplement the existing on-site/off-site classification. The content-mode matrix 
complements the classification of C2C communication into task-related and 
non-task-related with a dimension of parallel to experientialized C2C communication. 

10.3 Evaluation of the research 

At the end of the research process, it is appropriate to evaluate the quality of that 
process and the findings. There are no generally accepted criteria for evaluation of 
grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006). Glaser has his own criteria (2001), and Charmaz 
(2006) has presented hers, which have been approved by Corbin and Strauss (2008). 

Glaser’s criteria for evaluating GT analyses are fit, relevance, workability, and 
modifiability. “Fit” refers to how well the theory represents the data. Relevance is 
defined here as the importance of the theory to someone, its “grab.” The theory should 
not be merely an academic exercise. Workability involves whether the theory has 
explanatory and predictive power. Modifiability is the criterion referring to easy 
adaptability. The substantive theory should be flexible, so that it can be changed to suit 
the data if this is required.  

Charmaz (2006) lists four categories to be considered: credibility, originality, 
resonance, and usefulness. “Credibility” refers to whether the theory is well grounded 
in data. To me, this is basically the same thing as Glaser’s concept of fit. Originality 
entails the theory yielding new insight. Resonance is the extent to which the theory 
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encompasses the phenomenon and how understandable it is to the people participating 
in the phenomenon. I find this very close to Glaser’s idea of relevance. Usefulness 
involves whether the theory can be of any use in everyday life.  

I now attempt to evaluate my study in terms of these criteria. 

The substantive theory presented in Figure 9-5 is well grounded in data. The collection 
of empirical material continued until a saturation point was reached. The collection of 
data involved several phases, and both constant comparison and theoretical sampling 
were used for acquisition of new insight-yielding data to saturate the concepts. It is my 
firm belief that obtaining additional data would not have contributed anything 
significant to the analysis. The concepts used emerged from the analysis of the data, as 
can be seen from chapters 5 to 8, and the theory represents the relationships between 
these concepts. Therefore, I believe that the substantive theory shows a good fit with 
the data and is credible.  

For the researcher, relevance, resonance, and usefulness are hard to evaluate. I have 
attempted to cover the phenomenon as fully as possible, but I can still only guess about 
the understandability and the importance of the theory for other people. Given the 
media exposure TV live-tweeting received in 2013, I do believe that the substantive 
theory can be useful for TV networks, for TV production companies, and for organiza-
tions operating in the field of social television – such as Twitter. I also believe that the 
core concept, “experientializing,” can be used in other contexts for what it may reveal of 
consumer behavior. I will elaborate on this in Section 10.6, “Managerial implications.” 

From the literature I read for this research, I believe that my work is original. Regard-
less of the seemingly great interest from industry, media, and TV audiences in TV 
live-tweeting, very few scientific studies have been published about it. I trust also that 
the concept of experientializing offers new insight at least for the field of service 
marketing.  

As I have stated in subsections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, I struggled at first with the workability 
of my substantive theory. However, I am confident that the final version of the theory is 
able to explain at least the most fundamental aspects of the phenomenon via the 
relationships of the concepts and through the concepts’ grounding in the data. The 
predictive power is simple but quintessential to the theory: it foresees experientializing 
leading to new practices, which, in turn, lead to a transformed experience.  

My numerous iterations of the substantive theory and the two abstractions of it, as 
presented in sections 9.3 and 9.4, give me reason to believe that the theory is readily 
modifiable. In addition, I believe the core concept transcends the specific context easily, 
that the idea of experientializing can be readily extended to new contexts. 

10.4 The contribution of this work 

When a researcher chooses GT methodology, he or she embarks on a journey with an 
unknown destination. Although the researcher has a starting point for the study, it is 
the data from the real-world phenomena that ultimately guide the research process, so 
it should not be surprising if the findings of the study do not fall neatly within the 
domain of a single scientific discipline and if they instead extend into the purview of 
several disciplines. This was the case with my work. I started with service marketing 
but ended up reading theories in everything from consumer culture theory to CMC and 
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television studies. It is, therefore, natural that the study contributes to various 
disciplines, although the contribution might not be very significant for many of them.  

The most evident and immediate contribution of this study is the increased under-
standing that it brings to the phenomenon of TV live-tweeting. The substantive theory 
and Chapter 8 explain how simultaneous use of Twitter and TV changes the TV-viewing 
experience. Chapter 5 presents various ways in which TV viewers use the combination 
of the two media, Chapter 6 explores reasons TV live-tweets are being sent, and 
Chapter 7 looks at ways in which TV live-tweeters synchronize the use of the two media. 
I believe that all these elements bring significant new insight to television studies, 
especially for the ongoing discussion of so-called social TV and the second screen.  

For example, I realized already in the preliminary phase of the study that many 
live-tweets were not hashtagged, and during the analysis of my live-tweet material I 
noticed that, in particular, live-tweets carrying a mention (i.e., using an “@” sign) were 
not hashtagged, most likely because conversational tweets were seen as not meant for a 
broader audience. This observation had not been made in previous studies, and authors 
such as Shamma et al. (2009) probably would have designed their research differently 
if this practice had been apparent. 

In addition to television studies, the identification of individual types of live-tweeters 
and live-tweets and the mapping of live-tweeting practices may prove valuable also for 
the fields of CMC and human–computer interaction.  

In terms of the theory, I believe that the most valuable contribution of this study is to 
the understanding of C2C communication. The first abstraction of the substantive 
theory explains how the consumer experientializes C2C communication into his or her 
experience, so that it really is a part of the experience. Thus, the study repositions the 
research on C2C communication: it investigates C2C communication as a part of 
consumption experience instead of considering it only as communication about 
consumption experience. Here, I deliberately use the term “consumption experience” 
instead of “customer experience,” “consumer experience,” or “service experience,” 
because I consider it to be the broadest concept of them all and I see my contribution to 
research on C2C communication as being relevant also for service marketing, consumer 
culture theory, and consumer research. In addition to making the aforementioned 
contribution, the study suggests new ways to categorize C2C communication. The 
context matrix of C2C communication incorporates online communication into the 
categorization, and the content-mode matrix of C2C communication brings the 
distinction between parallel and experientialized C2C communication into the 
theoretical framework. 

I believe that this thesis makes a methodological contribution to C2C communication 
research also. To my knowledge, such a work combining interview material with 
behavioral data collected from an online environment has not been published in the 
C2C communication literature before.  

Lastly, I hope that the core concept of this study, experientializing, serves as its most 
general and far-reaching contribution. Although the concept emerged from the data 
pertaining to TV live-tweeting, I hope it has “grip” elsewhere too and that it can be used 
as a concept in other subject areas and other social sciences.  
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10.5 Limitations 

All studies have limitations. Some are deliberate and considered in the design of the 
study, while others are unexpected and appear during the research process and still 
other limitations are detected only at the end of the research process. In my study, I 
had to deal with limitations in each of these stages.  

I have presented the limitations belonging to the first category, the intentional or 
deliberately accepted limitations, in Section 1.4 (“The scope of the study”); therefore, I 
will concentrate below on the two latter categories. These limitations arose in 
connection with collection of data for the empirical work and with the lack of behavior-
related material related to TV-viewing. 

I describe first the unexpected limitations that I confronted during the data-collection 
phases. First of all, as I stated in Subsection 4.1.1 (“Research protocol”), the research 
protocol of UC Berkeley allowed me to interview only people over 18 years of age who 
were living in the United States. This imposed an obvious limitation on my data 
collection. However, for a grounded theorist who is looking for concepts that are 
abstract from time, place, and persons (Glaser, 2001), this did not, to my mind, pose a 
limitation to my theory-building, as long as the limits of the data are known. In order 
for concepts to emerge from the data, the GT researcher does not need a representative 
sample as a quantitative, theory-testing researcher would. He or she needs to saturate 
the categories through theoretical sampling and via constant comparisons. The 
resulting theory is grounded in conceptual hypotheses. 

A similar kind of problem occurred to me while I was collecting live-tweets of my 
interviewees, when the technical restrictions imposed by Twitter prevented me from 
collecting the complete set of TV live-tweets from my interviewees, as I had intended to 
do. While this was an additional limitation to my data collection, I soon realized that I 
did not need all the tweets; I needed to saturate my categories so that I could see the 
behavior patterns emerge. This was indeed the way I proceeded. 

At the end of the research process, after I had stopped collecting empirical material, I 
identified an additional limitation, which I saw as potentially more serious than the 
ones presented above. I realized that, although my interviewees amply discussed the 
changes that had occurred in their TV-viewing practices while they were live-tweeting, I 
had no behavioral data addressing their actual TV-viewing. Yet changes in the 
TV-viewing experience were one of the elements of focus of my study. This situation 
resulted in two problems. Firstly, I had no choice but to rely on my interviewees’ own 
reporting on the subject. I did not consider this a big problem, since the relevant 
changes in TV-viewing were so apparent from the interview material that a badly 
phrased question on my part could not have explained it and I could not see any readily 
conceivable bias that would have led the interviewees to distort the truth of this matter, 
knowingly or unknowingly.  

The other problem was that I had nothing to which to compare the self-reporting 
material. I resolved this issue by using the very extensive study of TV-viewing habits by 
Kubey and Csíkszentmihályi (1990) for data. Utilizing previous studies for data is 
completely in line with GT principles. However, when comparing the data from Kubey 
and Csíkszentmihályi (ibid.) to my own empirical material, I used Corbin and Strauss’s 
conditional/consequential matrix as a tool. This matrix is greatly contested by Glaser 
(1992), because, according to him, it forces the data into a pre-ordered form that did 
not emerge naturally. Therefore, my way of proceeding can be considered a 
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methodological inconsistency. I defend this choice, however, by stating that forcing 
these data into a comparative form was exactly my aim, to enable comparison with 
other data. The forcing was intentional, and I felt that in doing it I did not change the 
categories resulting from my own analysis in any significant way.  

10.6 Managerial implications 

The managerial implications of the study can be divided into two categories: On one 
hand, companies operating in the TV sector can take advantage of the substantive parts 
of the study, covered in chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 and in Section 9.2. At the same time, the 
theoretical contributions of the study that are presented in Chapter 9 have broader 
applicability and, accordingly, can be made use of in various industries.  

10.6.1 Implications of the substantive part of the study 

The percentage of U.S. TV viewers engaging in real-time discussions of TV shows via 
social media was 15–17% in October 2013 and is expected to rise (eMarketer, 2013). 
Twitter messages have been found to increase TV ratings significantly (Stelter, 2013b). 
Social Guide, a branch of the Nielsen measurement company, has started to publish 
ratings that measure TV-related conversation on Twitter (Nielsen, 2013; Social Guide, 
2014). Facebook and Twitter see the conversation surrounding television as a way to 
increase use of their sites and compete for market share in their market space (Goel & 
Stelter, 2013; Bercovici, 2013). The TV broadcasters see the second screen as an 
opportunity (The Economist, 2013).   

All these recent pieces of news show that live-tweeting is of great interest to the 
social-media industry and to the television industry, yet there remains very little 
academic research into TV live-tweeting that would help TV companies, brand-owners, 
or social-media companies to understand the basics of TV live-tweeting and to enable 
well-informed management decisions in this connection.  

This study should help TV networks, TV producers, and brand-owners understand TV 
live-tweeters’ behavior patterns better. It provides insights into what people live-tweet 
about, how, and why, and into how they use the functions provided by Twitter when 
doing the TV live-tweeting. It shows that, although TV viewers may initially become 
involved with live-tweeting by following celebrities, they ultimately find satisfaction 
through live-tweeting with their peers. The substantive theory explains that sending 
and receiving live-tweets has an empowering effect on TV viewers. The management of 
these companies should seek ways to foster the social interaction between fans of a 
given TV program. My study points also to how live-tweeting influences TV-viewing by 
having a positive influence on seven experiential dimensions and a negative effect on 
one. Television and social-media companies can use this information when designing 
new services to complement TV-viewing. Finally, the interview material suggests that 
TV live-tweeters are less likely to change channel, even if they do not like the program 
they are watching. This information should be of interest to advertiser-funded TV 
broadcasters. 

The behavior patterns identified can also help companies operating in the 
second-screen market to understand why Twitter has been so much more successful in 
integrating social interaction into TV-viewing than other social media have. For 
instance, the flexibility of Twitter’s user interface allows people to follow strangers as 
easily as friends and acquaintances and permits Twitter users to reach larger audiences 
via hashtags and retweets yet remain anonymous if they so wish. These are highly 
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valued features that live-tweeters do not find with, for example, Facebook, where the 
interaction takes place mostly with existing friends and acquaintances (Mäntymäki & 
Salo, 2011). Twitter is more like a virtual socializing venue where participants can 
interact with anyone who happens to be present, just as they might in a bar or a café 
(ibid.). In addition, though, Twitter’s following functionality enables users to find 
like-minded peers, which increases customer compatibility (Martin & Pranter, 1989). 

The results of the study can also be used in development of technology that better 
supports social interaction related to television-viewing. For example, in light of this 
study, Zubiaga et al.’s (2012) approach to designing a system that selects one 
representative tweet on the basis of a detected sub-event would not make sense. In 
order to be relevant for a TV live-tweeter of a sporting event, which was the context of 
the Zubiaga study, such a system should take into account that the live-tweeting 
audience is highly polarized because of the fan bases of the opposing teams and that 
even within those fan bases there are groups of live-tweeters that value different styles 
of live-tweets – e.g., analysis tweets as opposed to cheering tweets. 

10.6.2 Implications of the theoretical part of the study 

In addition to the substantive theory, the theoretical material presented in Chapter 9 
offers at least two kinds of implications for the industry. 

Firstly, managers should see C2C communication as an opportunity that can have a 
favorable impact on the customer experience, especially if customers can choose with 
whom they are communicating. Clearly, C2C communication should be considered 
from the customer’s point of view, but companies’ management has thus far been 
interested mainly in the content of C2C communication and in using it as a marketing 
medium, along the lines of the often- cited slogan “If you are satisfied, tell others, and if 
you are not, tell us.” I hope that this study encourages managers to get interested in the 
reasons for which a customer wants to engage in C2C communication and in how C2C 
communication contributes to the customer experience. 

Secondly, the core concept of my study should help firms to recognize that their 
customers, independently of the company, integrate activities into the service and that 
if this integration leads to a favorable experience, the activity gets experientialized and 
becomes a driver of the customer experience. This represents an opportunity for 
companies, whether they are in the product business or in the service business. The 
company can assist the customer in the experientializing or make the integrated 
activity part of the service offering. 

10.7 Avenues for future research 

The study points to several avenues for future research. The empirical material from 
this study could be used as a starting point for looking for differences between 
live-tweeting about Glee and about NHL ice-hockey games. The aim of my study was to 
look for similarities. Obviously, this approach could be extended to other types of TV 
programs as well: TV news, reality TV, movies, etc. 

Another logical follow-up step could be to study live-tweeting in a context other than 
TV. I tried live-tweeting for myself during TEDx Berkeley, Shiffman (2012) studied 
live-tweeting at a conservation biology conference, and Coffield and Joiner (2010) 
reported even of a patient live-tweeting from an operating room while surgery was 
being performed on him. However, there is a caveat: not all context-related tweeting 
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qualifies as live-tweeting by my definition, wherein “live-tweeting” refers to tweeting 
that is experientialized into the consumer activity. For part of my study, I interviewed 
four people who tweeted while attending rock concerts, and I collected their concert 
tweets. However, as I mentioned in Subsection 7.4.2, “Following functionality,” the 
tweeting patterns of these concert-goers were very different from those of TV 
live-tweeters. They were not addressed to other concert-goers and were not considered 
an integral part of the concert experience. Interestingly, I could observe the same sort 
of behavior with NHL TV live-tweeters when they attended the games in person. They 
tweeted from the arena but not in the same way they live-tweeted about games when 
watching them on TV. It would be interesting to continue investigating what contexts 
are opportune for live-tweeting and why. 

Yet another interesting avenue for future research would be to examine whether the 
empowerment brought by TV live-tweeting or C2C communication in general could be 
used for social purposes, such as for activating and socializing lonely elderly people. 

An obvious path for future research would be to test the theories and models generated 
in this study. For example, my assumption that live-tweeters form groups of like-minded 
people, as visible from Figure 7-3: The communication flow during live-tweeting”, 
could be studied by means of social graphs of reciprocal following and sending of 
@tweets. This could be tested through methodology described by Shamma et al. (2009).  

It would be interesting also to test my findings presented in Figure 8-1: How TV live-
tweeting affects the TV-viewing experience” by measuring TV live-tweeters’ subjective 
and internal responses, with regular viewers of the same TV program as a control group.  

The substantive theory too could be tested, along with the other two tentative models 
presented (in Figure 9-6 and Figure 9-8), as could the matrices (in Figure 9-9 and 
Figure 9-10).  

Lastly, it would be interesting to test how the concept of experientializing extends to 
other contexts. Experientializing of face-to-face C2C communication could be studied, 
in, for example, the museum context, and experientializing consumer activities into 
service experiences could be examined in such contexts as daily commuting from home 
to workplace and back.   
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APPENDIX 1: CORE CATEGORIES 

April 15th, 2012 

Empowerment  

In my first categorization, 'empowerment' pointed only to power relationship between 
the spectator and the network or the production company. I had included under this 
concept such codes as ‘Promotional use of Twitter in TV', 'trending topics', 'recruiting 
new viewers' and 'Tweeting to or following the network or producer or stars'. My idea 
behind this categorization was that Twitter gave spectators a voice and a channel to 
speak and to influence the decision makers.  

However, later I realized that the empowerment Twitter provides is much wider than 
this and that 'empowerment' is actually closely related to one of my other earlier 
concepts: 'personalization'. Twitter enables spectators to customize their viewing 
experience in multiple ways.  

First, the empowering Twitter features:  
1a. Viewers can choose the persons they follow; 
1b. Viewers can also choose the hashtags they follow 
1c. Viewers can block persons from following them and  
1d. Viewers can make their account(s) private;  
1e. Viewers can create multiple accounts in order to serve different audiences 
 

Second, the empowering Twitter use 

2a. By tweeting about the program the viewer makes a personal selection of points of 
interest in the program and highlights sections that are of his/her interest, shares this 
with his/her followers who can reply to the tweet, retweet it, start a conversation or 
provoke a new tweet on the same topic. 

2b. By using a hashtag in his/her tweets, the viewer makes the tweet available to a 
larger audience, which in turn raises the probability of reactions to it. 

Thus by using Twitter, the viewer can guide his/her TV experience.  Viewers don't have 
to listen to all the discussion. The timeline provides a customized/personalized view on 
the twitter conversation. Hashtag use is another way of filtering the twitter stream. By 
tweeting viewers highlight parts of the show. These selections may get 'validated' by 
retweets, replies, or like-minded tweets from persons that are following the viewer or 
the hashtags he/she uses. 

 

Extending the experience  

Live-tweeting provides multiple ways to extend the viewing experience. There are at 
least five dimensions for this extension: 1. extension in time, 2. extension in content, 3. 
extension in participation 4. extension in analysis, and 5. extension relative to other 
discussion taking place in Twitter 
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1. What I mean by 'Extension in time' is that viewers can extend their experience of the 
TV show by engaging in discussion already before the show and after the show has 
ended. Some fans keep tweeting about the subject also on days that the show is not 
airing. 

2. 'Extension in content' refers to information about the show that the viewers obtain 
through Twitter during the airing. Examples of this are the twitter accounts of the 
show's characters and actors and their tweets, as well as all additional information 
about the show that is tweeted during the show. These can be spoilers, rumors about 
actors, backstage information, statistics, etc. This extension of the 'world' of the show 
outside the traditional story line reminds me of David Bordwell's use of the concept 
'fabula' - a russian formalist term for narrative construction that was reinvigorated by 
prof. Bordwell in the context of analyzing classical Hollywood films. 

3. ‘Extension by participation’. This ‘Performing’ (previously ‘Acting out’). 

4. 'Extension in analysis' refers to the comments of other viewers ('a commentary 
track') that provide an alternative selection of noteworthy parts of the show as well as 
an alternative interpretation of these parts. 

5. Extension relative to other discussion taking place in Twitter (I don't have a good 
name for this). What I mean is Trending topics, which gives a game-like dimension to 
tweeting.  

 

Immediacy  

Immediacy emerged strongly from the interviews. It has at least two levels: A. 
immediacy happening in relation to the shows airing B. immediacy of tweets in relation 
to whats happening on the screen. 

A. immediacy happening in relation to the shows airing 

Participants stress the importance of tweeting live when the show is airing and while 
everyone else is tweeting. Reasons for this urge of simultaneity with other spectators 
where several: 1. avoiding spoilers, 2. being able to participate in the discussion while 
it happens and possibly to get replies or to get retweeted and to be able to see if other 
people reacted the same way as you. There were a couple of interviewees who said 
they would also tweet after-airing, but those individuals were seldom and even they 
said that this happened only rarely and that when they did tweet after airing they 
tweeted less than usual. Interviewees used such expressions as 'living in the moment' 
or 'living at the moment' or 'rapid fire'.  

B. immediacy of tweets in relation to what’s happening on the screen. 

Immediacy is also related to the way people tweet by reacting to what's happening on 
TV. Some tweets are immediate reactions what is taking place in TV, such as play-by-
play or some emotional reactions of surprise, delight, fear or disappointment. In 
contrast some tweets are not as immediate in nature. Examples of these are 
comments about the plot, a character or about the episode. Participants report that 
they are interested in knowing if other people have seen the same things they have. 
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An additional point related to the immediate nature of live-tweeting is that participants 
only rarely - if ever  - go back to look at their tweets. It is as if what they write would be 
as ephemeral as speaking to someone. 

 

Outlet  

'Outlet' is about expression and sharing. I'm not sure this is a very good name for this 
concept, though. However, the name came from the observation that many of the 
respondents felt an urge to tweet just something. Their tweets are not very well 
thought-through; Twitter seems to be just an outlet for their spontaneous ideas. 

I think, however, that this category should be also about sharing in general, i.e. about 
what types of tweets viewers are sending, how often and why. 

Basically viewers feel an urge to express and share their opinions and their emotions. 
One participants even framed this as a responsibility. 

- Sharing data 
- Sharing opinions  
- expressing emotions 
- quoting 
- play-by-play 
- expressing frustration 
 
The amount of tweets sent can vary a lot. 
 

The more, the merrier  

'The more, the merrier' refers directly to size of the crowd that live-tweet about a certain 
topic. I ended up putting 'Socialization' in this category and adding a question mark in 
the end. 

The participants repeatedly stated that being able to communicate with a large number 
of people is one of the factors that make live-tweeting fun.  

The importance of the large crowd was explained in several ways. First, in a large 
enough pool of people participants were able to find like-minded live-tweeters whose 
tweets they valued and who valued their tweets. They felt that they were not 
alone. Finding like-minded people was important for those who were ashamed of 
revealing to their 'real-life' friends that they liked Glee, or for people who were not 
ashamed but just didn't have any real-life friends with whom they could talk about Glee. 

Many compared live-tweeting to being on a stadium with thousands of people around 
them. They could 'sense' the energy. The number of tweets when following the hashtag 
was some times too much to handle. The pace of the comments due to the number of 
tweeters made one respondent describe live-tweeting as Facebook on crack. Some 
said they felt connected with the entire world.  
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A large crowd meant also a larger potential audience for live-tweeters who valued 
being retweeted and being replied to. Being a part of a large crowd meant also being 
able to have an impact on trending topics. 

As a counter-example to this valuation of a big crowd, one respondent live-tweeted 
only with a closed circle of friends and was not interested in participating or following to 
the larger conversation taking place in Twitter. Another counter-example was a 
respondent who live-tweeted Glee episodes when watching them from her VCR when 
no one was watching the show. 
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APPENDIX 2: CODE HIERARCHY 

Conceptual categories of interview codes and code hierarchy 
April 15th, 2012 

Legend: 
Conceptual categories are written in italic. 
Codes are listed as bullet points under categories. 
Codes that are written in bold can be found under several categories. 
Explanations for placing a certain code under a conceptual category and explanations 
for the creation of conceptual categories can be found after the code in brackets(). 

Demographics  

� Age 
� City and State 
� occupation / field of study 

Background info 

� Introduction to Glee 
o Live-tweeting Glee 

� Introduction to live-tweeting 
� Other social media and TV watching 
� The use of Twitter is tentative at first 
� Twitter use 
� twitter vs. other social media 

What makes live tweeting fun? (Breakdown of these below) 

� Empowerment 
� Extending the experience  
� Immediacy 
� Outlet 
� personalization 
� Socializing 
� The more, the merrier 
� Validation of own thoughts 

How live tweeting changes the watching experience 

� live tweeting vs. face-to-face 
� division of attention 
� hashtag use 
� tweeting hinders the immersion 
� getting hooked to live-tweeting 
� ritual 

� Live-tweeting practices 
o Live-tweeting Glee 

� Primary live tweeting device 
� viewing practices 
� watching device 

unclear/UNCLEAR 
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WHAT MAKES LIVE TWEETING FUN 

� Empowerment 
� promotional use of Twitter in TV 
� trending topics 
� recruiting new viewers 
� Tweeting to or following the network or producer or stars 
� Outlet 

 
� Extending the experience (compare to phases of immersion or to other media 

about the subject , pregame and post game shows , etc.) 
� commentary track 
� countdown/COUNTDOWN – building hype or athmosphere/sensing the  

crowd (This extends the duration of the experience before the beginning of  
the show) 

� Tweeting about Glee off airing /Tweeting after the show (These extend the 
duration of the experience after the end of the show) 

� Trending topics (This gives a new dimension to the live-tweeting, 
it challenges the spectators to a game-like chase that attempts to 
put the show on the list of trending topics) 

� Hashtag use (Hashtags provide a view to the thoughts of other 
spectators) 

� Timeline use (timeline provides a personalized view of the Glee 
discussion to the spectator) 

� learning new things about the show (this gives new depth to the experience) 
� live tweeting TV vs. live tweeting other events (Twitter makes TV 

more fun) 
 

� Immediacy (Immediacy seems to be an important part of LT. It has at least two 
dimensions: 1. immediacy of watching show when it is aired and fast reactions to 
the story line. 2. The effect this perceived immediacy has on the tweets already 
posted.) 

� Facebook on crack (the activity of the discussion on the topic is 
exhilarating) 

� living at the moment 
� living in the moment 
� Play-by-play/PLAY-BY-PLAY 

o quoting 
� rapid fire 
� looking back at old tweets (this is related to immediacy in the sense that 

apparently people don’t read their old tweets as the experience is considered 
to be so instantaneous) 

� Spoilers 
� Live-tweeting after airing (counter example of immediate experience, 

however respondents testify that it isn’t as fun) 
� Reading other people's tweets  
� having second thoughts about a tweet (this very rarely happens) 
� timeline use (timeline tells what’s happening now) 
� Tweeting live 
� time zone 
� Tweeting live events on the spot 
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� tweeting reruns 
 

� Outlet (LT is an outlet for spectators feelings. This seems to be very important. 
The fact that many respondents claim not to be very interested in other people’s 
tweets could be explained by this. The primary pleasure that these persons draw 
from LT is that it provides an outlet for their feelings.)  

� commentary track 
� Live-tweeting after airing (counter example of immediate experience, 

however respondents testify that it isn’t as fun. However, some people do 
this so the immediacy and large crowd does not explain everything) 

� commentary track – outlet/self-expression/own version/customization 
� Sharing 
� sharing information about the show 
� sharing opinions 
� sharing strong emotions 
� having second thoughts about a tweet (No, because it’s a record 

of the thought at that moment) 
� Live-tweeting Glee /live-tweeting other shows/Tweetable shows/ show 

content and live-tweeting (some shows are better suited to LT than others, 
according to some respondents, shows that provoke strong emotions – 
requiring an outlet – are better suited for LT than others.)  

� Tweeting a show you don't like (also negative feelings require an outlet) 
� Tweeting shows you don't like (also negative feelings require an outlet) 
� Twitter commentary (?, I’m not sure f the meaning of this code, but it could 

refer to outlet, but could also refer to other people’s tweets) 
 

� Personalization/customization of the viewing experience 
� Following (permits the spectator to make a selection of persons 

whose tweets she wants to receive on her timeline) 
� Hashtag use (Hashtags permit spectators to view selected topics 

of the discussion and to suggest new topics) 
� Timeline use (timeline provides a personalized view of the Glee) 
� different live tweeting styles (spectators may choose how they tweet) 

o negative reaction 
o negative tweeting 

� Socializing (this refers to the behavior where respondents use live-tweeting as a 
means to stay in contact with existing friends or to create new friendships. This 
isn’t the case with everyone. Some seem to use live-tweeting only for personal 
pleasure. In the latter case there is no ‘real’ willingness to bond with other people.) 

� live tweeting vs. face-to-face 
� live tweeting with friends vs. live tweeting with strangers 
� conversation/CONVERSATION -   
� receiving replies 
� replies from strangers 
� Replying to tweets 
� staying in touch with people 
� tweeting with real life friends or no? 
� Getting to know people through Twitter 
� sharing opinions (also negative ones) 
�  meeting new people 
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� The more, the merrier (formerly large crowd) 
� audience (more crowd provides a bigger audience) 
� being embarrassed of watching Glee – seeking company (The 

crowd allows the viewer to find same-minded company) 
� Facebook on crack (the activity of the discussion on the topic is 

exhilarating) 
� I feel like I’m not alone 
� followers 
� Following 
� conversation/CONVERSATION -   
� Getting to know people through Twitter 
� live tweeting vs. face-to-face 
� trending topics 
� Reading other people's tweets 
� You’re connected with the enti.. 
� If feels like there’s more tha.. 
� The fact that I tweet about it.. 
� tweeting reruns (counter example) 
� bad live tweeting experiences (some respondents report that lack of 

many tweeters as a reason leading to a bad LT experience) 
� good live tweeting experience (many respondents reported that the marge 

number of live-tweeters led to a good LT experience) 
� live tweeting analogy (some respondents compared live-tweeting to a crowd 

experience e.g. at a stadium) 
� Why Twitter matches TV watching? (there are millions of Twitter 

users) 
 

� validation of own thoughts (respondents are interested in finding out if other 
people are thinking like them, they feel rewarded when their tweets are replied to 
or retweeted, and they want to avoid confrontation of ideas). 

� Seeking like-minded people 
o do others have the same reactions than me? 
o Following (By definition followers are interested in following the 

thoughts of the people they choose to follow. This minimizes the 
appearance of confrontational views on followers’ timelines) 

o Followers (by definition followers are interested in following the 
thoughts of the people they choose to follow. This minimizes the 
appearance of confrontational views on followers’ timelines) 

o willingness to communicate with people who liked the same shows 
o importance of retweets and responses (being replied to and being 

retweeted gives legitimacy to one’s tweets) 
o Retweeting (being replied to and being retweeted gives legitimacy to 

one’s tweets) 
o receiving replies (being replied to and being retweeted gives 

legitimacy to one’s tweets) 
o replies from strangers (being replied to and being retweeted 

gives legitimacy to one’s tweets) 
o Hashtag use (hashtags make possible reaching people with the 

same interests) 
o being embarrassed of watching Glee (The crowd allows the 

viewer to find same-minded company) 
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o Play-by-play/PLAY-BY-PLAY (by posting play-by-play tweets 
viewers make a selection of things important to them in the show 
and indirectly seek for an echo effect from Twitter) 

� quoting 
� avoiding confrontation 

o annoying live tweeting habits (respondents perceive tweeting 
things that the respondents don’t agree on as annoying as well as 
antagonizing tweeting behavior, e.g. in hockey) 

o bad live tweeting experiences (some respondents report that 
confrontational tweeting as bad LT experiences) 

o Hashtag use (Counter example: using hashtags permits people to 
neglect tweets of their timeline that they are not interested in. This 
minimizes confrontational tweets).  

o replies from strangers (Some respondent experience replies 
from strangers as intrusive and prefer not to answer thus avoiding 
confrontation) 

o Code of conduct 
o hashtag use (using hashtag in order to let people 

know what I’m tweeting about so that they don’t 
read the tweets unless they are interested in the 
topic. 

o live tweeting alone vs. live tweeting with others (you can’t 
tweet as much when there are other people in the room 

o annoying live tweeting habits (people tweeting too much or 
not hashtagging what they tweet.) 

o Why Twitter matches TV watching? (when using 
Twitter you don’t harass your friends as you would in FB) 

o live tweeting TV vs. live tweeting other events (It’s 
rude to tweet all the time if you have other people around you 
e.g. in a concert) 
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Tweet codes 30.6.2013 
#(OTHER THAN COLDPLAYFILM) 
#(OTHER THAN GLEE) TWEET 
#(OTHER THAN PENS/FLYERS/NYR) TWEET 
#ColdplayFilm 
#GLEE TWEET 
#pens/Flyers/nyr tweet 
@TWEET 
a subjective view on the game 
Age 
annoying live tweeting habits 
Anouncing that he will not be live-tweeting 
audience 
avoiding confrontation 
Background info 
bad live tweeting experiences 
being embarassed of watching Glee 
cannot make a difference between the match and the medium 
capturing something essential in one word 
City and State 
commentary track 
conformity 
consistency 
contradiction between reading and acknowledging reading 
conversation/CONVERSATION 
countdown/COUNTDOWN/anticipation 
Demographics 
different live tweeting styles 
Direct access to famous people/specialists 
distances disappear 
division of attention 
do others have the same reactions than me? 
documenting 
doesn't want to be impolite 
echo chamber 
emotion sharing for sender, information retrieval for receiver 
empowerment 
Excessive tweeting 
experientializing 
Extending the experience 
external confirmation or see o.. 
Facebook on crack 
fail Hash Tag 
FAN TALK TWEET 
feeling more engaged 
followers 
Following 
From more of the media folk or.. 
From the fan perspective it’s .. 
full of passion 
generation gap 
getting hooked to live-tweeting 
Getting to know people through Twitter 
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Gives you a chance to share an.. 
GL_P13 Ê #GLEEÊ#GLEEÊ#GLEEÊ#GL.. 
good live tweeting experience 
gradual involvement 
hashtag use 
hashtag use - filtering for firends 
Hashtag use - promotional campaigns 
having second thoughts about a tweet 
hearing other viewpoints 
How live tweeting changes the media experience 
how my live-tweeting has evolved 
I appreciate Twitter during ho.. 
I don’t consider them audience.. 
I feel like I’m not alone 
I guess I just use it just to .. 
I mean it’s Twitter. It’s not .. 
if you know I am able to watch.. 
imitating others 
immediacy 
importance of retweets and responses 
Information rich medium 
instant gratification 
intensity 
interaction with the performer 
interactivity 
Interviewee: I’m 19. 
Interviewer: What about receiv.. 
Interviewer: You don’t then st.. 
Introduction to Glee 
Introduction to live-tweeting 
It's an active way of watching.. 
It definitely has its impact w.. 
It feels like there’s more tha.. 
It gives you a little bit of c.. 
it is something that you just .. 
it just feels like you’re incl.. 
It just makes it exciting and .. 
it’s not the same without Twit.. 
It’s very different energy. 
Journalistic approach 
keeping a diary 
keeping entertained 
keeping friends and family updated 
learning new things about the show/sport/performer 
Live-tweeting after airing 
live-tweeting during the breaks 
Live-tweeting Glee 
live-tweeting other shows 
Live-tweeting practices 
live-tweeting TV 
live tweeting alone vs. live tweeting with others 
live tweeting analogy 
live tweeting happens because .. 
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live tweeting TV vs. live tweeting other events 
live tweeting vs. face-to-face 
live tweeting with friends vs. live tweeting with strangers 
living at the moment 
living in the moment 
looking back at old tweets 
meaning-making 
missing the program but still folowing the Twitter conversation 
more about connection than inf.. 
more personal 
multitasking 
negative reaction 
negative tweeting 
nesting behavior 
not too few, not too many 
not wanting to tweet 
occupation / field of study 
On Tumblr, for example, for as.. 
only real life friends 
orgasmic!! 
Other social media and TV watching 
outlet 
participating in the action 
people not able to attend 
Personalization 
Play-by-play/PLAY-BY-PLAY 
POST LIVE TWEET 
PR TWEET 
pre-game tweeting 
Primary live tweeting device 
promotional use of Twitter in TV 
protecting the image of the home team 
QUESTION TWEET 
QUOTE 
quoting 
rapid fire 
Reading other people's tweets 
receiving replies 
recruiting new viewers 
Relating to the program through live-tweeting 
Relation to icehockey 
replies from strangers 
Replying to tweets 
reporting 
Retweeting 
ritual 
RT OLD SCHOOL TWEET 
RT TWEET 
sensation of like commiseratin.. 
Sharing 
sharing in that experience of .. 
sharing information about the show/program/team/performer 
sharing opinions 
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sharing strong emotions 
sharing the experience 
show content and live-tweeting 
size of the crowd doesn't matter 
slow rythm 
smack talking 
Socializing 
solidarity 
spam 
Spoilers 
stamping behavior 
starting live-tweeting 
staying in touch with people 
tailors your experience 
teasing friends 
technical problem 
technically easier to tweet from home 
the crowd on Twitter is more informed about the subject 
The fact that I tweet about it.. 
The more, the merrier 
The more, the better 
The use of Twitter is tentative at first 
time zone 
timeline use 
to validate your own opinions 
to vent 
togetherness 
trending topics 
trolls 
trying to be funny 
TWEET about a character 
TWEET about a commercial 
TWEET about a game 
TWEET about a line 
TWEET about a number 
TWEET about a Pens merchandise 
TWEET about a song 
TWEET about a team 
TWEET about activity while live-tweeting 
TWEET about an actor 
tweet about an artist 
TWEET about an episode 
TWEET about commentators 
TWEET about fans 
TWEET about media 
TWEET about missing Glee 
TWEET about other spectators 
TWEET about own physical environment during the media event 
Tweet about own state-of-mind 
TWEET about players, coaches or referees 
TWEET about production 
TWEET about programming 
TWEET about the concert 
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TWEET about the league 
Tweet about the network 
TWEET about the plot 
Tweet about the producers, screenwriter, director, etc. 
tweet about the rules 
TWEET about the season 
TWEET about the show 
TWEET about tweeting 
TWEET about wardrobe, prop, etc. 
TWEET about watching Glee/hockey. 
TWEET antagonizing 
TWEET Cheer 
Tweet codes 
TWEET commentary track 
TWEET competition by program producer 
TWEET expressing affection 
TWEET expressing amusement 
TWEET expressing anticipation 
TWEET expressing curiosity 
TWEET expressing excitement 
TWEET expressing frustration 
TWEET expressing happiness 
TWEET expressing mixed feelings 
TWEET expressing negative feeling 
TWEET expressing sadness 
TWEET expressing strong emotion 
TWEET expressing surprise 
TWEET expressing sympathy 
TWEET for promoting own material 
TWEET from a celebrity 
TWEET game analysis 
TWEET humorous 
TWEET meaning making 
TWEET performing 
TWEET photo link 
TWEET related to Glee before airing 
Tweet related to Glee off airing 
TWEET related to Glee tour 
TWEET Statistics 
TWEET to a character 
tweet to the band 
TWEET to the network 
Tweet warning 
TWEET with a snarky twist 
Tweetable shows 
TWEETabout behind the scenes 
Tweeting a show you don't like 
tweeting about all life events 
Tweeting about Glee off airing 
Tweeting after the show/game/concert 
tweeting hinders the immersion 
tweeting in order to help the performer 
tweeting less 
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Tweeting live 
Tweeting live events on the spot 
tweeting more alone 
tweeting more when drunk 
tweeting more when happy 
tweeting pictures 
tweeting reruns 
Tweeting shows you don't like 
Tweeting to or following the network or producer or stars 
tweeting with real life freinds or no? 
Twitter brings work home 
Twitter commentary 
Twitter ethics 
Twitter is a lot about like sp.. 
Twitter Jam 
Twitter seems like Facebook on.. 
Twitter use 
twitter vs other social media 
two accounts 
unclear/UNCLEAR 
validation 
venting 
viewing practices 
voice their opinions 
watching device 
What makes live tweeting fun? 
When with firends who tweet also then no difference 
When you hashtag, it feels lik.. 
when you hashtag, you’re telli.. 
Whereas opposed if you’re righ.. 
Why Twitter matches TV watching? 
willingness to communicate with people who liked the same shows 
Win Hash Tag 
writing tweets 
You felt involved. 
you get to share your feelings.. 
You need to feel engaged in order to live-tweet 
you never feel like you’re rea.. 
you really felt connected 
You’re connected with the enti.. 
You’re more involved in the ov.. 
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KAI HUOTARI

EXPERIENTIALIZING – HOW C2C COMMUNICATION BECOMES 
PART OF THE SERVICE EXPERIENCE: THE CASE OF LIVE- 
TWEETING AND TV-VIEWING

In his dissertation, Kai Huotari studied how custom-
er-to-customer (C2C) communication becomes a part 
of service experience. Using grounded theory, Huotari 
investigated TV live-tweeting – i.e., people reading and 
writing Twitter messages about a TV program while view-
ing it. He interviewed 45 live-tweeters and analyzed 
more than 4,000 tweets in the U.S. during 2011–12. 

The study identified four distinct groups of users 
live-tweeting about TV programs (fanatic TV live-tweet-
ers, systematic TV live-tweeters, sporadic TV live-tweet-
ers, and active Twitter users) and four main categories 
of TV live-tweets (courtesy tweets, outlet tweets, selec-
tion tweets, and analysis tweets); described several TV 
live-tweeting practices, from preparation practices to 
reading and writing live-tweets and including certain use 
of Twitter functions; and revealed that a TV live-tweeter 
is an empowered TV viewer who can, by experientializ-
ing live-tweeting into his or her TV viewing, personalize 
and control his or her TV-viewing experience better than 
before, can express him- or herself more fully, and can 
reach a large enough audience and acceptance for his 
or her ideas.

Experientializing is the core concept that emerged 
from the study. It refers to the consumer integrating two 
activities with each other in a way that leads to new prac-
tices of consumption and to a transformed and empower-
ing experience.

The study develops a substantive theory of experien-
tializing live-tweeting into the TV-viewing experience. 
Huotari suggests that the concept can, however, be used 
also in other contexts and presents two abstractions of the 
theory: experientializing C2C communication into a con-
sumption experience and experientializing a customer 
activity into a service experience. The associated tenta-
tive models can be used to explain, for example, museum 
visitors’ willingness to go to museums in groups or how 
reading on public transportation changes the experience 
of commuting. 

The study brings new insight to television studies, espe-
cially for the ongoing discussion of the so-called “second 
screen.” The study repositions the research on C2C com-
munication: it investigates C2C communication as a part 
of consumption experience instead of considering it only 
as communication about consumption experience. In ad-
dition, the study suggests new ways to categorize C2C 
communication. For marketing in general, it introduces 
the concept of experientializing as a customer-driven pro-
cess wherein service providers have only limited visibility.

The media industry can take advantage of the empir-
ical part of the study. At the same time, the theoretical 
contributions of the study have broader applicability and, 
accordingly, can be made use of in various industries. 
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